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COPYRIGHT OFFICE, THE U.S. PATENT AND
l'RADEIVIARIU OFFICE, ANb THE COPYRIGHT
ROYALTY TRIBUNAL

r4.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1981

, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES

AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,
/".. COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

, Washington, D.C. ,
The subcoinmiitee filet at 10:05 a.m., in room 2226, Rayburn

House Office Buildipg, Hon. Robert' W. Kastenmeier (chairman of
the subcommittee) pre,siding.

Present: :Representatives Kastftmeier, Danielson, Frank, Butler,
and SaWyer.

9Also present: Bruce A. Lehhian, cou el; Thomas E. Mooney,
associate counsel; and Audrey Marcus, cle k.

Mr. gASTENMEIER The committee will come to order.
We are pleased to continue the second day Of oversight hearings

this morning. The hearings will, be on the Copyright Office, the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal. .

.
.

I'm sorry to say Mr. Railsback, because of illness in his family,
cannot be here today.

.this morning, thimay be the first opportunity to greet the new .
Register of the Copyright Office, who, 1n-fact, appeared many yeqrs

,

ago before this Subcommittee in a totally different capacity as the
Commissioner of Patents, in his widespread interest and deyotion
in both the public anil the private sector or theIntellectual proper-
ty in this country and is probably one of the most knowledgeable-, .

-

people in America. .. .
I recall when he was Commissioner of Patents and I wei-dome

him. I note that Ms. Schrader is here also, a person with whom we
4 have dealt in the past in the Copyright Office. I Would like to say

at the outset this, morning, We are ,entertaining these hearings
essentially on' the administrative function of the several offices, .but, parenthetically, we will, in due dourse, be looking at mom

1substantive matters inyolving the several fields and there are some
very important economic and judicial, questions as well as questions 4

that relate to the copyright field with respect to cd.'zle and other 0matters. This morning one can iead the morning per and-see that
there's' an iMportant decision about the patent1lity of computer
'programs, which also affects, perhaps in some ense or another, both .

tpatents 'and copyrights'.
- (1)
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Recently we passed a bill more precisely relating to the copy-
rightability of computer material, which we haven't even digested
yet. So, we may a* yOu some questions about that, since it seems.
really timely to do so.

But, for the most part, we are interested in the administrqtive
functioning of the offices rather than each of the many perplexing
su stantiVe questions that may affect both copyrights and patents.

this point I'd like to greet% and, yield to our witness, the
Honorable David Ladd. -

TESTIMONY OF DAVID LADD, REGISTER OF COPYRIGMTS AND
ASSpCIATE LIBRARIAN Fog COPYRIGHT SERVICES, ACCOM-
PAIIIED BY DAVID E. LEIBOWITZ, SENIOR AtTTORNEY-ADVIS-
ER; DOROTHY SCHRAD,ER, GENERAL COUNSEL AND *ASSO-
CIATE REGISTER FOR LEGAL AFFAIRS; AND HARRIET OLER,
SENIOR A'rrORNEY-ADVIStR I .

Mr. LADD. Mr. ChairmarrMr. Butler, and counsel, i am very
grateful for your generOus seatemeRts and I accept ,them with
gratitude, but on a note of levity, I want to tell you about a recent
exchange between the chairman of a. House Appropriations Sub-
committee and a witness. The chairman greeted the witness with a
generous and lavish introduction and the witness said, in a rather
ernbarrassed manner, "I think that's overstated." And the chair-
man said, "Well, yes, it is, but it's customary here in Washington."

But, nevertheless, thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I'd like, to introduce Dorothy Schrader, who is

General Counsel and Associate Register of the Copyright Office for
Legal Affairs, to my immediate right. To her right is Harriet Oler;
and, to my left is _David Leibowitz. Both are senior attorney advis-
ers in the General Counsel's Office.
.2' Mr. Chairman, I will be guided entirely by how you would like
me to proceed. I have submted a prepared statement and have
attached an organizational chart which describes the functions of
the Office...I propose to speak in outline rather than reading the
statement. '-

If at any point you would like me to mOve a little more rapidly,
I'm sure xou'll tell Me.that.

Mr. KASTE,NMEIER. May I reply by saying-you may prbceed as you
wish. I clo wiph you to cover at least the essentials of the points you '
raise in your statement. You are correct. Your statement. is about
nine pages lOng. It's riot very long.

cMr. LADD. Dwill be glad to-do that. .

Mr. KASTENMEIER. And however you care to proceed,o that both
the members and staff, and those who otherwise ordered these
bearings may have the benefit of your prepared statement, and
especially at least treat on all the questions.

Mr. LADD. I'ltbe"gjad tn do that.
I am, as you suggested, Mr. Chairman; new to .the job; I was

appointed to the position of Register of. Copyrights and Assistant
Librarian of, Congress in June MO. This is,-'indeed, my first ap-
pearance before this subcommittee, although I have appeared
before-the predecessor subcommittee. Nye welcomethis opportunity
to be here and we shall welcome the continued.advice, êounsel, and
direction of this committee imits oversight capacity..

1. I. j
6"
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mas told that one of the functions prthis appearance is simply

to allow the members to becoyne acquainted with me, -so I will give
'you a very brief biographical note. I wag born and reared in south-
ern Ohio in a town which no longer-exists. I don't think there's a
casual ,cOnnec,tion. My father wag' a railroad brakeman and my
mother, after his death,'was a shoe factory worker. While I Was not
reared in a log cabin, I did grow upin a house without running
water. I attended, pUblic schools, went to Kenyon College, served, in
the Army, took my undergraduate and law degrees at the Universi-
ty of Chicago, practiced in -the patent, trademark and copyright

V field in a firm headea by a former Commissioner of Patents, Casper
Ooms, was apPointed Commissioner !of Patents in the Kennedy
administration, returnedafter that, to practice in Chicago and tkien
returned to OhitPvhern prcticed for 7 years and then joined the
law faculty of the University of Mrarni, from which I came to this
position. --(4.I did not present myself for this position, but 1 -du vezy gal ul
for the appointment anethe OppOuniky to serve this bOdy o w
and the creatiVe t.tnts and entrepreneurs, which it is intend d to
serve, as well as the public which uses' copyrighted works.

As this corpraittee knows better thani, in January 1978 a tom-
prehensive sratutory revision of,our. copyright law came into effett.
.That was achieved after a long and sometimes diffrcult legislative
journey, and the achievement of that tQwering statutory.enactment.
is attrihutable to the wisdom and patience of you, Mr. Chairman,
and Mr. Railsback, Mr. Lehman, Mr. Mooney, andthe other pres-
ent and former members and staff of this committee.

As I mentioned in the prepared statement, that achievement is' so widely acknowledged and honored,' here and abroad, that it
remainshere for .n3p merely-to state my respect as well:

I think one colila look at the enactment of that comprehensive,
statutory revision generalli as an effort to accommodate copyright
law to extremely raPid changes in technOlogy, extending, in the

'case Of the enactment,. from 1909 to 1976. Those technoltgical
changes continue at a very rapid rate and thdy present numerous
challenges 'to the copyright system. They present a challenge to
copyright itself because photocopying and tape recording, for exam-
ple, are new techniques of copying and infringirfg works which are,

, in many cases, difficult to police. And at the same time 'there are
challenges to continue to adapt the law to the new technologies

. which make new ,forms of artistic expression possible. Not merely. artistic expression; but the kind of deative expression one finds in
computer technology. .

I would like now to turn to a description of the Copyright Office
and briefly describe its fpnctions, leaving, of course, room for any%

questions that the committee and stiff would care to ask.
The Copyright Office is one.of seven departments in the Library

of Congress. If you look at chart 1, appended to the prepared
statement, the present organizational structure of the Copyright
Office is there given. I think it would' not be unfair to say that the
essential function of the Copyright Office lies in the Examining
Division, where claims to copyright registration are received and
processed. >.

.
g

r.
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\-To he right on the 'eArt:yoti'will see identified the Cataloging
Divisi n. In that section;of the Office biblipgraphic registers. and
directbries of registered Works are compiled and distributed. Arid,
in addition, instruments reflecting the assignment of copyright

, rights and notices of termination bf rights are recorded mad main-
tained. 1......4. \ -

to the right of that you will see the Acquisitions a Processinglid'
Divisien. This division has two win functions. One is th'e initial
processing of what we tall in the Copyright Office the front end, by
wliich submissionsi or all kinds are received, whether they be appli-
cations for registration or deposits under section 407 in which
claim for registration is involved. All of the Work that comes int

. the Office comet in throsugh that front end contained in the Acqui- i
sitions and Processing Division., ..

There's another extremely important function in A. &. P., and
that is the function' of making demand Tor deposit of works- pub-
lished in the United States with notice of.copyright. Under the
authority of t4e statute, we now may require deposit of such works
for the collections of the Library of Congress. And" that leads to an
important point about the rate of the Copyright Office. Copyright
deposits are a primary source for the- collections of the Library., 1,That has been so for many years. If's more so now than ever: And
with shrinking budgets for acquisitions by the Library thb Office's
role in acquiring deposit copies either in connection with applica-

+

tions for registration, deposits without requests for registration, or
deposits which are made in-response to a formal demand under the
statute will continue to constitute the fundamental means of ac- -

quiring works for the collections of the Library.
+The.Records Management Division, which you will see listed in

the organizational chart immediately to the rigfit of that? main-
+r +tains..the very elaborate card catalog of all copyright 'registration

entries, and; iri addition; manages those deposits including, unpub-
fished works which we are required by law to keep. We also, as a

'matter of practice, retain most of the deposits which are not seledt-
ed by the Library of Congress to be added to its collection. They are-
at the moment contained in a bulging warehouse on Pickett Street
in Alexandria.

And, finally, to the right of that is the Licensing Division which
is responsible for the copyright licensing of julceboxe§ unOr section
116 compulsory license, and collecting fees for them. 'The division
also collects the royalty payments made by cable systems under the

, section 111 compulsory licensing system contained in the statute. .
Now, that in 'a very summary 'fashion describes the function of

the operating +divisions of the 'Copyright Office, And I will skip for
the moment a description of the staff offices which are located on
the organizational chart above Tat. /

.

One thing that may be of interest about the activities of the
CopyrighcOffice within the last year, is that/we have moved from
what I suppose could be called temporary faCilities which we occu-

r

pied for a number of years in Crystal City, Va., end thp entire
. Copyright Office has now been physically hrought back.to Capitol e

. Hill and housed in the Madison Building. .
I might say, Mr. Chairman, that at the tonvenience of the com-

mittee we would SVelcome its members and its staff, either individ-
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, 'ually; 'or ,as a group, to..-vi it the Copyright Ofhce and tour, our-7. .facilitiesand, see t pawns of the Office. .

1 'I wOld like4W15ss bow to a coufile of maltdated studies, one-\ speclficall Mandated by the statute itself, and the other. mandat-

bia datedby two Members of the Senate at ,the time of the enact-
th:1-4i ough I must say there's some argtiment as to whether it's

meht of the statute. The studies concern the success of the photo-
copying section of the statute in balancing the interests of the

fusers on tlie one hand and .copyright owners on the other and the
so-called- manufacturing clause. , /Section 108(i) requires that reports concerning photocopying ibe
filed by the 'Register at 5-year intervjJs, and the first of those
reports is due in January 1983. T pyright Office has conduc'ted
aseries of regional hearings iñsfiting the copyright inastries, user
constituencies and authors to express their views on the function-
ing of section 105 whibh, for the first time, codifies the fair use
doctrine whjoh-has long been a part of, our law in the United
States,fiacf, section 108 which provides for specific peibissions for i
qualifyink libraries to engage in certain photocopying activities.
These regional hearings have now boen completed with the lag 2-
day hearing in New York ifi January. There is at the moment,
under a a'ontract what,we? regard to be extremely\hriliortant, a
study being conducted on- the empiridal facts of what 'kinds of
photocopying are o&urting and to what extent, and in what kind

) of places in the united States. This study was Tramed in coopera-
tion with an advisory group within the Copyright. Office and an .

exter4fal advisory gioup made up of,,representatives of owner and
user constituencies. I don't recall right now viten that report is
due. . . .-

Ms. SCHRADER., March 1982. -1 .6 Mr. LADD. The second study, which I will clfaracterize as ndandat-
ed, relates to section 601 of the statute governing the manufactur-
ing clause. That is a clause bf which there was an ancestor, in

. previous statutes requiring for certain nondramatic literary works,
as a condition of protection,, that the printink be done in then
United States. That section has been, in the view pf some scholars ;
and attorneys, an embarrassment in the law for sonrtime, and
there is tmilt into this statute a self-destruct mechanismthat IS to
say, thateven in its ,surviving and much reduced form, the manu-.
facturing clause will, unless congressional action is taken, exinre

. automatically on Julytil, 4982. -,
. In the closing days of the revisiN Senator McClellan' and Sena-

tor Scott formally requested the Copyright Office to conduct, before
that expiration date, a study to try to ascertain the possible effect

g

upon American industry, American workmen and the like, of the
,. expiration of that clause. And 'in obedience to, that, 'we have con-

ducted a hearing in ganuaty of this year. The-hearing ran a full
day, and the Office is now studying the subrniitions, as well as
reviewing the transcript of that hearing and Will have its report
ready by July 1 of this year. .

Nov6 if.I mar turn to the administtative aspects of the Office. In
the first year, I set for ntyself as goals, obviously, to maintain the
established operatiOns of the Office, to acquaint myself and bktend
my unclerstanding of the policy and legislative issues which are

V
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confronting the Office and the Copyright system generally, and to
, establish wotking rejationships with the Library, the cipyright

proprietor and 'user constituencies, the bar, and with the Commit-
tees of congress. I would like to give you some data relating to the
condition of the workload of the Offices t

In Rreparation for the c'oming into effect of the revision act,,the
Congress authorized the Copyright ''Office to build up its staff 4'
rather substantially. I will not give S,ou the figures year by year,
but from fiscal year 1977 when we weie authorized 474 positions;
ttpostafrrose to 596 in 1979, and'then was cut back in fiscal 1981 to
573.

There are two reports relating tci tite operations of the Copyright
Officei; of which the committee should be adVised. The first was :
conducted by the legislative investigating team of the House Ap-
propriations Committee. That report was issued in March 1979;. it
found deficiencies and required 'tjle Office to make an effort to

; increase its productirity. There was a follow-on study conducted hy,
the intern& audit section of the'Library of Congress, which came
to conclusions of like tenor. So coneequftntly, during this fiscal ,
year, heavy emphasis has been laid on increasing productivity
within the Office.

I promised that I would make this short, but I think that can
explain this 'most readily by asking you to look at chat 2, which is
in the prepared Statement. It gives a very, quick view of the condf-:
tion of the workload of the Officeellf you will look'at the line on
which the legend is "minus goal," you will see that 85;000 occurs in
each column. That 85,000,figure represents what the Office consid-
ers to be a normal working inventory; by "normal working inven-
tory," we mean-a woikload which would allow 1he (rice, in the
ordinary course, to issue the certificate of registration within 3 to 4
weeks after the application -is received.

Then if you will look on the line immediately above that, you
will see tife total number of claims for copyright registration pend-

. ing in the intervals which are- given. These figures on pending
claims result from a Physkal count, because, curiously enough,
until otir information system is completely deployed, in the Office,
we dip nbt have a continuous meang of monitoring what the work,:
lqad is. That will charige when the COINS system is in full r-
ation.. 4

YOu will note ticat from January 1979 to May 1980 therelwas a
steady decline in the total number of cases. Concomitant t6 that, if
you look at the bottom lifie, what we call the backlog, that. is -to
say, the pending cases minus.the 85,000, the backlog Alpo steadily
lieglined until May 1980. There is a junip both in the number of
pending cases and the backlog ,for October 1980. That jump oc- f
purred during that interval of the move to Capitol Hill, and I 44

believe a-4substantial part of that lose is attributable to the move.
If you.compare the figures for October 1980 to January 1981, you

will see that the slippage was much .reduced. Negligible, really.
And when that is taken into account with what we haye done in
terms of eliminating expenditures in the Office, I am pleased with
the TeSuh. What I mean by that is this: both of the reports to
which I have referred complain about the quantity of overtime in

Sm.
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the Copyright Office, which in fiscal year 1980 totaled $650,000.
That has been virtually eliminated.

And in this fiscal year, the expenditure for overtime will be an
estimated $20,000, a reduction from $650,0000 S20,000. That repre-
sents the equiValent of 45 positions at a grade 8, step 5 level, and
when taken together with the 20 positions by which we were.
reduced in the appropriations action in the preceding year, we are
now operating witH more than 10 percent less applied work power
than before. .

- This turns out, in retrospect, to have been a very fortunate -

decision for a reason we did not expect. The Library and. the
Copyright Office have presented their budget request to the House
Appropriations Committee. We are all 'aware of the very strong
pressures to reduce Governm nt expenditures. We have in the past
been required to absorb.retro pectively parts of pay hIcreases that4
have been granted. We have co tiuued to spend into this particular
fiscal year on a continuing resolugon keyed 'to last year's appropri-
ation. ;

This deep in *the Siear, if. we are retrospectively required to '
absorb a substantral part of the 9.17-percent pay increase, it will be
difficult to contain, and without the elimination of this overhead, it
could litive been disastrous. ,,,,, .

.

Mr. Chairman, we will be glad to answer any questions now or
later that you or-any member of the committee or staff may have.

Mr. KASI*NMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Ladd. As I indicated at the
outset, some weeks from now we will be- looking at possible changes
in the copyright law. Certainly, we will be looking at issues. Will
you be prepared to- be a 'resource in that connection? Will xou
speak out oh eath- of theSe substantive issues as they. arise? Are
you prepared to have views to share with us on the prospect?

Mr. LADD. Of course. I will do that to the best of my ability.
Mr. KASTENMEIAR. I asked because;I'm not sure that each Regis-

ter is necessarily prepared to do precisely what the preceding one
did. .Ms. Ringer was very- krrowledgeable and very prepared to
share i'rieWs about the substantive changes in copyright law.

Before I forget, since it is in the paper,.do you have any view
about the so-called patent case and tlfe patenting of computer
programs as 'referted to in thg morning paper? Would it 'haVe any

-.. relevance to copyright? s .
Mr.. LAnn. It ceitainly has relevance to copyright, and if for no

other reason, because of the statutory change which was worked by
the action of the Congress in the-last session. I have not had time
to read the newspapet report, let alone, an opinion itself, and am
not prepared to respond in depth to it,at thfb time.

Mr. KASTENMEAIR. You say' that all facilities relating to the
Copyright Office are now housed in the James Madison Memorial
Buildipg? ..

Mr: LADD. Except the storage of copyright deposits at the Picliett .
. Street warehouse pi Alexandria, yes'.

Mr. KA*ENMEIpli. You are, no longer in the old Library of 'Con- .
gress buildizkat all? ,.. ...

...
.N.Mr. LApn. No. .. - .

Mr. KASTENMEIRIt ^Could you give us just a concise view of how,' in your view, the compulsgry licensea,areworking?
'

S.

t'
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Mr. LADD- The cable compulsory license? Thy mechanical li-
cense? Which one are you particularly interesteskin?

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Well, I would just say alt of them. But, do you
think son5e.are niore troublesome thad others; if so, which?

Mr. LADD. Certainly, the cable license,roublesorne, and I haNte
not the slightest doubt that whatever th initiatives are within the

t

Congress, this committee and the Congress generally will be waited
upon by interests who are' going to want revision with'the cable
license. And that is going to be caused in large part bY the recent
iction of the FCC in deregulating cable, insofar as the importation
of distant signals and the eljminatiog of syndicated prdgram exclu-,sivity i concerned. So I am sure that that issue will arise in one '
form or another hefore this committee in this session Of Congress.

Mr. KASTENUEIER. Much of your. work, as you refer to, is regis-' tration of copyrighted works. Under the 1976 act, the work of
authorship is copyrighted before the moment of its creation. In
view of this, do you think the bureaucracy involved in registrAion,
as such, i's still needed?

-Mr. LADD. I think that's en import ant and fundameneal question,.
and I think that it should be examined. There is not a country in
the 'world which maintains the kind of establishfnent that we do
relating to-registration arid 1title of copyrighted works.

One of the things that I would like to see done, and in the not-
tpo-distant future, is some kind of empirical study made about the

-cost effectiveness, of maintaining, the kind of registration systemthat we have'. This questiftby the way, is necessarily involved in
the broadet question of Waller or not.. the Unite4 States should
approach on any basis, adherexice to the Berne Convention. Quite
apart from that, if the Berne Convention were, not involved, this
question of the cost effectiveness of our registration system should

' be examined.
Now in, the past, there has been much scholarship and opinion

directed to legal analysis of what the disparities are between the
domestitcopyright law in the United States and the requirements
of the Berne Convention. To my knowledge, however, there has
never been any comprehensive and systematic study made compar-ing how lierivate transactions relating to the ownership and exploi-
tation of copyrighted works are achieved in the United States and
in other countries. I believe :that that kind of study is indicated,
and that every 'system should continually be subjected to this kind,;
of cost-benefit evaluation.

I might say that on the basis of conversations that I had in New
York yesterday, for example, with thilee distinguished leaders of
the copyright bar, that their view was, despite the fact that in the _-
past, Ms. Ringer and the late Mr. Haminstein both have publicly
expressed the view that they thought that Americari-interests
would best be served by ultimate American adherence to.the Berne
Convention, there are people who believe thaj.-the-market and our
institutions in the United States are fiufficieritly different,from
those of foreign countries, that a systein like the one that we .have
now may very well prove to betogt-effective.

To summarize, it is a...quistion which should be asiced and any
conclusions should be undergirded by serious analytical studies.
However, there are divergent views in the copyright Apmmunity

its
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concerning the elimination of the formalities of registration and
recordation. ie

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, 1Vjr. Ladd. I Won't pursue further
questions, except to say that Mien we do get into substantive
matters, perhaps next month, we might take that occasion to invite
you also to give extended 'remarks on policy matters which affect
tht. Copyright Office and copyrightability, some of thosd in conflict,
and So of those pc.ehaps not in conflict. I think we deafly need a
much more coinprehensive- discussion of the field of copyright.

Mr-. LOIS. A-s-n-Eild';-I'lrbe glad- to do that, -to the best of My
ability, and if the committee or any of its members have specific
issues on which they would like us to prepare analysis and,testimo-

, ny, I will obviously be Iiileased to do that.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you. And I yield to the gentleman from

Virginia, Mr. Butler.
Mr. BUTLER. Thank yeti, Mr. Chairman.-'I, too, welcome,the new

Register. I feel like.you)re made the transition from that log cabin
in Ohio to the austerity ',of James Madison very gracefully, and we
look forward to working with you.

I'm not one of those praised in the beginning of your statement'
for their great participation iii the copyright reviSion, because.I
had no part in it, so I hope you'll bear with me when.I ask you a
few questions.

Fir example, you have mentioned a Conventionthe Berne Con-
vention.

Mr. LADD. Yes.
Mr. BUTLER. Just for the record, what is that?
Mr. LADD. It is an international treaty adhered to by most of the

major industrial and developed countries, providing for a certain
minima of protection Nhich are required to be afforded under
domestic law of those countries which are signatory to the Conven-t0.

Mr. BUTLER. Thank you. Now, turning to one of the questions
raised by the,chairman, in the collection function of your licensing
division, that's a statutory responsibility imposed on you with
regard to the compulsory licensing fee. Explain to me how
effectile you think you are in actually making collections, identify-
ing the obligations and collecting money. Do you have a view of
that?
. Mr. LADD. I can, if you care to, gi;esiiiii-data on the fees which
are collected. But I don't think that's the thrust of yoursillestion. If
the question is: Are the cable systems being faithful in payin 11-
the amounts which are legally due, we don't look behind the "

papers which present the revenue figures on which the royalty is
calculated.

Mr. BUTLER. How do you arrive at the conclusion that you have
no oblikation to look behind those revenue figures?

Mr. Lt.nn. I think I'll ask Dorothy Schrader to respond to that
.question. We don!t do it.

MS. SCHRADER. Mr. Butler, we don't see in the statute any specif-
ic direction to the Copyright Office to engage in the very detailed
examination of the Statement of 'Account. We are directed to re-
ceive the Statements of Account, receive the money, arid 'transmit
the money to the U.S. Treasury. Now, we do make a very limited

13
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examination in the case of obvious errors and .to the extent that we
have issued a regulation about a particular form or particular
procedure If there is an obvious error or our regulatons have not -
been folloi'ved, then we would correspond ftand get ka clarification or
corfection. Unless we are directed otherwise, we do not see that we
have the statutoryt authority to do indre.

Mr. BUTLER. Do you audit those 4 all?
aMS. SCHRADEt. No. -

`1 Mr. LADD. We have no_enforcement-powersin relation to those
'collections, Mr. Butler.

Mr..BUTLER. What sanctions would be available to you if a cable
company wrote in and said, under the statute as Cvritten we owe
you such and such, but we refuse to pay it? What action would 'be
available to you then?.

Ms. SCHRADER. We have no sanctions except to continue to try to
tell them, if there is a clear obligation, what that obligation is. But
we have no enforcement power.

Mr. BUTLER. I don't want my silenc& to be considered acquies-
cence on that subject. It seems to me that when you're seeking to
collect the money that somewhere implicit in that 4 an obligat,ion
to be nasty about it if you don't get it. So I thankfyou for your
answer. I will reserve judgment on the response.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Wgould the gentleman yield?
Mr. BUTLER. Certainly. 4,
Mr. KASTENMEIIII. Of course, that responsibility has traditionally

4.-..._been the responsibility of the copylight owner and the question
might be asked what recourse does the owner have? We have never .
historicallyand the gentleman is correct, certainly A .w.puld want
to review thatbut historically imposed upon the CopRight Office
itself ahy enforcement authority. It's neutral as far as its collection
sanctions. It's an entity, a repository. Indeed, there are in-some cases
criminal sanctions for violatiotis of copyright law. But the U.S.
attorney and the copyright proprietor are among the parties to be
interested, but not the Copyright Office itself, which is essentiallyneutral.

Mr. BUTIIER. Ithank the Chairman and, as I said iti the begin-
ning, I'm proceeding from a vast amount of ignorance in this area.
But, as a taxpayer and maybe" even a copyright owner who might
be getting the benefit of the cable collections, I'm a little shocked
at this process. But I'm not in the position to be overly critical,
which, as yoU know, is not my nature anyway. [Laughter.]

Mr. BUTLAIL But what is the situation with reference to the r
jukebox collections? Is that another division of your collection proc-
ess?

Mr. LADD. Again, in that case also we have no enforcement
fgawrers and there is a serious problem in 'that area because there is

7/erge degree of noncompliance or the legal requirements that
jukeboxes be licensed. We have been in consultation not only with
the owners of the copyrights which, are affected, but also the De-
partment of Justice', uting them to bring action to, compel or
encourage wider cempliance with the juke-box provisions of the
copyright statute. We will contieue to ao that. It is a problem.

M. BUTLER. IS t ere some difference in the collection authority
under the statutes s to juke boxes versus cable?

1 41"
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Mr.- tADD. No.
Mr. BUTLER. The collection process is the same?-

. Mr. LAnb. Yes.
Mr. BUTLER. And your authority is the same but your results,

may be different?' .

Mr. LADD. Yes. The 'Copyright Office his no enforcement power

Mr. LADD. Except we_have_power....to_demand. deposit a Public 7,/
of any kind.

Mr. BUTLER. Yes, I understand that.

works. But in the area that you're talking about, we have enforce-,
. ment power. -

Mr. BUTLER. Wellp far as deposit Works are concerned youzalso
have the power to insist upon payment of the fee at the, time _

copyright applications are filed.
Mr. LADD, Oh,-yes. That's in.the statute. /
Mr. BUTLER. That's'a statutory fee.
Mr. LADD. That's part of the qpplication, as a, ratter of fact.

, Mr. BUTLER. And, of course, you, deny the application if you don't
r receive the nioney.

Mr. LADD. Yes.
Mr. BUTLER: What ia that fee now?
Mr. LADD. $10.
Mr. BUTLER. And when was it last established?
Mr. LADD. With the revision.
Mr. BUTLER. The 1976 statute?
Mr. LADD. Yes.
Mr. B4CLER. And what was it prior to that? '
Mr.,,LADD. $6, by ,and large.
Mr. BUTIER..Is it time to take another look .at that?
Mr. =LADD. -Yes, it is.
Mr. BUTLER. Do you haVe &recommendation?
Mr. UDR. We have undertaken a program to develop recommen-

dations to the Congress that the fee be increased. As a matter of
fact, I hope to have that package ready to go through the normal
procedures sometime between MaS, 1 and July 1. As closT to May 1
as possible.

Mr. BUTLER. In 1976, at the -time the fee was set of course you
weren't-there, but just as a point of reference, how did the $10 .
compare with the administrative costs "Of filing initially?

Mr. LADD. Let me do this from memory, and if you want, I'll get
more accurate information to put in the record. Roughly the per-
centage of the expense of the Office in relation to the amount
recovered by fees is 2 to 1. In other words, about one-third of our
budget of approximately $15 -million is recovered by fees. That's
from recollection. Let me get more precise data. By the way, the
ratio is declining.

Mr. BUTLER. The ratio is declining?
Mr. LADD. The ratio of fees received and total budget is declining.
Mr. BUTLER. You mean becoming smaller?
Mr. LADD. A smaller fraction.
Mr. BUTLER. One more question, if I may, Mr. Chairman. Just

philosophically, is there any reason why all of the eosts.of the
Copyright Office should`not be assumed by those who are getting
the benefit of itthe-applicants?

1
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Mr. LADD. I do have views on this, and I.think the answer to ,
your question is "Yes." There are reasons why it should not fall

. totally on the applicants, there are activities, of the Copyright
Office %thick do not rebound to the benefit of claimants, and there
is a question as to whether or not we should impose upon the'
claimants for registration the full burden of the Office, including
activities from which they do not benefit. .,

Now, I personally sub.acribe_to_the_user. pri 'pie I believe that
in genera these people who are special ben iciaries of Govern-
ment services should bear a special proportion f the expenses of

i-- tife Government agency in the securing and hclping to protect A

their rights. I testified on this issue before, to the predecessor
committee to this one, at great length in 1962, when the question
was raised thenand the proposition was not, then acceptedof

introducing maintenance fees into the patent statute. The rationale
there was the-user principle. There was a long debate! I don't think
it is possible to resOlve with any kind of mathematical precision

. what portion, of the Patent and Trademark Officeand I'll nor .
testify at length about that, because you have a witnesi behind me
who will talk about that. But the question raised then was what
proportion of operating costs should be put on the special beneficia- .
ries of the patent system, namely, the patentees, as against the
proportion which should be borne as a general 'expense of the. .Government.

,,
I have forgotten now what the figure was. My recollection is that

in that particular case and time it was set at something like 65
percent. But that is a matter of record in the hearings and reports
of the predecessor committee to this onethe Houie Subcommittee

I on Patents, Trademarks and. Copyrights, as it was called. ,
Mr. BUTTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I yield back.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. 'thank you. After all_ these years we are

nowsince the last session finally able to accept for the Patent
and Trademark Office the principal of maintenance fees. .

The gentleman from California, Mr. Danielson.
Mr. DANIELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have only one

point. This follows up Mr. Butler's last inquiry and your response.
If you are planning to present more precise information on how the
fee arrangement has been worked out, it might be helpful to couch
that, not only in absolute dollars$10, for examplebut also the
percentage of the ratio between total costs and -tim user
cause I would imagine,as time goes 133 it might be more interesting
to know what the ratio was at the time the fee was imposed. ,

Mr. LADD. Yes.
Mr. DANIELSON. Since they are apparently traveling on separate

coufses.'
Mr. LADD. Right. We will provide that.
Mr. DANIELSON. I have no other questions, and I thank you very

much.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. I might just say that my knowledge on this subject,

if it exceeds Mr. Butler's at all, certainly is de minimis. [Laughter.]
But I would like to ask? just as a matter of course, are the

Eastern bloc of nations also a party to this I3erne concord?
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Mr. LADD. I think the answer to that is that some of them are.
Hungary, I think, is.

Ms. SCHRADER. And Czechoslovakia.
Mr. LAno. The So Viet Union is not.
Mr. SAWYER. Apparently we're not either, as I understand it.
Mr. LADD. That's correct. We are not.
There is no international society, The Universal CopyrightCon-

ventitWllihthé United-Statei-does belong, was developed, I
think it is fair to say, to provide a vehicle for international cooper-
ation in the area of copyright without the kinds of minima of
'protection ehat are Intvided for in the Berne Convention, and
allow the -United States to enter into copyright treaty relations
with other countries. And the "Soviet Union is a member.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. SAWYER. Sure. . ,

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Just one comment. I think historically the
reason for this is that 'Iv evolved our copyrieht and patent laws
'quite separately from Europe. I suppose Great Britain did serve as
a model in part. The result is that because the provisions in our
laws were substantially different in terms.of protection and other-
wise, we were not able to enter into adherence which required
minimal accommodation of laws. So for this reason I think we
probably have troubles both in patent and in copyright in the past,
generations in reference to international treaties. We have been
moving conscientiously in the direction of complying our laws
somewhat with the rest Of Western Europe or the rest of the world.

Mr. LADD. Mr. Sawyer, I might -tell you something that Mr.
Kastenmeier and counsel for the committee can tell yOu better
than I. The stated reason for several of the changes in our domestic
law brought about by the genefal revision was to move bs closer
toward a position from which we could, if we chose, Eidhe're to
Berne.

'he relaxation in the notice requirements is one example. The
proposed elimination of the manufacturing clause is another. In
the House report of the bill, one will discern places where the
modifications were, among other reasons, adopted in order to bring
the' United States mbre nearly to a position from which it might .choose' to adhere to the Berne Convention.

Mr. SAWYER. During the last Congress I was surprised to learn
that the Patent Office was not in any way aim data processing.
Doei the Copyright Office have data processing?

Mr. LADD. Yes. Those systems are being installed now in stages.
But the answer to your westion is "yes," we have.

Let me describe two `bf them. We have a system in the final
stages of design by which applications'ana the like coming into the
Office would-be immediately entered into a tracking 'system so that
we may know the location and status of any claim which is in our
custody at any given time. That system is well ad;ianced and two
significant stages are operational now. There is more to be done on
it.

We have noW installed a computer system for cataloging which
will-soon eliminate the publication 9f the printed catalogs of regis-
trations. The output from that system will be a data bank biblio-
graphic entry for the work, a catalog card which will go into our

83456 0-81--.2
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physical card catalog th4 I mentioned earlier in my testimony,
and finally a tape from which to drive the preparation -of micro-
fiche which will then become the bibijographical directory for ourregistrations.

So, yes, we are well along. .
Mr. SAWYER. Well; when you were asked whether_or_notthe

perations-ofth cifficemghfTcnm supPOrted in effect by the users,
you said a portion of your operation did not.benefit users or claim-

. ants. What are those? What operations do not?
Mr. LADD. The users, or ihose who want to know the copyright

status of a given workto answer for themselves the question maycopy and if I may copy, what may I c'dpyuse our files. Thatlienefit is for the proposed user of our file, not for the registrant
who has obtained his registration from us.

The publication of the bibliographic directory is another suchcase. The files we maintain on whether or not an author has tried
to effect,.in accordance with the statutory provisions, a rescission
or a revocation of a license that he is granted, is, also something
that the registrant does not exclusively benefit from.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, it might be a repository for information used
to put people on hotice, as to whether they would be infringing ona copyright.

It seems to me, arguably atleast, a benefit th the onewho claims
the copyright.

So much for that issue.
While this is a little outside the scope of the operation of theoffice itself, I remember a number of years ago I was startled to

find out by way of a lawsuit against a client that even such.songs
as "Take Me Out to the Ball Game," or "I've Been Working on the
Railroad," and so on, printed in a singaIong book were still subject
to live copyright infringerhent claims. Do you have any view about
the inperpetuity provision we give copyright?

Mr. LADD. Well, that comes as a surprise to me:.
Mr. SAWYER. It canwas a surprise to us, too.
Mr. LADD. The duration of protection of a copyright is fixed by

the statlite. It is now keyed through the life of the author, in -most
cases, and it surprises me that the iongs mentioned are still in
copyright, although one can, you understand, make a revision or
new version of an old work which is in the public domain and thatspecific version can still be-protected as a hew work.

Mr. SAWYER. I am talking maybe 10 years back, and maybe
something has changed since then. But at that point it worked.

Mr. LADD. Well, yolf know, the basic idea of copyright is that in
exchange for the protection which the law affords the author, their
protection is limited in time and indeed that is a constitutional
requirement.

Mr. SAWYER. That's all nave.
Mr. DANIELsON. Mr. Chairman,Ipay I ask g question?
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentlehian from California.
Mr. RANIELSON. On this point of the duration, if my memoryserves me, when we rewrote the law in 1976 we extended thattime, did we not?
Mr. LADD. Yes.
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Mr. DANIELSON. What was the time before that? And what i the
time now?

Mr. LADD. The previous terms were two termsa first term Sand
one renewal term, each of 28 years. -

Mr. DANIELSON. That would make it an aggregate of 56 years.
Fiftrsix yews-from-tfie

Mr., DANIELSON. And thot was it? ta

Mr. LADD. Yes.
Mr. DANIELSON. And pfésently it is the life of the author, but

they cannot be extended beyond the life of the.author?
Mr. LADD. It is the life of the author plus 50 years.
Mr. DANIELSON. Plus 50 years?
Mr. LADD. Yes.
Mr. DANIELSON. That philosophically gave me real trouble at thee

. time we wrote the law, and I guess it still does. The Constitution
still says we cairdo it for limited Ames. But how we can go beyond
the life of an author and still give it to him for a limited time still
confuses me.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. We also gave extended subsisting rights to
copyright for materials which in some cases were copyrighted at

, the beginning of the century. They were extended for a number of
years from about .1962 on beyond 56 years. So that may have '-
otherwise, extended the,term of the works at the outside which was
not contemplated originally at the time of the registration.

Mr. LADD. There are some other embellishments. On some works
the duration is measured from the date of publication. The law also
reaches back and gets unpublished works and starts them moving
toward the public domain.But in the main the term is measured
by the life of the author- plus 50 years.
. Mr. DANIELSON. I appreciate your response. I just couldn't hang
on to it. Your answer gave us the, ball park figure. Thank you. I
don't agree with that figure, but I mean that's the law.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. One last question and you may or may not be
'prepared to answer. That is a comment on the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal. Since if is a symbiotic relationship in that it operates in
the field of copyright as to its efficacy, are there any changes you
might suggest for it, viewed from the Register's office?

Mra LADD. I do not at this time. I am really not that familiar
with the operation to have an informed opinion about that. I am, of
course, aware of the views that Ms. Ringer expressed to the-com-.

mittee last year, and I have studied those with care, but I really
am not qualified at,this time to give you an answer.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. If you have some view about that, when you
ne* aptsear we would like to hear it.

Mr. LADD. Yes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
That concludes this morning's questions for the Register, and we

"thank you very much, you and your colleagues, for appearing here.
[The complete statement of Mr. Ladd followsj

a
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?EMU? OF DAVID LADD
REGLATER OF COPYRIGHT% AND

ASSISTANT tIBRARIAN FOR COPY1fIGH7 SERVICES

Befgre the Subcommittee on Courts.
and the Aamcnistration df Justice

.*/

Committee on the Judiciary
House of Replesentativei

47th Congress, Firit Session. .

March 4, 1981 4

lir. Chairman and members of.the Subcommittee, my nace is

David Ladd, Reiister of Copyrights in the Copyright Office of the Library

of Congress end Assistant Librarian for Copyright Services. I was appointed

to those positions last 'June, and this is my first appearance before you.

I thank you and the subcommittee staff foc giving me the opportunity to

appear herg today. The Copyright Office look; forward to the continued

benefit of your subcommittee'i advice, counsel,, and direction, in the exercise

of your oversight reiponsibilities.

On January 1, 1978, sn 'entirely new copyright law cane_inre effect

in the United States. This generalorevision of our copyright statute was the

product oi over twenty years of administrative and legislative efforts of

many members of the Congress, the Copyright Office, the bar, and the representatives

of diverse interest groups. In particular, the culmination of .these efforts in

the enactment of the first new copvight statute since 1909 is-astowerinm achievement
.

attributable to the outstanding wisdom,
perseverance, and tireless efforts of your

Chairman, Congressman Kastenneier, your ranking Minority !Umber, Congressmad

Railsback, your Chief Counsel, Bruce Lehman, Minority Counsel Tom.Mooney,

and other present and fot7mer members of your subcommittee and its staff. That

achievement has been so widely acknowledged and honored, in the United States

and abroad, that I need-here only state 6y oiversonal respect.
_
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The copyright gf the United States is founded og the provision
or

of the constitutimjart,71.,_sic, 8) whichempowets_Congrees...=

* * * To Proiote the Progress of Sciences and useful

Arts, by secdring for limited Times to Authors and
Inventors the\exclusive Right to their respective
Writings and 6 scoveries.

This provision embraces the doctrine of exclusive rights to authcv for

a limited time as a necessary intentive for cteation and the continued

aPancement of learning and culture for the pdblic welfare. The enormous

contributions oi Americans in arts mnd culture made possible by virtue oE

this incentive are recognized throughput the world. I am grateful for
\

the opportunity to serve this body of law and the rights of those creative
S.

'talents and entrepreneurs it protects and of the public those rights are

intended to serve.:

During the lsst fel, decades, the United States has been in the

throes of a vast technological revolution. Applications of space age technology,

once considered tore "science fiction", have now becocie reality, leading to new

and diverse methods of creative xpression and delivery of informaiion. This

revolution, enriching our lives, has, nevertheless, been accompanied by a serious

challenge tO the author's coi.yright (2,1:, photocopying mnd tape recording).

addition, our ability to adapt copyright to protect new expressions of suehorshig

made possible by new tethnologies (Lat. computer programa, holographs).has been

tested . The Copyright Act of 1976 has orde great strides in meetins these tests.

However, it seems likely that future technological developments in areas such as

fiber optics, lasers, microcomputers,.and the increasing number of methods

C-
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of artistic expression made available by new technologies may tax the.basic

philosopllical limits of copyright protection and further threaten.the

foundation of th0 copyright law. The Copyrisht Office has monittred,

and will continue,to monitor, these developments in an attempt to retain

the delicaterbalance of inteiests enunciated in the Conscitutionf.

jwould llke to turn now to a brief review of the functions of the

Copyrisht Office under,the copyrisht law.
I

The Copyrisht Office'is one of seven departments In-thd Library of
-

Congress and is within the lesislative branch of government.4LA principal

function of the Offici his been the examinaiion and reges,tration of claims

to-original and renewal copyiights filed by authors and other copyright

owners. The Office also recoras assisnmenti and other transiers of copyrisht

and'related documegts,,and certain notices pertainins to theecordins of

musical works-and the termination of rishts earlier sranted by atithors.

liThe Copiiiiht Office performs seve[al other functions related to

or resultins from its resistration and recordation duties. Our Catalogins
f

Division prepares and distributes bibliographic descriptions of all resistered

works. It elso provides basic cataloging for many of the Library's specik

collections. The benefits of copyrisht cataloging will, in ok: near future, be

"
available to all thm;,Library. This will swipe us closer to the creation of a

comprehensive national bibliosraphy lons a goal of the imerican library,

educational, and even our kolnietary, communities.

Opr /nformation ReferenceDivision provides very important

services to the copyright community and to the4public at larse. The division

22 .
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searches and reports,_upon request, the copyright facts contained'in o-r

records, providey terrified copies of certificates of registration,.and issists

the public in using our files. ;It also maintains a public information oifice.

staffed by couit'eous and knowlidgeable individuals for answering mail, telephone

and personal visit inquiries about the copyriggt lay and registration procedures.

, The Office's public information staff deservps special recognitir. Unlike .

oriber federal agencies, the Pktent and Trademark'Office, for example, ()feta wm

deal directly with individual luthors'aed users who are not general/y sophisticated

.in the nuances of copyright prstection and the legaraspects of regibcration.

9
Fpr thiyeasoNit is pirticuIarly ioportant, that, the Office have able and adept

people to sprve thfm. Finally, the Division has ap'ictive ppblication program

for the distribution, .ifte Of charge, of.circulars and similar materials On

'copyright. m

\,,, most significant aspect of Copyright Office operations is its

enrichment of the collections of,the Library of-Zongress. Under the Copyriggt

Act of 1976, coPies'of works, published in the United States with a notice of

copyright are requited to deposited with the Copyright Office and ma,51e

available through the Office to the Library of4Congress for its collections.

The copyright iyst'em is the very base upon which the Library of Congress

has developed its exterhaive collections of books, periodicals, music, maps, '
,

prints, photographs and motionspictnres. In many*of these ar'eas, copyright k, Aw

deposits form the greatest part of the Library's acquisitions. .

. 0 .

In addition to the functions described above, 'the Copyright Act of
.

1

1976 gavt additional reiponsibilities to the Copyright Offics. We are
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/engaged in licensidg jukeboxes throughout the United States to perform

copyrighted music; we also eay an integral role in the operation of.the

compulsory licensing mechanism governing secondary transmissions by cable

television systems. The LicensingAivision of.the Copyright Office examines

statements and receiVes statutory royalties from both Jukebox and cable

television operators. Thesi sumsNre received in our Office, aled, after

deduction of. reasonable adiinistrative.expenses, are deposiedmith the

Treasury Uppartment for i estment in interestbearing U.S. Securities

and later distribution to copyright owners.

Thi Copyright Office regularly assists both houses of Coniress and its

staffs in preparing and-commenting on legislative proposals, respondIng

to conseituent inviries and assisting in the further implement4ion of pe

copyright law. Last year the Copyright Office completed its moVe from Crystal

City to the Library of Congress James Madison Memorial Building. Ue hope that

*Committee and its staff, together or individually, will visit the Copyeight

Office in its new quarter-So : 1

The new.Copyright Act, and accompanying legislative reports, required

14.

4.

'Or requestevk the Register of Copyrights to make certain studies and reports to

Congress and your Committee. I would like co comment briefly on two,such tudies

presently being undertaken. One of the mosi difficult problems to resolve in t4

general revision of the copyright laWconcerned the photomechanical reproduction,

in whole or in part, of copyrAhOd works by libraries and archims. In scidition

to codifying thoudocerine of fair ule for the first time (section 107), the

copyright statute contains provisions in section 108 authorizing certain acts of '

reproduction and distribution by qualifying librarfes. Because of the uncertainty

2 4

.4
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0
about the effect of these provisions, at-present and in the future, Congress

---

provided that the Regilter_of COpyrights should prepare, at five-year intervals,

reports concerning the effectiveness of the balance created by the statuce. The

first such report 1s due January 1, 1963. In connection with this mandate, the

Copyright Office held five regional public hearings with publishers and librarians

examine practices under section 106 as they have developed since the new law

a went into effect.

Under section 601 of the copyright law, certain nondramatic literary

materials.in the English language must be manufactured.either in the United States

of in Caned: in order for the work to enjoy the full* resedies provided-by th.- '

copyright law in an action for infringement of the.righti of reproduction or

distribution. -The 'manufacturing clause" now applies only to works by American

citizens or domiciliariee, and under Special circumstances, even such works say

be exempt. Section 601 further states lhat the manufacturing requirements will

terminate on July* 1962. During-the; codrst of Senate debate preceding passage

of the Copyright Act of 1976, Senator-Hugh Scott, on behalf cf himself and

Serator John L. McClellan, asked the Resister of Copyrights to study the

dangers that may face'the U.S. Printing industry by viriive of the elimi.o.tion

of section 601. Pursulnt to this request, the Office has undertaken such a study

and will report its findtggs tO COngress by July 1, 1961.

Nov that I have briefly described the functions of the dpyright

Office, I wou/d like to turn to the administrative conditions of the Office.

As I have assumed direction of the Copyright Office in the past year,.

I have had as my objectives :(1) to mince/eche established operations of the

Offics; (2) to acquaint myself with the policy and legislative issues confronting
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copyright and add to my understanding of others, and (3) to establish working relation-

ships and lines of communication with the authors, 'the bar, the copyright interests,

the user constituencies, and the Congress.

The demands placed upon the CoPyright Office by the new Act were'great. Td
. 4

,equip the Office to breast the storm, the Congress allowed a rapid buildup of staff

from 474 in FY 1977 to 552 in FY 1978, and 596 in FY 1979. The staff was then reduced

to 593 in FY 1980.and 573 in 1981.

To assess the effectiveness of- that.growth in staff, the Legislative

Investigating iese of the House Commit4e on Appropriations studied the

Copyright Office, thd its operations. The report on that study was dated
1/

March, .1979. The report was confidential snd has not been publicly disclosed.

That report was critical of the Office and found deficiencies. Among

other findings, it found the level of productivity and effective application '

-of personnel time unsatisfactory; sind improvement was demanded. At the sill4 time,

Copyright Office requesti for incr eeeee in staff were denied, and in fact,

1
reduction wii ordered.

Concoiltantly, the House Committee on Appropriations, in its 1981 budget

action, instructed the Library to include, in forthcosing budget requests, "a

summary of agency productivity goals together with their !spate on the budget
2/ ,

request." The Library's Internal Audit staff conductea a follow-on study,

similarly discerning administrative and productivity prob!..srl.

1/ A Report to the, Committee on Appropriations, U.S. House-c! Representatives,
on Staffing Policy and Practices - Copyright Office, Library of Congress.
(Surveys-and Investigations Staff (March, 1979).)

2/ H.R. Rep. No. 96-1098, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1980).

2
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Consequently, during the lett-et-half of 1980 and to

Concentrated on improving work force effectiveness. Rather than explain in

deta means used, I can best introduce the matter bydiscussing our

work load and the use of the work force. Please refer to the tabulations

en Chart 2 Of the prepared statements. The figure; are broken down by the

various points of processing.

The.count comes% from periodic physical inventories. (Oddly, until our

data processing ystem is fully deployed, the Copyright Office does not has:. a

'continuous cumulative account of its wOrk load.) The figure 85,000 on the line

"'Untie Coal" represents what the Office considers a normal work inventory--i.e.,

work,load with which the Office can, in the ordinary course, iSsue certificates or

registrations within three weeks after receipt of the application.

What wecall thebecklogy-thereforel-ds-thetotalnumberofcaseir

on hand, less that 85,000 figure. You will noticela steady decline in the

backlog between January 1979 and Hay 1980, from 81,000 to 41,900; and then an

increase from Hay 1980, to January 1981.

This increase occurred during the period in which the Copyright

Office moved from its quarters in Crystal City to its new quarters in the

Library of Congress James Madison Memorial Building. Now that increase in

the backlog--asemmiated, in large part, I believe, with losses -attributed
-

to tbe move--is unwelcome. Notice, however, that from October 1980 to January

1981, the'slippage almost ended.rAnd ieginning October 1980, the Copyright

Office discontiltued overtime equivalent to about 45 positions.

Both studies on Copyright Office operations which I have mentioned

were critical of the'thronic use of overtime and the appropriation; to

.sUpport i. Atcordingly, as Of October 1, 1980, ye virtually discontinued
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'overtime. It has been reduced from a figure of $650,000 in,FY 1980 to

an estimated $20,000 in FY 1981. In the appropriations action for FY 1981,

the work force of the Office was reduced by 20 positions. Taking into account

those 20 positions, plus the equivalent of some 45 positions represented by

theovertime(measuredactherat0,1,Step5),thenwehaveeffeCtiveW

ieduced che work force of the Office in FY 1981 by about 10%. -

In retrospect that decision to eliminate overtime csn be seen.4 foL

tunate. Like many other units in,government, we have, under a continuing rolu

tion, continued to spend at levels keyed to the FY 1980 appropriations. We are all

aware of the enormous pressures to reduce government spending. In FY 1980,... we

were required to *bsor i 5.5%'pay incre'ase. Last October our employees received

9.1% pay increase. If-we were, this late in the yearhaving spent thus far at

6

6levelsrequired to absorb retroactively any,part of the latest psy

inCrease, the results would be serious. Without the\elimination of overtime,

and the savings thus achieved, the results would have 'been disastrous.

The Subcommittee may also be interested in the trends in registration

applications received and registrations of claims in the last,five years.

That will be represented as follows;

FY Registration Applications Received Registrations
(approximate),

76 445,080 410,969

77 458,000 452,702

78 4 416,000 365,697

79 426,000 429,004

80 460,000 464,642

"s
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You will note an initial rise in registration applications received

followed by *Alp and then a sharp ;1st letween FY 79 and FY 80 to a high for

the period. The figures tor registrations show a parallel.trend.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to appear before you and will

be pleased to aniwer any inquiries you may have now or in the future.

o





Jen '79 Hey '75

Initial Processing 26,000

EismInetIon ;9,0006

Jost-exemlnetIon Processing 50,000'

On Meld_in Unfinieltad Ous. Correa.

flle/AwsltIng Closing 27,000

Cataloging 34 000

Teti!

---/---

164 000

minus Cool - 85,000
4

Backlog $1,000

**

11;000 renewal claims were not included ari-they are to be distributed throughout the calendar year.

CLAIMS!

,A.1.47,79 Nov '79

N. PROCESS

fob '80 Ms'y 'SO Oct '00 3sn $11: Coal
rn3Fisiin-toti-
toed on hand)

17,000

' 37,000

29,050

46,950

30 150

9,000

26.900

244,450

47,750

411700

9,000

24,850

23,000

40,250

- 38 L )50

9,000

31,850

23,950

36,350

20 550

12,800

20,400

23,100

35,600

35 000

29,000

20,150

20,850

27,450

52 J 100

28,900

30,650.

26,000

26,750

39 GOO

9,000 fflo

10,000 "

15,000 els

10,000

25 000

160,150 147 800

------

135 450 J129 700 126 900

-------

149 5,0 151 500 85,000

- 85;000 - 05,000

_-

62,800

- 85,000

50150

-------

- smog

44,700

45,000

41000

-ismo -emoo

64,50075,150 64,550

The sum of these two categories comprises the_79,000 figure referred to in Ns. Ringer's testimony
in 1979 before the Nouse Committee on A0propriations.

The num of these four categories comprises the goal of 60,000 in the registration process xersrrol
to in Mr. Howie testimony before the Nouse Committee.on Appropriationslast Year.

31,
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Next we would like to call Mr. Rene Tegtmeyer, Acting Commis-
sioner, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

TESTIMONY OF RENE D. TEGTMEYER, ACTING .COMMISSIONER
pi' PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COM-
MERCE, ACCOMPANiED BY MARGARET M. LAURENCE, AS-
SISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR TRADEMARKS; AND WILLIAM
YOST, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR FINANCE AND PLAN-
NING

Mr. TEGTMEYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee and pounsel.

Let me introduce, if I may, the people who are with me today.
On my left, 'Margaret Laurance, who is the Assistant Commis-

sioner for Trademarks, anpon my right, Mr. WilliaM Yost, who is
the Assistant Commissioner for Finance and Pranning.

I would like, with your permission, Mr. Chairman, to summarize
the written statement_thatwe have submittedto the--committee-
and ask that it be made &part of_thezecord and give a summary of
the-highlights of that particular testimony, if that is satisfactory to
the sul5committee.

Mr, KASTiNMEIER. Without objection, your 17-page statement
will be received and made a part of the record, as well as the
statement of the preceding witness, Mr. Ladd. And you may pro-
ceed as you wish.

Mr. TEGTMEYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me mention that our 'functions in the Patent and Trademark

Office are basically those which the name of the office implies.
We administer the patent laws and the trademark laws. The

patent laws are founded in the Constitution very specifically along
with copyright laws. The statute is based upon that constitutional
provision, and the purposes of the patent laws, of course, are to
stimulate innovation, to advance technology.

This is quite an ifhportant function at the present time because
it supports the country's economic needs, increases productivity
and increases the cbuntry's ability to compete in international
`markets.

The trademark laws are based upon the commerce clause in the
Constitution. They also play a very important role in that they
enable companies and individuals where they are adopting new
marks to adequately clear those marks and to determine their
registerability and viability as marks before, in many cases, they
undertake the very sizable expenses for promotion and advertising
a new prOduct and the market associated with it.

Patent application filings over the past decade have been gener-
ally flat. Filings stayed in the range of 100,000 to 103,700 for utility
inventions for the years 1.972 through 1979.

In fiscal year.1979 filings totaled about 100,000 utility inventions,
and just over 7,000 design inventions.

In fiscal year 1980 utility application filings jumped to the
105,000 level, an all-time record, and design applications topped
7,200. -

The surge of filings in fiscal year 1980 has continued into the
first part of fiscal year 1981.
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Whether the current filing levels represent a break in the flat
trend for the past decade'or just an expansion of the range within
whichlilings have remained -is-yet to be seen.«

In the trademarks area, the leVel of filings for the first 6 to 7
years of. the 1970's varied in the low to Mid-30,000 range.

Somewliat abruptly in fiscal year 1977. trademark filings jumped
to 44,000. During continuing years of 1978 through ,1980, over
50;000 applications were filed each' year. ,

We have .attempted to identify some of the reasons for this
dramatic jump in trademark application filings, but have not been
able to single out a principal or several principal causes.

The increase was generally,across the board in all industries and
by most businesses. The ratio of U.S. oriKin to foreign origin filings
did not change.

A check with the users of the trademark registration system
confirmed the increased filing leVel across tbe board in most firms
but revealed no single major reason for the increases.

tentapplicationdisposals=ft resultOre-ither granting a
--patentorthe -abandonment of the- applicationby -the applicant,

usually because the examiner has rejected or found unpatentable
some or all of the claims in the applicationfor most of the 1970's
exceeded-application filings.

As a consequence the average pendency time of an application
dropped:Disposals averaged about 108,000-through the years 1970
through 1978. The disposal peak was reached in 1975. By fiscal
year 1979 disposals had dropped to 94,000. This fiscal year, 1981, we
expect approximately 87,000'disposals.

In order to increase disposals new examiners were requested in
this year's budget and approved hy the Congress in a continuing
risolution.

Based on present funding approved for fiscal 1981 and the fiscal
1982 budget to be subniitted by President Reagan next week, dis-
Posals will bottom out in the current fiscal year, rise to about
88,000 in fiscal yeer 1982 and, assuming constant funding and
positions thereafter in subsequent fiscal years, disposals would rise
to a level at about 91,000 or so-by fiscal year 1985.

Assuming constant filings at 102,500 level, which is the filing
level assumed in our budget submissions, the average pendancy of
patent applications will continue to increase. If filings stay higher
than this assumed level, as they might do, pendency of course
would rise more quickly. The pendancy level for the average patent
application in the Patent and Trademark Office is 22.4 months.

Turning to the trademark operations, disposals through the
1970's was sbmewhat erratic as the number of trademark examin-
ers fluctuated. Disposals were significantly below filings in fiscal
.years 1978, 1979, and 1980. The disposals, in fact, in fiscal 1980,
were only 24,000, as Compared with 52,000 application filings.

However, the accumulation of theprinting process backlog did
account for a large portion---some 12,000 cases, approximatelyof
the difference -between filings and disposals, that is, the difference
between the 24,000 and the 52,000 numbers I mentioned.

The disposal filing gap is expected to be significantly improved
this fiscal year, 1981, with a rise in disposals to the 44,000 level.
Based on the fiscal 1982 budget projettions, trademark disposals

- 1116
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will continue to rise, and are expeéted to match rising filings by
approximitely fiscal-year 1983.

In the legislative area, Public Law 96-517 was enacted on Decem-
ber 12, 1980, and reprents the 'most significant piece of patent
legislation since the 1952 Patent Act was passed. The new law
provides for reexamination by the Patent and Trademark Office of

ban already-issued patent at the request of any member of the
public. It is anticipated that this legislation will reduce litigation
and litigation costs in some cases, and reduce the litigation burden
on the courts.
'Also enacted and affecting the Patent and)Trademark Office at

the same time was new fee legislation which till increase fees and
maintain a higher fee recOvery rate thgul the Office presently is -

? experiencing. Also part of the same legislation was a requirement
for the development within 2 years of a plan for state-of-the-art
computerization of Patent and Trademark Office operations...

----The-reexaminatiuirtegislation in the new taw becomes effective
on July I of this year. ProPosed- rules- fOr iinplementing this law
were published for public comments in Janualy.

A task force injhe Office is presently preparing for implementa- .tion of the new fee structure which must be in place by October 1,
1982, and a task force has been assigrted the responsibility for
developing the overall computerization plan that's required in the
legislation.

.Of greatest significance currently in the international area.has °
been the ongoing revision of the Paris Convention for the Protec-
tion of Industrial Properly. At stake is the ability of U.S. business
to adequately protect their industrial property in other countries,
especially developing dountries which are asking for special accom-
modations in the revision.

In fact, some of the accommodations being sought, in our view,
are likely to be counterproductive to developing countries them-
selves. Specific issues include preferential treatment for developing
countries, more stringent obligations and penalties on patentees in
developing countriesito work their patents, and new rules favoring
foreign geograPhical names.over tradeniarks previously registered
elsewhere.

I would like to conclude my statement by highlighting various
activities that the Patent and Trademark Office has underthken in
recent years, or that the Office is planning to undertake in fiscal
years 1981 and 1982, in order to improve our operations.

The Patent and Trademark Office did support, first of all, pas-
sage of and* is Planning presently, as I mentioned, for implementa-
tion of`the reexamination of fee legislation mentioned earlier. This
legislation, as I said, takes a majortstep forward in addressing the
question of patent validity and-imprbVed services.

A series of other major actions have also been undertaken to
improve the quafity or validity of issue patents, including the
establishment a tew years ago of a quality review program; the
giving of examiners in the Office additionalAime for examination',
providing for a more complete trial record of the examining process
for the benefit of the courts; promulgating hew reiSsue protest and
other rules designed to improve the examination process, and the
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validity of patents; and institution of an office security system; and
the increase of examiner training.

Other steps 'have been taken to improve the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of patent and trademark operations, including the imple-
mentation of studies of methods for improving word processing,
contracting out the operation, and maintenance of copying equip-
ment in the public search room; specific actions to improve ;the
organization and processing of trademark work in the clerical sup-
port and trademark search room areas and creation uf a new
position of Assistant Commissioner for Finance and Planning, .
which is occupied by Mr. Yost, whom I introdlked before, for the
purposes of introduging office planning and resource management.

The fiscal 1981 appropriation, approved by the Congress in the
continuing resolution, and the fiscal 1982 budget that will' be.!ub-
pitted next week, also provide for a series of improvement actions,
including provision for additional trademark examiners, trademark
computerized searching, altifilk dire-eted tward CoMputerization of
patent searching, search ,file irilpi.OVeriiefit in other respects, the
creAtion;:if a computerized integrated resource management system
for the. Office, increased levels of patent and trademark printing to
eliminate printing backlogs, and an increased.effort to inventory
and control foreign patents in the classified search files used by the
patent examiners and the public; and miscellaneous improverfients
in the index to the patent classification, and in our scientific li-
brary, which is maintained for use both by exarniners, and Mem-
bers of the public.

That concludes the comments that I planned' to summarize from
the more coMplete statement. And I would be happy to answer
questions that the subcommittee may have.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Tegtmeyer. I would first like
to yield to my colleagues. I have a couple of questions, but I'd like
to yield to the gentleman from California.

Mr. DANIELSON. I thank you, Mr. Chairmthi. I have no questions.
I -have a request. I wondered if we could have a copy of the

statement you gave. It seems to have departed from the statement
I have before me. .

Mr. TEGTMEYER. Mr. Danielson, we attempted to extract from the
main statement the principal points or highlights, and the format
is changed considerably.

Mr. DANIELSON. That's what I'd like to have.
Mr. TEGTMEYER. We'd be happy to provide you with a copy of the

statement. I did make some comments that are not contained in
the principal portion of the statement, which I presume will be
available with the'printed record of the hearings.

MA DANIELSON. But they will not be typed up for several
months, andl would like to knoW it this year.

Mr. TEGTMEYER. Yes, sir. We will leave at the conclusion of the
hearing_a copy of it.

KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia.
Mr. BUTLER. I have no questions.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Massachusetts.
MT. FRANK. No questions.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I have just a couple of questions. Much was

made last year of the problems of the Patent Office. When we did
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treat ihe bill which ultimately became law, we did not create an
independent Patent Office.

Do you have any view about the desirability of the creation of
such an independent Patent Office, or are you able to achieve all
the reforms indicated without changing the status of the Office?

Mr. TEGTMEYER, In response to that question, Mr. Chairman, I
think the only observation I would have is to refer to a statement
that Secretary Baldrige made in response to some questions that
Senator Schmitt asked following his confirmation hearing, in
which he indicated that he believed that management principles
suggested grouping organizations that have like, functions into de-
partments. And he observed that the Patent and Trademark Office
seemed to fit within the scope of. functions that are encompassed by
the Department of Cornmerce; and that certainly the creation of an
independent agency status should be.done only for very compelling
reasons. I thihk that was the gist of the answer that he gave to the
question by, Senator Schmitt, and we, of course, iupport this state-' -nrorpcolicy.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. In fact, he would arrive at the policythis
administration has not changed 'the policy of the past administra-
tion. I think that was essentially the policy of the past administra-
tion.

Can you describe the effect of the recent hiring freeze on the
Patent and Trademark Office, if any?. .

Mr. VEGTMEYER. Yes, sir. We had had, of course; some hiring
limitations prior to ihe current freeze. We had initiated beginning
last summer, approximately the middle of the summer if I recall
correctly, a limitation on hiring that permitted us to replace one
oust of every two attritions.thatme experienced.

And. then more recently a total hiring freeze was imposed. We
had, according to our budget plan for fiscal year 1981, the funding
and positions in the budget to hire approximately 167 examiners, of
which 60 were attrition replacements and the balance of 107 repre-
sented a net increase in the size of the patent examining corps. As
a result of the various freezes, we have hired 19 of the 167 examin-
ers to date, and the balance have not yet been able to be hired.

Officewide, we Presently have a . full-time permanent staff of
about 2,430. In addition, we have approximately 250 part-.time and
temporary employees on board. We are roughly 250 below the
positions that 'were identified in the budget for fisbal.1981.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Well, reflecting back on the concern that
many Witnesses and the subcommittee had about the hacklog and
the statistics that you recited earlier in your prepared testim6ny,
that doesn't bode too well, does it? It doesn't look ,like ypu're going
to be catching up with 19 examiners replacingyou said, 60, by
attrition. That's rather apparent.

Mr. TEGTMEYER. We have been losing in recent years approxi-
mately 60 examiners a year through retirement or departure from
the.examining corps through other reasons.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Is that an acceptable level, hs an administra-
tor? '

Mr. TEGTMEYER. that's a very good level of attrition, because
)some years ago our a trition rates ran 15 to 22 percent in the A

examining corps. The present level of around 6 or 7 percent that

36
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we have experienced in recent years has .been very helpful to us,
because we can retain experienced examiners, andI think it has
signifiCantly aided increased quality and productivity in the Patent
and-Traderoark OffPe.

Mr. KASTENMEIBR. But at this moment in time, given the freeze
and other factors we have discussed, what is the outlook currently
for the backlog?

Mr. TEGTMEYER. The outlook, of course, will depend upon the
ceiling position and the budget positions that result from the Rresi-
dent's new fiscal 1982 budget. But we are presently wqrking over-
time in the patent examining corps, and that overtime will keep
prOduction up pretty much along the lines of what was estimate&
to be the production this fiscal year in the budget. Thus, the hiring
freeze will-only delay the hiring of new people, rather than reduc-
ing production significantly this year.

Mr. KASTENMEIER, Well, there are agencies and agencies; and the
situation, as I remember, last year, was one of great urgency with
respect to the Patent Office. And in a number of respects that was
part of the big move to.make it independent.

And the thought may be, well, that would help, althotgh I think
most of us concluded it was a lack of regourCes. You now indicate
security has improved; you have a security officer, and the-like.

I am concerned, even though this is not the appropriate subcom;
mitteethat if these resources, both in Manpower and computers
and other resources, are not available in this 'budget for you,. we
would like to know kit, because I thinklet's not kid ourselves,
you're not going to be able to perfect the Patent Office withottt

4.

additional resources.
Mr. TEGTMEYER. The President's revised budget will be forward-

ecLas I indicated, next week up to the Congress, and I believe tha,
will give the information you are concerned with.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. That's a very cryptic answer, I must 'say.
, Mr. TEGTMEYER. We have, as I Mentioned-- ;

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I guess I can't expect you either to be candid
or forthcoming with this committee in that connection, but I think
you do understand what concerns the patent community out there,
anckwhy we .were.-urged so strongly to create an independent
P4tent Office. We were told that, frankly, the Patent Office was a
mess.lcould use stronger terms, you know.

BuW, in factand I don't know whaf the situation isyou will
not have the resources to increase your examining corps or to enter
into a computerizatiOn, a meaningful one, of the Patent Office,
then I think we can really expect merely a temperarS4 means to
overtime and the like to meet the long-range objectives of making
the Patent Office a Model of efficiency In terms of what is expect-

' ed, certainly, from the"outside.
Mr. TEGTMEYER. Mr. Chairman, if I could comment on what you

have mentioned. First of art, once the hiring freeze js lifted, pre-
sumably we will be able Co fill the various positions in the patent
examining corps, where they have been provided. The overtime in
the meantime will keep the production up until such time as the .
new examiners are hired. ,

it's true that overtime is only a temporary measure; yet, for us,
it's a very efficient way of operating, because the examiners who

0-
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work the overtime are paid at a lower salary rate on overtime than
they are paifi omegular time. And a limited amount of overtime
a reasonable amount of overtimeso that they can work that
overtime efficiently and not be overtaxed is, and has been for us, a
fairly efficient way to operate, albeit only a temporary measure, as
you mentioned.

Mr. KASTRNMEIER. One other question, Mr. Tegtmeyer. Since
there was a very substantial page 2 article on the Supreme Court
caseaf Federal Mogulcati you briefly tell us anything about it in
terms of implications to be drawn from it? Was the Patent Office
in any senses, party to the litigation? Or what, if any, implications
might we dra rom that particular case?

TEGTME Yes, Mr. Chairman, we were a party to that
particular case, cause it resulted originally from the holding by
the exdminer in the Patent and Trademark Office that the subject

'matter sought to be patented, which included claims in part direct-
ed toward or including a computer program or algorithm that was
used in molding products for rubber was not patentable subject
matter.

It was turned down as patentable subject matter by the examin-
er. That decision was appealed to the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals by the applicant. The Court of Customs and Patent Ap-
peals reversed the examiner's holding that the subject matter was
not patentable, and the Supreme Court decision came out yester-
day affirming the decision of the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals.

Therefore, the process including a computer program was consid-
ered by the Supreme Court to be patentable subject matter. This
decision will have ramifications for the Patent and Trademark
Office. And we are going to have to study the particular opinion
that was written by the Court. And we are going to have to
evaluate its effects in light of earlier decisionsGottschalk v.
Benson and Parker v. ;lookboth of which also dealt with comput-
er programing subject matter. There is another case still pending
before the Courtthe Bradley case, which was heard on the same
day as the Diehr case that they decided yesterday. A decision in
that case also will help define the parameters of what is considered
patentable subject matter where computer programs are involved.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Apart from the merits of the case would I be
correct in concluding that it will increase the burden on the Patent
Office?

Mr. TEGTMEYER. Yes, I think it will. 'We have some questions as
to what the degree of increase in burden will be, and that will

depend upon the interpretation of the opinion or its breadth in
light of the other cases mentioned.

Mr. XASTENMEIER. Thank you very much. No further questions?
We thahk you, Mr. Tegtmeyer. Undoubtedly at some point we will
viant to have you come back, or your successor, if there is in fact a
new Commissioner appointed in the near future. But I think I
understand the reasons you cannot perhaps be more candid and
more helpful at this particular moment in. time than you have
been this morning. Nonetheless, we still have an intervt in these
matters.

Thank you.
[The complete statement. of Mr. Tegtmeyer follows0

aa
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STATEMENT BY RENE D. TEGTMEYER
ACTING COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS,
CIVIL LIBERTIES AND THE ADMINLSTRATION OF JUSTICE

MARCH 4, 1981 AT 10:00 A.M.

Mr. Chairman:

1 welcome the opportunity to appear here today before your

Subcommittee and to discuss the patent and trademark system rnd the

operation of the Patent and Trademark Office. I will attempt to set

forth a description of elk functions of ou'r Office, to refer to some

of our current problems, and ticoffer some thoughts regarding the

future of the industrial property system.

The patent system in the United Sta.tei,is founded in the

Constitution. Article 1, section A givis the Congress the power to
-o

promote the progress of the useful arts by securing for limited times

to inventors the exclusive right to their discoveries. The first

Congress of the United States enacted the first patent law in 1790.

During the almost two centakles that followed the enactment of the

first patent law, the patent system in the United States has serVed

our Nation well. The patent system hes provided the Nation with the

incentive to Invest time, energy and money In new and more productive

technology.

A relevant end effective untent system is at present more critical to

our national well-being than it has been at env feint In our past

history. The United States is faced with lagging nroduettvity which

3
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in turn aggravates the economic problems which the United States is

- now experiencing. Our riroductivity problem ean be addressed with

increaqed industrial Innovation. lt is a strong and effective netent

system and the monetary rewards associated with strong and effective

-patents that will assist In encoUraging Americans to engage In the

'Innovationlprocess. A strong patent system ii especially Important to

small businesses which have bpen shown to be the source of more than

half of our innovation find almost all raiical innovation.

The solutions to many of our problems, including our dependency on

foreign oil, can be lound through increased dome'stic
innovation. As 1

consider the patent system to be an indispensable part of the solution

to many urgene national problems, 1 consider it especially timely to

be able to discuss with you today our effops- to ensure that the

_United States patent system Is eouell to the task.

The Patent and Trademark Offices Is locoted.in ,141Ington, Virginia In

an area called Crystal City adjacent to National Airport. At present

We beve about 2,500 employees. During the current fiscP1 year, we

expect to spend approximately 116 million dollars in approDriated

funds. About one-fourth of that amount will be returned to the

Treasury in fees coll'ected from patent and trademark applicants and.,

' users of our services.

The Patent and Trademark Office has redponsibIlitqs In two general

ae,east
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c
(1) the examination end issuance of patents, including the

related collection and dissemination of the technical

information disclosed in patents, as mandated bv Title 35 of

the United.States Code; and

(2) the examination and registra(ion of trademarks in accordance

with the requirements of the Trademark Act of 1946. -

PATENT APPLICATION EXAMINATION ANP ISSUANCE OF PATENTS

'The examination of patent.applicatlons is the major activity of the

Office. *The patent law is designed to promote technological progress,

by providini incentives tO make invenlions, to invest in research and

development, to commercialize new, improved,or Jess expensive prodUcts

.4

and processes and to disclose new inventions to the puhlic instead of

keeping them s'ecret. The incentives provided bv the patent law to

'actibeve these,ends arise fr, the grant of a patent to the inventor *

which enables the inventor to exclude others from making, using or

selling an invention'for 'a period of 17 years: 'the Patent may he

gramted only after an examination by the Patent and Trademark Office
,

,to determine whether, the invention meets the stentory criteria for

patentability.

,

The examination conducted by the Patent and Trademark Office,orecludes

the issuance of A patent on' about one-third of the applications Wed

and results in a narrowing of the scone of Protection, As defined 5y

-claims in the applications, in most of the other two-thirds of the

f.
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'applications which mature into patents. ThA examination process also '

enables pateni owners, and their competitors, to better gauge the

strength of patent rights. A central examinatthn system as we have in

thrs coUntey is far mor'e efficient than leaving the determination of

the strength of patent'rights to ind,viduals,'asis the ease in
.

countries whieh have merely a registration system.

The examination is. done by it corps of about.920.1professional examiners

including supervi,sors. Patent examiners must have a scientific or

technical education and a significant proportion of them m lawyers
as well. Each examiner is awexpert on a givenoteehnological arra. In

4 examining an Lpplieation the examiner determines whether the

disclosure of the invention is complete and that the Invention Is nei.,

usetul and nonolaiSDIS ...U1.-the.4.1.011. of. Ihe....knowf)-ttehno.fogv.._.1Thix..movt

f difficult part of the examination is determining with a degree of
1

eartkinty whether the invention is new and nonobvious. To determipe

this the examiner makes a search orthe.Offiee.s files of prior MS.

and foreign patents and releveint technical liter.ature.

Durini fiscal year 1980 we received about Insom ur9llt9 patent .,

applieations,and oYcer 7,000 design patent applications. The 19811
*

.

utility patent application filing level was approximately five percent

greater than the 1979 Hang level 80 higher than the range of

100,0.00 to 103,700 filings which had bten expeMeneed Auring the
;

I970's. ihe higher filing level of 1sRq has -been continuing tAis

year. In fiscal year 1980 the Office dispo*ed of approximately somn
utility patent applications and over norm design patent
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applications.

applications. The disposal of utility pateni nplications had

averaged over 108,000 annually for, the 10-year period 1969 through

1978. In 1979 the Office disposed of 94,000 applications and in 1880

about 90,600'applications. This dOWnWard trend in disposals should

end in ffscal year 1981 with the disposa4 of approximately 87,000

Of the 6,1,000 patents issued last year, some 38,000 were issued to

U.S. nationals. This is the fewest patents received by U.S. na"tionals

In the past 17 years other than for one year duri'ilg whichthe issuance

of patents was sharply curtailed due-to delays in the.printing

process: On the other hand, the number of patents issUed to foreign

nationals has risen over the past 17 years both in percentage from 20

to 37.7% and 1n number from 9,000 toover 23,000.

One of the major "problems that has been facing the Office in the past

two decades has been the backlog of unexamined patent applications end

the resulting long pendency"time between the filing of an application

and the issuance of a patent. Since the overage pendency of paten"t

applications in the parly 1960's was more than 3 years, a concerted

effort wls made in the Office.lo reduce this pendency through the use

of new examining and processing teehnioues and an increase in the

number of exemining staff. A goal of 18 months pendency was

established which was almost achieved in 1976 and 1977. Unfortunately

since that time there has heera gradual increase in the pendency time

1«,

o'
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until It now takes an averilge of approximately 22.4 months.to dispose.

Of a patent application. This problem, which is one of the maior

'problems the.Office-faces in the patent appijcation examination area,

is continuing to be addressed.

'117 22.4-month figure for current application pendency does include

the times when the Patent and Trademark Office is waiting for the

applicants to respond to correspondence and to pay the final fees as

well as for the printing of the patent and for other processing. The

Office has paid a great deal of attention to reducing the nrocessing

times within the Office to a'minimum with the given resonrees.

----..--W-3-eth=ranlareeWEC-Sieirtire quantitative aspect of patent

appltcation processing, the Patent and Trademark Office hes also paid

. close attention to the Qualitative aspect of thc examination. For the

past seven years the Patent and Trademark Office has had a ouality

review program Which involver taking A four percent sample of the

applications which are allowed by examiners and having them checked by

a group of experienced exlminers before the patents are granted. This

program permits the Office to maintain, to some degree, a measure of

changes in the quality of the patents that are being granted.

Corrective action can then be taken for deficiencies that are

.identified, and the applications in the sample which ate found to he

deficient can'be reexamined.
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During the past several years other programs have been undertaken to

improvethe quality of issued patents. These include a search file

integrity improvement program, giving the examiners additional time

for examination, establishing procedures to obtain a more complete

record of the examination process, establishing a series of new ruies

to improve the examination process and the validAty of patents,

instituting an Office security system, developing a full-text search

system and increasing eXaminer training.

At present examiners spend approxiMately IS hours on the examination .

. and processing of a patent application. The examination time spent in

complex technologies is higher than this figure whereas the average

examining time, in less complex Aechnolwies is less.

Several,years ago a series of changes were made in the Rules of

Practice governing patent examination and apPeal procedures which were

intended to improve the quality and reliability of issued patents.

The rules afford patent owners a :relatively inexpensive way to have

their patents reexamined in light of prior art that was not considered

before by the examiner. The reexamination of the patent'is instftuted

by the owner making an application for the reissuance of his patent.

The Office determibation of patentabilit'y of the rekssued patent is no

more binding on a cougt that later considers the paient, hut courts

are given the benefit of the examiner's thihking iniregard to prior

ant not previous considered.

As,a result of a law passed hy the 96th Congress (Public Law 95-517)

it will he possible in the Very near future for a person other than

S.

1$4
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the owner tolObtain a reexamination of a given patent. fter July 1,
r

1981 it will be possible for anybody to bring to the a ntion of the

Office prior publications or paténtswhich have a benring,on the

patentability of an issued patent. 'The new procedure should result in

a substantial reductipn of litigstiin'costs bearing on the validiky of

a patent in lrght of publications or patents not considered hy the

'Patent and Trademark Ofiice during the examination aocesS which led -
,

to Owe grant of the,patent.

ihe cost of the reexamination process will 6i fully borne by the

perion requesting the reewsmination. While the recovery of the fees

----------fol=the=meexamftstion pf0-68-ts shoutd-haveno On-grans adverse

budgetary impact, ss of this tiMe no new positions hove been provided

for uriciertaking the reexamination activity. Oinseouently, the

undertaking of the reexamination ac'tivity will have some adverse

ffect this ye'ar and next year on examining production dueto piscine

examiners On tilts new activity. !Ce,are presently studying the impact

of the reexamination process on the operations of the Office.

The colfection, classification and dissemination of technology

disclosed In Patents is an important activity of the Office. Fvery

patent application must contain a written description oP the

invention, sufficient to enable a person skilled in art to make and
.

use the invention. The application Must alsO set forth the best mode

of carrying out the Invention. The issued patent contains a technical

disclosure which is invaluable for any person wishing to (*illy
4

understand the invention._ This technical disclosure is printed end

widely.disseminal4d by the Patent and Trademark Office..

.
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The patent applicant, in exchange for the exclusive rights which a

patent affords, is willing to disclose the technical information

concerning the inventIon rather than.keeping the information as a

trade secret. It Is generally acknowledged that much of the

information found In patents is notefound elsewhere in the

literature. The patent disclosure permits researchers to avoid the_

needless duplication of previous research effo'rts and allows

researchers to build on the research of others.

Each year the Patent and Trademark Office distributes ove1:48 million

copies of patents. Approximately half of the the'Se copies are sold tO

the public at the statutory fee of 50 cents apiece. Fvery day the

Office fills about 12,000-Orders for copies of patents. Copies of all

issued patents are also supplied to 35 depository libraries throuvhout

the United States. Copies of all patents IssUed are sent to all mafor

foreign patent offices in exchaiive for copies of their patents. 'Nalf

mIllIon'copIes a year are also added to the search files used by the

Axaminers and the public.

A program, which was .provided for in this year's hudget, permits the

Patent and Trademark Office to provide for terminal systems linkinr

the depaWory libraries to a Patent and Trademark Office data bse.

.The-Patent and-Trademark-Office Is also providing,a.numher of I;s data

bases to the National Techpical Information Service (NTIS). NT1S is

making,the data bases publically availahle with the expectation that

commercial fiims will provide for improved access to this informotioP.
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The sesrch files of the Patent and Trademark Office used by the

examiners contain about 24 million documents. The files are divided

according to subject matter into some 350 Classes th;t are further

divided into some 107,000 subclasses. The search files'are constantly

subject to reclassification
as subcFasses grow In size and technology

changes. A major problem of the Office is to keep the search files

complete and current which is Critical to the examinatign.progess.and

the determination of patentability of applications based on documents

retrieved by the examiners. An attempt is being made to improve the
integrity of the files. The Office is also engaged in-a two-year

tgl.ft=zsoui,re-d=t1sthtc=COirgressCSICITOn-9;-Pritific Liit 96-517),

rekarding computerizing the patent.end trademark search files, the

patent classification'system and other operations of the Office.

WADEMAK APPLICATION EXAMINATIGN AND
REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARKS

-
The administrition of the federal

tradeitark,registralion statute, the

Traefinark Act of 1946, is also the responsibilitx of the P;tent and ,

Tratiemark Office. A trademark is a mime or symbol used to identify

the source or origin Of goods and distinguish theM from the goods

others.' Although examination of trademarits accounts for sFightly over*

six percent of our budget, many companies
feel their trademarks are

their most valuable assets.;

Trademark registration is important in helping to protect 'business

investments and In avoiding the deception ott.confusion
of Consumers.

The registration of a mark in our Office confirms the common lew
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rights in the mark Oat Ahe trademark owner has obtained by using the

maik in.commerce. Trademark registrations can be renewed indefinitely

ss long as the mark remains in use.

Last year over 52,000 applications for trademarks were filed. During

the period 1970 to 1976 trademark application filings ranged from

about 33,000.to 37,000 applieption.s. Over 44,400 applications were

filed in 1977 and over 50,000 applications in 1978, 1979 and 198n.

Foreign filings were,an increasing portion of this number and now

. comprise over 14t-pereent of the total trademark applieations. About

PALCSJOI_01_1h.0_40011.9stiOILEJ1eSiv d are Until), registers

A downward trend in the disposal of trademark applications occurred

during the period 1978 to 1980 from almost 40,n00 disposals in 1978 to

about 24,000 disposals in 1980. The 1980 figure was artifically low

due to a printing backlog. The disposal of work by the tredemaik.

- examiners in 1980 was in fact greatir than in 1979. About 44000

diqposals it're.expected this fiscal year and by fiscal year 1983 it is

expected tpat the disposals will-equal the number of applications

filed that year.

The trldemark.application examining procedure Is roughly analogous to

that found in examining a patent applieation. At present sortie 77

trademark examiners check applications for compliance with formal

reouirements and te determine whether there is likelihood of confusion

iflth other marks.

83-756 0-81--4
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Currently It jakes aenroximmtely 10 months after tiing a.trademark

application for it to be taken up for consideration by th0Office.

This figtire haa been reduced from a high of 11.5 monthl at the end of

the prelous fiscal iejle.4rademark pendency unfortunately rose

approximately 7 moaa the,lest year with it now.taking
'

approximately 25 months from filing 6 obtain a registration. The

effect of an enlarged trademark examining Matt will. become arparemt

as the examiners become more experienced resulfing in a reduction in

the pendency time ov'er the long run, following a small short-term
=

further rise.

e

Under the trademark law,,uniike the patent law, there is a procedure

by which Interested-parties may oppose the registration of a mark.

Another,.procedure,.which is analogous to fhe :iew reexamination

procedure for patents, permits interested parties to petition for

cancellation of a.mark already registered. These trademark .

proceedings are handled by our Trademark Trial and Appeal Roark

RFCF$T DEVELOPMERTS

There aie a number of initiatives which have resulted from the recent

passage orPublic Law 96-517: 'fit addition to the rexamInation

procedure, which is referred tm above, the.new law also provides for.a

revamping of the patent and trademark.fee structure. it is

anticipated that a new fee structure will take effect no later than

fiscal year 1983 and will provide for a recovery of 50 percent of the

cost of patent processing, 50 percent of trademark processing and 100

1J

4
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percent of the cost of all other Office services. Studies are'

presTntly underway by an Office,task force to determine the costs of

piqut prdcessing, trademark processing and other Office services.

at

One of our current concerns Is a legislative initiative to Implement

the Trademark Registration Treaty (TET) which was negotiated and

signed by the United States in V,Jsaa.. j,973. The TPT ib an

internatjonal filing arrangement under which a single international

registration Is used to secure national tr4emark registration egfects

In a number of member countries. The Treaty wts transmitted to the

Senate with s view to receiving its advice and consent to ratification

in 1975, but further consideration of the TEl Is being deferred.

Several years ago the General Accounting Office reviewed the draftA
bill implementing the TRT and recommended that'', survey of trademark

owners be conducted in order to obtain information which would permit

a more accurate estimate of the cost and benefits of the TRT and its

proposed implementing legislation. A survey Was conducted during the C

course of 1980 and the resulta are continuing to be evaluated and
%

discugsed.

The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), which permits a. United Stittes

applicant to file-a singli English language application in the

standard format in the Patent and Trademark Office end have that .

application mature into separate national applicatiOns In as many of

the present 30 member countries as the applicant has designated, has

been in effect for almest 3 years. The use of the PCT by United

States inventors continues to increase with 1,647 PCT anolications
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filed last:year., This was a 59 percent Jnerease in filjngs over the

previou3,year. Several major countries including Canada end Italy are
.

not yetparty to the PCT. It is expected that when Canada and Italy

adhere to the.PCT, filing levels in the United States will increase

dramatically.

The patent and Tra,demark Office, in coOperation with the Denartment of

State, is involved in deliberations involving a number of other

4. industrial property metiers. A revision of the PeNis Convention for

the Protection of Industrfal'Property Is a major, activity. The Paris

Convention is a multin'at.fona1 treaty which has heen in effeef 'since

1883 and now has 89 member States. Theynited.States has been a

member since 1887. 'This treaty is administered by the uorld

Intellectual Property Organization, p specialized agbncv of the United

Nations with headouarters,in Osneva, Switzerland.

The Paris Convention affords to United States nationals certain

benefits in obtaining protection for their industrial nroperty in
4-

foreign countries. The Convention establishes the fundamental

principle of national treatment according to which member States treat

foreign nationals at least as well as they .trea?their own nationals

in regerd to industrial property rorntection. In Wddition, the

Convention elso Makes available valuable property rights in ths filing

of potent and trademark applications and establishes certain miniman

levels of protection for all adherents.

4,

In recent years, however, third world nations have perceived the Paris

Convention ns favoring developed nations and have heen demanding its
-r

4
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revision In several respects including providing preferential

treatment for deveoping countries and new rules favoring their

geographical names over trademarks previously registered elsewhere, A

major demand made by developing countries, which has keen opposed by

the United States, would permit a country to grant an exclusive
A

non-volt-in-fa-Cy lleense.to a patent which Is not worked within a sho;t%

period of time. This demand would not only adversely affect the

'international competitiveness of our industry hut ould also seriously

impede the transfer'of technology to d oning countries.

A Diplomatic Conference was held last year with almost the entire

period of the Conference being used to argue whether or not the

trajitional unanimous vote fo: amending the Convention would be

preserved. The Conference, with the United States ohjecting, aporoVed

a rule which called,for amending.tbe Convention by ;ignificantly.less

than a unanimous vote. A second session of the Diplomatic Conference

will be held In the fall of this year.

During 1980,the Budapest Treaty on the international Recognition of

the Deposit' of Microorganisms for the Purposes of Patent Protection

entered into force) Thc United States was one 0' the initial

members. The Budapest.Treaty permits an applicant for patent on a

microbiological invention to utilize A single international depository

among various designated depositories when filing patbnt applications

in any member country. This eliminates the need to make morn then one

microbiologiCal deposit to obtain oatents in the member countries.,

04.
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During the course of the past year the Supreme Court In the Diamond_vz.

Chakiabarty decision held that the present patentillw etAhorizes the

peaking of I patent,on a living mieroorg,nism 001ch the inventor had

developed through genetic engineering techniques. The deeisjon is

seen to have potentially far-reaching consequences for industry, and

to eventually have some conseouence s. for the Pemot and Trademark

Office. The Office is currently awaiting a decision from the Supreme
-

Coullt regarding the patentability of computer programs.

ADMINISTRATIVE IMPROVEMENTS

During the pest several years a nunImr of steps have been taken to

improve the.effIciency and effectiveness of Patent and Trademark

Office operatioas. These include studies of methods for improving

work proceIng, contracting ottt the operation and meintenance of

copying equiOinent in the Public Search Room, and various actions to

Improve the orgaitiszation and processing of trademmrk work in the
.

clerical support and ,aeareb room areas. To improve the planning

function of the Office the new position of Assistant Commissioner for

Finance and Planning was created and filled.

OUTIKX)K

With the FY8I budget is approved and the FY82 budget which will be

b...ibmittednext week, a series of-actions will be possible to address 1

some of the'existing problems of the Patent and Trademark Office.

These actions include the hiring.of additional trademark examiners,

04
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trademark computerized searching, a study of the computerization of

patent searching, search files improvement, creation of an integrated

resource management system, elimination of petent nd trademark

printing backlogs, inventory end control of foreign patents In the

classified search file, improvements In ihe index to the U.S. Patent

ClassIfIcatiomend In the Scientific Library maintained for use bv the

examiners and the public.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared remarks. I would be pleased

.to answer any questions that you and members of your Subcommittee

might have.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. As our last witness this morning, I'd like to
call Clarence L. James, Jr., who is the Chairman of the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal.

Mr. James, we are very pleased to have you _here. I know you
have a very brief statement with some attaehinents, and without
any objection, your statement and attachments will be accepted for
the record. You may proceed. If you want to give your brief state-
ment, we will be pleased to hear it.

TESTIMONY OF CLARENCE L. JAMES, JR., CHAIRMAN,
0 COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL

Mr. JAMES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I believe my brief state-
ment which accompanied the Tribunal's 1980 Fiscal Annual Report
thaC was submitted to the committee adequately and correctly
reflects the current status of Matters at the Tribunal. As a footnote
to that submission, I would like to add that I, as well as the other
four Commissioners, have served on the Tribunal for approximate-
ly 31/2, years, and although We are not experts on copyright, law, we
are possibly the only living experts on the inner w_ings_of the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal.

During that tirne, the Tribunal has held proceedings on all the
aspects authorized-by the 1976 act, with the exception of a jukebox
distribUtion proceeding. From my experience during thi.) period, I
have developed some personal views, opinions, and observations
which may or may not be shared by other members of the Tribu-
nal. If the committee desires, I will be willing at the appropriate
time to share them .3tvith Ihe committee.

Mr. Chairman, I at this time am prepared to answer any ques-
tions of the committee or proceed as you-direct.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you for that _unusually brief statement.
In view of that factlet me first say that we will encourage you to
iipeak as an indiVidual, not necessarily for other members of the
'Ibunal. But where you find that any statement that you make is,
to the best of your knowledge, endorsed by the Tribunal az...a Whole,
you may so.identify it. In other respeets you speak as an individual
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who is chairman, not necessarily haVing been specifically author-
ized by other members of the Commission to represent their views.

With that in mind, in view of the fact that the subcommittee is
receiving suggestions that the Tribunal be given more authority,
for example in the cable television aiea, what is your personal view
on whether the Tribunal, as now constituted, is the best method of
dealing with compulsory license?

Mr. J AMES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like the record to reflect and for the members of this

committee to understand that my comments are not as Chairman
of the Copyiight Royalty Triliunal. The views and opinions I amabout to express are my own; however, sane of my comments will
reflect action or at least agreement by a majority of the members
of the Tribunal.

In my opinion, the Tribunal is not required or needed and is
purely unnecessary to determine reasonable terms and rates of
royalty payments for noncommercial broadcasting tinder section118 of the act. Thomas C. Brennan, Senior Commissioner of the
THbunal, prior to his current position served as chief counsel to
the Senate subcommittee which processed the Copyright Revision
Act. He has been actively involved in cable regulatory matters, andin my opinion is an expert on all cetpyright issues. Commissioner
Brennan was the architect of a report.pn the use of certain copy-
righted works in connection with noncommercial broadcasting,
which was submitted to this committee by the Tribunal on January
22, 1980.

Mr. Chairman, if it's aipropriate, I would ,like to insert that
report in ple record at this time and ask that it be made a part of
this proceeding.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Without objection, we will receive that state-
ment. If you could identify lt in terms of what it is?'

Mr. JAMES. I brought 40 copies, Mr. Chairman. You have already
received it. It's dated January 22. We submitted it January 22.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I am told by counsel that each one of us has
the' Annual Report of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal for fiscal
year ending September 20, 1980, and appended to that is the state-ment of Mr. Brennan.

Mr. LEHMAN. I'Ill not sure it is.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I clOn't see it here. s

Mr. LEHMAN. I have what you submitted to us which is the
annual repoyt, but it doesn't include the other one.

Mr. DANIELSON. Some gentleman just left one yere for me. I
don't know where the other 39 copies are.

Mr. JAMES. When I talked to staff counsel on Monday, he indicat-
ed they had it, so I don't know..

Mr.. LEHMAN. We didn't realize you wanted it to be part of the
record. ,

Mr. JAMES. Just in case, I brought extra copies.
Mr. LEHMAN. Great.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Do you offer this approvingly? That is to say,

do you agree or disagree with the remarks?
Mr. JAMES. My comments will explain that later, Mr. Chairman.
See app. A.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. All right. Without objection it will be received
and made a part of the record, although I note thisralready is patof our record.

1
,[See app. B.]

Mr. JAMES. The concluions reached by Mr. Brennan writing for
the Tribunal, a view whi h I share and,strongly support, reads in
part, and I quote:

On the basis of its review f the experience with section 118, the Tribunal
concludes that the compulsory lipense is not necessary for the efficient operation of
public broadcasting and thus co stitutes an inappropriate interference with tradi-
tional functions of the copyright system and the,artistic.and economic freedom of

,
those creators whose works are s bject to its provisions.

The copyright system can adv nce constitutional objectives only if the exclusive
right of authors and popyright proprietors are preserved. Reasonable exceptions totheseexclusive rights are justified when necessary to promote public policy. The
Tribunal believes that those 9ngaged in communications §hould be particularly
sensitive towards the interference of the Federal Government in the absence of

. compelling need.
IThe Register of Copyrights advised the Congress in 1975 that the proposed public

broadcasting compulsory license was not "justified or necessary.' The Tribunal
believes that the experience Of the intervening years confirms the correctness of theRegister's position It is therefore the recommendation of the Tribunal that theCongresg reconsider the public broadcasting compulsory license It an appropriatetime.

In my opinion, Mr. Chairman, I believe the appropriate time is
now. In the 'event Congress in its wisdom decides to maintain the
compulsory license under section 118, I would recommend that it
establish a procedure whereby the public broadcasting would pay
to -the performing rights societies a sum which is based on public
broadcaster's revenue and calculated as a percentage of the royalty
rate or fee which currently exists between the commercial broad-
casters and the performing rights societies.

The elimination of the cOmpulsory license to permit owners or
users the right to establish a value in the mgrketplace or theadoption of a rate tied to the commercial fee would effectively
eliminate continuous interference by the Federal Government and
avoid periodic revjew of royalty rates by Congress. It would also
eliminate any need for future review by the Copyright RoyaltyTribunal. ,.

In my opinion, Mr. Chairman, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal is
'not needed or required to make determinations concerning the
adjustment of reasonable copyright royalty rates as provided in
sections 115 and 116. Under section 115, history will support that
there is possibly an overriding nee& for a compulsory license for

, making and distributing phonorecords. However, the continuous
and periodic interference of the Federal Government in a sting§,
the rates totally at the taxpayers' expense, in my view, is u esira-ble, unwarranted, and unnecessary.

In my opinion, a system can be created by Congress which would
totally eliminate the interference by the Federal Government and. in particular the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. .

This committee is aware that the Tribunal 'recently concluded 42
days of hearings on -the mechanical rate. It is my understanding
that during the revision of the copyright bill only 5 days of, hear-
ings were devoted to that subject. At our hearing the copyright
owners made a proposal and submitted evidence in support of the
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same.-that the mechanical rate could. and should be based on a
percentage orthe suggested retail-list price of phonorecords.

Mr. Chairman, I have that proposal, and if it is appropriate I can
insert that proposal in the record and have it made a part of this
proceeding.

Mr. KASTENMEIEE. Without objection, it iS received.
. [See app. C.]

Mr. JAMES. The proposal that the mechanicaj rate be based on a
percentage of the suggested retail list price of phonorecords may be
unique to the United Statei. However, sufficient evidence was sub-
mitted to the Tribunal which clearly established that the percent-
age system is widely used throughout the world as a basis for
arriving at royalties.

If Congress were to establish a percentage system, it would effec-
tively eliminate the necesSity and need for periodic review of royal-
ty rates by any government agency or by Congress. If the price of
the record goes up or down, the royalty due and payable will also
go up or down. Thus by appropriate action of the Congress, another
function of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal can be eliminated.

Under section 116 of the 'eta, "Jukeboxes", the Tribunal held 8
days of hearings and concluded that adjustment was appropriate. It
is my view that the present requirements under section 116 for
obtaining a compulsory license should be maintained. It should,
however, be called something else.

Congress under the act set the rate of $8 a box. The Tribunal
adjusted the rate to $25 a, box, effective January 1, 1982, with an
increase to,50 a box commencing on January 1, 1984. The Tribu-
nal further established that the rate would be further adjusted on
January 1, 1987, based on a change in the cost of Hying, as deter-
mined by the Consumer Price Index from February 1, 1981, to
August 1, 1986.

_ It is my opinion that Congress can and should adopt a fair and
reasonable rate bilged on marketplace value with annual adjust-
ments based on the Consumer Price Index or some other index for
the jukebox industry. If Congress were to lake such action, it would
eliminate the need.for future-interference by Federal agencies, and
-anotheer function of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal.

Because the Tribunal has not held its first jukebox royalty distri-
bution proceeding, I believe it would be inappropriate for me to
discuss my personal views on that issue at this time. Under the
statute, the parties have agreed to the distribution of the first fund.
They have not for the second fund. We therefore will be starting
jukebox distribution hearings in the near future.

My opinion, however, is that the fees collected can be annually
distributed without the necessity of distribution proceeding by the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal. Such a system would permit copyright
owners the opportunity to receive their payment the same year
payment is made.

Mr. IcASTENMEIER. May I interrupt, since another member of the ,

panel has a question. You have given us a lot of printed material,
but we don't have the statement you are now making.

Mr. JAMES. Mr. Chairman, maybe it's appropriate if I explain
why. I got the word that I was to appear here when I was in
California, My 81-year-old father had a massive stroke 2 weeks ago;

t- ;
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I was in California, and the a week later my father-in-law in
Tuscon' had a stroke, so I didn't fly back to Washington until the
"Red Eye" on Monday when I met with your staff, and this was
just completed. at 9:45, and I made editorial notes in the back of the
room.

I can have them prepared. It's not an excuse, but an explanation
of why this was not clone ahead of time.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Sure. And certainty xpu may continue, Mr.
James. We would appreciate it if later, todfiy, the next day or so,
you would reduce it to multiple copies and make it available so
that the subcommittee, even those nqt here today, have it availa-
ble.

Mr. JAMES. I will be more than illing and anticipate that I
would do that, Mr. Chairman. ,

Mr. "KASIENMEIER. The reason I make the point is that your
testimony is unique and not necessarily expected. It is important,
and not to bave it in any form I think is a disadvantage to us who
Want to consider it:

Mr. JAMES. I can appreciate that, Mr. Chairman, and I apologize
for not having it here earlier.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. You,may proceed, sir.
Mr. JAMES. The committee is also aware that the Tribunal just

completed rate adjustment proceedings for cable. My personal view
is that Congress should eliminate the compulsory license so the
marketplace can set the true value of second transmission. The
compulsorY license requires payment to copyright owners for use of
the property by others, preventing free negotiation .in the market-
place as to value. The issue of true value in themarketplace must
be established by Congress, in my opinion.

The legislative history is clear that there is absolutely no eco-
nomic justification for the statutory schedule initially adopted by
Congress far the cable industry. The rates for cable were not adopt-
ed on the baiis of any objective standar,ds. The review of the rate
by the Tribtmal under the statute was greatly limited by Congress.
Congress did not authorize the Tribunal to adjust the rate.based on
marketplace value, nor should it. That must, in my opinion, be
done by Congress. The Tribunal could only adjust the cable rate to
reflect, the monetarY inflation or deflation or reflect the average
rate charged-cable subscribers for basic service.

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to nOte here that in all other statutory
licenses under the act the Tribunal had full jurisdiction to review
and possibly adjust the rate, based on the record developed during
the Tribunal hearing. This is not so in cable. Because the cable
owners and copyright owners are not free to negotiate, the only
fair, logical, and equitable approach to establish a fee, if the com-
pulsory license must be retained, is on the basis of the marketplace
value. Again, that rate can and should only be established by
Congress. If Congress were to establish such a rate in my opinion it
must be established on a system-by-system basis instead of .the
currently industrywide practice.

In my view, an indu'strywide practice is both unfair and inequita-
ble to the copYright owners As part of their -submission at the
conclusion of the cable rate proceedings the copyright owners sub-
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mated a proposal as to how a system-by-system rate could be
implemented.

I Might add here, Mr. Chairman, that the proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law filed by the parties in the various
Tribunal's proceedings might be of help and assistance to this
committee and this staff and, if requested, they will be made
aVailable. These are after all, our proceedings, so if the staff would
need them, we would make them available.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I appreciate the offer. rm not sure to what
extent they are already available or if they are in print. Are they?

Mr. JAMES. They Are not in print.
MT. KASTENMEIER. Not in print?
Mr. JAMES. No.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Weil, I think what we ought to do is have our

staff review them for us and determine which are usefuk in terms
of problems We confront with respect to the Tribunal and copyright
matters generally.

Mr. JAMES. I will be haPpy to furnish them, Mr. ,Chairman.
Mr. DANIELSON. Mr. Chairman, may I respectfully suggest that

unless they are too voluminous that a copy of them be lodged with
the committee staff, not necessarily incorporated with our record.
We'll have a chance to become familiar with them and it may well
be we may want them in the record, but later on.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. An excellent idea.
Mr. JAMES. Thank you. In the event Congress establishes a rea-

sonable tharketplace rate applied on the system-by-system_ basis
with annual or semiannual adjustments, tied to the Consumer
Price Index or some other index, it could, in all likelihood elimi-
nate the need for further interference by a Federal agency and
avoid periodic review bY Congress. In the event it becomes neces-
sary to resolve any issue related to the cable rate it is my opin-
ionthis can be effectively done at a savings to taxpayers by a
part-time admbistrative law judge, possibly in the Department of
Commerce. The copyright owners have participated in one cable
distribution proceeding anck are currently preparing for another. I
would ithagine if the copyright owners were put to the ultimate
test, they could develop a system or formula which Congress could
enact that would eliminate the necessity and need for distribution
proceedings and continuous Government involvement.

I believe that a system can be developed and enacted by Congress
that would provide for the immediate distribution of the funds held
in the Treasury to the copyright owners.Tayment to the copyright
owners should be made at least within 1 year after they are paid,
not 4 or 5. In the event distribution problems would arise, they also
can be effectively handled by a part-time administrative law judge.
At the present time, because the Tribunal's first distribution pro-
ceeding is being appealed, the second distribution proceeding has
not started and funds for the first half of that year were just paid
in by cable operators; there are cable funds on deposit in the
Treasury of the United States which respectively represent 1978,
1979, and part of 1980 in the anlount of more than $41,657,000.

The apPeal on the 1978 funds may be concluded in 1983. But
what if the higher court sends the matter back to the Tribunal and
subsequent appeals are lAken? As a footnote, Mr. Chairman, there

o
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are 1979 and 1980 jukebox funds also on deposit totaling more than
$2,165,000. Because of the existing appeals, the ,possibility of future
appeals on each and every distribution proceeding held by the
Tribunal, this money will be tied up and effectively kept from the
copyright owners for years. The total fund held by the Government
could' be well Over $100 million in the not too distant future.

As I view the' legislative history of the act, this was clearly not
the intention of Congress. Yet, because, in my opinion, of this
clearly unworkable procedure of royalty distribution established by
Congress, copyright owners are effectively denied and will continue
to be denied their just rewardsthe proceeds from the royalty
funds timely paid.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, and members of tbe committee, in
my opinion, now is the appropriate time for Congress to reanalyze
and reevaluate this-'matter, including the role and function of the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal. If this evaluation means the elimina-
tion of my job and the present existing or even total function of the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal, then so be it. I share and support the
opinion of the Senior Commissioner, Thomas Brennan, when he
stated on June 12, 1979, before the House of Representative Sub.
committee on Communications, "My personal opinion has been
that, other than for cable, compulsory license is not necessary or
desirable." I will go one step further than Commissioner Brennan.
It is my opinion, after 31/2 years on the Copyright Royalty Tribu-
nal, that compulsory license is neither necessary nor desirable for
cable either.

Mr. Chairman and members of 'the committee, these conclusions
are my owtt and have been drawn after considerable thought and
honest reasoning. The reconsideration of compulsory license, the
need for and the function of the Copyright Royalty TribUnal does
not rest in my hand nor in the hands of my fellow Commissioners,
but its the responsibility of Congress. It is unwise and unnecessary
to continue to spend the taxpayers money on a program which is
clearly unworkable and impracticable. Further, the unfairness and
inequities to the copyright owners must be corrected and the ap-
propriate time is now.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my views, Mr. Chair-
man, and I will be happy to answer any questions the committee
might`have.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. In Part you speak for yourself and in part you
quote Mr. Brennan, but you don't suggest he agrees?

Mr. JAMES. The quote, Mr. Chairman, was a transmittal to the
Congress by the Tribunal-as a body.

Mr. LEHMAN. That was only with respect to section 118, Compul-
sory License?

Mr. JAMES. That's true. Public broadcasting;
Mr. KASTENMEIER. It sounds to me like you re calling literally for

abolishing the CopYright Royalty Tribunal.
Mr. JAMES. I would say that was a fair analysis of my statement,

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. My disagreement with you is not with what

you referred to, but what I would refer to"as a mess down there, by
virtue of your statements. You suggest, the Congress ought do this,
the Congress ought to do that, Mr. James. Way back in 1975 and

1.1
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1976 we had concluded definitively that we would not entertain
every application for changing compulsory license or whatnot.
That's why even Mr. Brennan participated principally in the
Senate to create some alternative. Now, whether an administrative
law, judge or some administrative officer can handle the duties on a
part-time basis of those imposed upon the Tribunal, I don't know.
Maybe that's an option.

But I can assure you that we would not want to politicize these
decisions by bringing them back into the Congress. We neither
have the time nor the competence. That is why we created the
Tribunal. But it well may be that the Tribunal is inadequate or
imperfect or is not the correct instrumentality to perform these
functions. I will say that just getting rid of compulsory licenses
may sound like the logical way to go, but given the industries that
are affected and the equitia, that becomes a monumental problem.
Most of the suggestions went from $8 to $25 to $50". I don't know
what that will do to the jukebox industry. The jukebox noncompli-
ance,already of $8 is notorious. But I'm not sure that we can throw
them out at the mercy of the various performing rights societies
who may or may not deal satisfactorily with it. At least that was
the conclusion reached. And with cable, like jukeboxes, they did
not have a preexisting liability. And When you literally created a
liability for them, it seemed to Congress the reasonable way was to
go the way of limited liability through the instrument of the com-
pulsory license.

But that these compulsory licenses should not be set in concrete,
given subsequent economic realities and equities, and there ought
to be an instrumentality to make adjustments.

Mr. JAMES. Mr. Chairman, may I comment on that?
Mr. XASTENMEIER. Please.
Mr. JAMES. Just dealing with the cable rate, as you are aware,

the authority of the Tribunal to adjust the cable rate is very
narrowly defined. We can only adjust it as it periains to inflation
or deflation or the average change in the basic subscription costs.
What we have found in the record of the Tiribunal will clearly
reflect the cable operators have developed a new system where a
lot of times the basic service is free, and they have this process. So
when you apply a distant signal or ,equivalent formula to zero you
get zero. I know it's hard to digest what,I say verbally. My sugges-
tion is that Congresi needs to establish a marketplace value. And
on the cable, just the cable rate situation, I'm fully cognizant of the
fact that for 12 years this body and the one on the Senate side
labored to come up with this act, and I gave some thought and
reasoning just to checking it.

But I think that it is not fair and adequate rates are not forth-
coming from the current system:The law as currently written does
not permit the Tribunal that type of flexibility to broadly examine
the whole scope at a reasonable rate, and based upon a record
come up with a determination.

So the only place you could go back, in my opinion, is to the
Congress because the statute doesn't authorize the Tribunal to
proceed.

Mr. KASTENME1ER. That's one of the questionswhether your
statutory authority, the guidelines Dor it, ought to be altered, liber-
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alized, or whatever, so that in fact you have greater flexibility in
dealing with these problems. That is at least one possible solution
to the present problem. But ir there is nct, as you suggest, a need
for interference by another Federal agency, meaning.your own,
there is scarcelY a need for interference by the Congress either,
which is, I think, monumentally more likely to come up with a
detached objective resolution of something that it really doesn't
have 'the time to understand anyway. You're talking about 535
people. .

But I do welcome your testimony insofar as you clearly carry an
urgency about the present condition of matters as seen from the
perspective of the Tribunal. Obviously, the work of this committee
certainly is cut out for it in the sense that we will have to deal
substantively with the copyright matters in part with what you
have said and that is certainly a message you are sending. We
would, of course, speak to your colleagties, since you are speaking
for yourself in this connection.

Well, let me yield to my colleague, the gentleman from Michi-
gan.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I have to tell you this is the most
professional testimony I have heard from anyone connected with
the bureaucracy since I have been in Congress and I send you ray
condolences on your family problems. I can certainly sympathize
with those, too.

Mr. JAMES. Thank you.
Mr. SAWYER. I am, as I said a number of times here, not an

exPerienced copyright or patent lawyer and my service on this
sacommittee in the last Congress was kind of my first in-depth
exposure to the issues, but I raised the very question in one or
more of our hearings as to why a compulsory license is necessary. I
never really understood the operation of that or the need for it.

It seems to me that the marketplace would, at some point, arrive
at a price where it is attractive for television stations to sell their
signals and for cable to negotiate a priCe and buy them. We don't
compel anybody to sell any other product that I'm aware of, except
utilities to people, and the self-interest in the marketplace kind of
makes that possible. In labor relations we don't compel agreements
either. We only go so far as to compel the bargaining in good faith
and maybe juSt such a compulsion to bargain in good faith might
be enough in ;this instance rather than making it a compulsory
agreement. This has bothered me ever since I first got exposed to it
because I never understood the rationale and I kind of attributed
that to my own ignorance. But now I'm somewhat bolstered in my
view by listening to somebody who has been working with it, and
at least to some extent sharing in the same view.

Mr. JAMES.'Wells Congressman, thank you for your comments. In
my first year as a commissioner I undertook the task to review the
entire legislative history of the act and it's just volumes and vol-
umes. But I think, and I sympaCnize and clearly recognize the

,problem that Congress was facing when they enacted the act in
'regard to cable, that it would probably be very burdensome to have.
eyer3T cable system deal with every copyright owner as to the
secondary transmission of their work.
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And I recognize that this is a tremendopshurdle to overcome.
One of the things that we didand I don't know how familiar this
committee iswith our first distribution proceeding. As I indicated
in my statement, it is on appeal. At the suggestions of copyright
owners,'they were put in categories or classes. There are about five
classes, and within each class distributions were made by the Tri-
bunal to the classes as a whole. Within each class the claimant
made their own arrangements for distributionwhich the .statute
clearly provides, as to how that fund was to be split. I don't know if
a combination of thatbecause that came out of the hearingsis a
workable thing for going back to elimination of compulsory license
and letting the marketplace value go up, or whatever.

Mr. SAwi'ER. The problem of multiple places to deal with, is not
new in the labor bargaining area either. Many union management
groups bargain on a regional basis. The Teamsters, in particular,
with the common carriers. They'll have a Central States contract
where both sides elect or appoint a committee and they, in effect,
bargain for all the operators within that big multistate area. It
would seem to me that the multiplicity of units could-beclassified
into groups and comPelled to bargain in good faith, like labor and
management do it,p,or in many other ways. It might be more
practicable.

On one other issue that's bothering me, I kind of visualize the
jukebox, problem as even a bigger can of worms and apparently
from the enforcement problem, I guess it is. I can see the difference
between the copyright owner on a record selling it to private
individuals for one price and maybe either to jukeboxes and/or
radio stations or TV for another price. I wonder if there couldn't be
some system devised whereby for a record to be sold for commer-
cial use at a specific price it would be made in 'a particular way
and/or given a stamp to distinguish it from the records that you=or
I might buy in the record shop at a totally different price.

Let the recOrd companies put their prices on what they will sell
to either jukeboxes and/or radios and avoid all this silly bookkeep-
ing and everything else that goes on, either privately or by the
Government. It seems to me there has to be a simpler system
whe,re we can back the Government out of this problem and let the
people serve their own economic needs on both ends.

Mr JAMES. Well, the only'comment I would like to make on that
is with the number of jukeboxes that you have in this country
and everybody is still guessing about the actual numberI think it
would almost be impracticable to have. Yini must have some form.
You need to have at least some semblance of a system where
moneys are paid because to have the marketplace take hold and
have each individual jukebox operator or every jukebox establish-
ment that owns its own jukebox deal with the performing rights
societies would be just insurmountable.

Mr. SAWYER. No, that wasn't exactly the point I had in mind.
The Government at one time by regulation of the FCC required all
television sets made after a certain time to include all the UHF
channels, more or less, to provide a market for the then foundering
UHF stations, as opposed to the VHF.

Perhaps we could require that all jukeboxes made from a certain
time on would have to be geared to handle a certain kind of record
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configuration, holes, or however you want to do it. The jukebox
operator would then have to buy a different kind of a record, let's
say, at a significantly higher price, thereby yielding what you
might otherwise yield by this kind of royalty.

That just sebins to be a simpler way than any I have heard
suggested to protect the legitimate interest of the record company
by allowing them to differentiate in the price of what they get
between selling to a radio station and/or a jukebox as opposed to
selling to a private individual for his own living room. This ap-
proach would allow the record companies to get their money right
up in front withouk regard to how many times a record is played
thereafter.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Will the gentleman yield? 84
Mr. SAWYER. Sure.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I always thought the gentleman's idea was

good. We explored it in the 1960's, as a matter of fact, and some
people remember. One of the difficulties is it isn't the record com-
panies that benefit from that particular royaltyit is the perform-
ing rights societies. So you're asking the record companies then to
collect by having a different label. I know that sounds reasonable
on a record and oollecting additional moneys and then returning
those moneys as royalties over to the .performing rights societies.
And that seemed to be a problem.

Mr. SAWYER. Except it would seem to me that could be done
directly in the bargaining between the record company and the
performing society group. If they're going to make arecording,
that's going to be sold to a jukebox or sold to radios, they could
bargain for a different price directly up, front on what they're made
for. I believe that we've got into an almost insoluble mess. I yield
back the balana of my time.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from California, M r. Daniel-
son.

Mr. DANIECSON. Tliank you, Mr. Cliairman.
Thank you, Mr. James. I will adopt the comments of the gentle--

man from Michigan. This is possibly the most refreshing or inter-
esting or startling or whatever you .want to call it, testimony I've
heard in a long time. I commend you for an excellent presentation
and probably the importance of it is the reason why I am going to
be waiting anxiously to obtain my copy, because I want to read it a
few times and try to absorb what is in there.

I think you, in my opinion, have lanced a throbbing boil. Ever
since we passed the copyright act this question of what would be
the proper fee attached to a compulsory license has been presented
me time and time and time again by people from all aspects of the
industry. I have to confess I have not been satisfied with what we
have done. I think we have created tuid imperfect solution. It was
our best effort, but the result wasn't all we had hoped it would be
when we passed the copyright law, and I'm not taking any position
at this time as to what is the solutionbut I'm afraid that we didn't
come up with the solution. We may have even compounded the
problem.

I'm not sure about that, but I really`, do want tO have a copy of
that statement as soon as possible because I can hardly wait to
read what I have heard. I think you have touched upon something.
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I have exceptitnal sespect for a person in your position because
you have been there for 31/2 years. You have been working with it,
and quite obviouslY you acquired the'wisdom that none of us can
acquire by simply treating these things in the abstract. I may not
agree wi,th you in the.long run, but I really want to pick your brain
and find but why this chitd of ,ours turned out to be a monster.

I don't 'know whag we have done, but we have done something
wrong here and I'd like to take some steps to correet it. *.:?

Now, I want to ask ohlY A couple of questions after that prefix.
You know, hi the market ordinarily if I were buying or selling a
piece of real' estate or some personal property, the rule of thumb
since time immemorial has been that the fair market value is the
price that a buyer and a seller will arrive at provided they're both
ready, willing and able to make the transaction. We have eliminat-
ed that very wholesome feature entirely by having a compulsory
license with an arbitrary figure. Maybe we're too high, maybe
we're too low. I don't kriow -whether we.are.

But, the discipline of what will a buyer, who is 'ready, willing,
and able to, pay tt a seller who is ready, willing, and able to sell,
that's been eliminated and I think that's really the crq of our
problem here. You have come up with others that I haven't even
thought about. The delay in distribution, the potentially greater
delay, judicial review of actions which youmay take or may not
take, the deprivation of the fruits of the owners of products for
years because tof thdse delays. I hadn't even thought about that. I
don't think this committee ever intended that there be any unto-
ward delays. It was assumed that Within a reasonable amount'of
timeand I mean by that a matter of several ,months, and at the
outside a yearthe proceeds would be distributed. And here you
.talk about the proceeds from 1978.

Mr. JAMES. That,'s correct.
Mr. DANIELSON. Not yet distributed and if there's appellate

review .in the courts, heaven knows when they,B be distributed. We
may go to a different monetary standard by that time. [Laughter.]

So, tell me, do,you think. that's something analogous to some-
thing along the line of ASCAP, or BMI, could it be a vehicle
through which the copyrigpt holders could receive their compensa-
tion and the copyright users pay that compensation?

Mr. JAMES. Well, you mean a national organization that is recog-
nized*by all copyright owners?

Mr. DANIELSON. Well, you dOn't have to be quite that exclusive.
In the Music field and others you've got ASCAP as one, and there's
BMI as another.
Mr. JAMES. And SESAC. There are three major performing

r.ights societies.
Mr. DANIELSON. So I didn't say it has to be exclusive, but a least

something along that pattern.
Mr. JAMES. You mean for the rest of the copyright o iners?
Mr. DANIELSON. Right. Correct.
Mr. JAMES. I think the number of copyright owners is so 6eat

that they can never procedurally get together. I think you can
group themin categories;

Mr. DANIELSON. All right. Suppose you had one by categories.

h
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Mr: JAMES. And in sports, for instance, the hockey, the basket-
ball, the baseball, and the NCAA grouped together to form a distri-.
bution proceeding in the broad category, sports. They in turn, when
the distribution was Made underwe did it in phasesunder
phase I it was agreed they would handleonce we turned the fund
over to them, they would handle the inner operation of distribu-
tion.

Mr. DANIELSON. Well, I'll tell you, I don't wa'nt to take too much
time here because I know we're goihg to haye to tall you hack for
more testimony, and, frankly, until I have studied your state-.
mentand I'm sure there's going to be a response from around the
countryI'm really riot prepared to ask too many more. But you
have almost hinted yes, it might be done by category.

Mr. JAMES. Right.
Mr. DANIELSON. I would like to res pond to the comment of the

gentleman from Michigan which is apropos here. I thought about
the special phbnograph record some time ago and in my niind, at
least, I dispensed with it. It would have to be"something like the
wonderful one-horse Surrey, you know. You will play it 10 times
and it disintegrates. The front side,: the flip side, the whole, the
label, the whole thing just disappears in a smell of vinyl because
how otherwise are You going to regulate this thing? It falls apart
all at once, not ohe groove ik left. But I doubt that we can do that. .
American inventors are ingenious. Suppose you had a squiggle in
the middle of this record.,Tomorrow somebody is going to come out.. with a cardboard insert that will fit the square hole and accommo-

-hdate the rothid peg.
So, I think we have to dis it through some other artproach. But

thank-you very much.
Mr. JAMES. You're welcome, Congressman.
Mr. DANIELSON. The most interesting testimonylrjrageleard in

a long time.
Mr_KAsTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia..
MT; BUTLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You may &lye lanced a

boil. I don't knOw what you have done for the underlying infection.
Just tq put this in perspective now, what is your term?

Mr. JAMEs.:Myiterm?
Mr, BUTLER. Yes.
Mr. JAMES. my term expires in September 1982.
Mr. BUTLER. And what about thezest of the people?
Mr. JAMES: As you recall, Congressnian, there were statute terms

in the first appointment. All five commissioners were appointed at
the sanie time f r 7-year terms. The first appointment, three com-
missioners-have heir 7-year terms and two commissioners have 5.

Mr. BUTLER. I' not sure I understand yet exactly what you're
proposing in termk of how the performer or the copyright owner is
going Ili.' .compe sated, as you envision this, if a cable system
pich up a sigh;t ori particular program? How is the.owner of the
program to be compènsated if you abolish the compulsory license?

Mr. JAMES. Well, are you dealing with compulsory license for
'cable or all the other sections?

Mr. BUTLER. Let's start with cables.
Mr. JAMES. All right, with cables. I think my statement said that

I recognize the difficulty of eliminating it for cable. I think Con-

6 .7
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gress needs to set a fair rate based on the market. If that fair
market rate is established using the same system. then you applied .

the rate on a systern-by-system basis instee,d of an industrywide
basis. Adopt the Consumer Price Index or some other index so that
it's automatic. adjust. Have it paid continuaft to the Register of
Copyrights for a disbursement procedure that I think has to and .
can be developed.

Mr. BUTLER. But isn't that what we envisioned in the C.opyright
Royalty Tribunal?

-Mr. JAMES. No, Congressman. I think when you set restraints en
'the scope of }lbw we could adjust the rate, there's no way we can
adjust the rate and get it,to the, marketplace value. We can only
adjust it on the twO bases:

Mr. BUTLER.-I andersidnd that part of your testimony. That's
clear to me. What I'm trying to envision is that you are putting
Congress in theiratemaking business.

Mr. JAMES. Congress established the first rate.
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, I know it.
Mr. JAMES. And that wasn't on a marketplace value as I read the

legislative history.
Mr. BUTLER. I know. Congress is the last outfit to determine the

market rate. But, as I understand your suggestion, the constraints
on your discretion as to adjusting rates are such that you do not
feel like you're serving a useful function. Indeed, you're dealing
unfairly with cne segment of the process. But if you had less
constraints on what you could do, wouldn't that solve your com-
plaints here rather than putting it over on Congress to do it?

Mr. JAMES. Well, if you're suggesting that the.Triburial should be
retained and that we have authority--

Mr. BUTLER. Pm not' suggesting. I'm searching fon your
tfioughtswithout the benefit of the statement.

Mr.. JAMES. I would imagine that if we had the same type of
latitude that we have in jukeboxes to take testimony, establish a
reced, and, based upon that record come up with a final determi-
nation, it would probably get a better rate. My basic problem is, as
an individual, that the marketplace value has just been knocked
out of the rates that we just recently adjusted. And that rate was
predicated on something that Congress did, arid the act does not
now permit us to reevaluate Congress' action and say, hey, the rate
should be higher, initially, so we're going to kick it up.

Mr. SAWYER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BUTCER. Certainly;
ielr. \SAWYER...As far as reacking market value, why do we have

to have it dictated by any Federal agency? The market Will reach
its own mrirket value.

Mr. 4,AmEs. That's right.
Mr. SAWY-ER. It's almost contradictory to say we fix the fair

market value.
Mr. BUTLER. I think that's in quotes.
Mr. JAig.s. Was that a question you were asking me, Congress-

man?
'Mr. SAVItER. I'm just puzzled why, if we're going to use the fair

market 'value .rate anybody has to fix it pther than the market-
place.
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Mr. JAMES. Well, let me--
Mr. SAWYkR. Yob cando it far more accurately than any of us

can do it.
Mr. JAMES. Well, let me reiterate whlt I said. I am of the opinion

that the compulsory license for everything should be eliminated,
but if, in the Congress' wisdom, it must be retained for cable, then
it should be predicated on a reasonable and fair market valne.-It is
not now done that way. z

My first premise and my personal yiew is that it sh9uld be
eliminated.

Mr. SAWYErk. OK.
Mr. BUTLER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I know we're in a hurry, b ut

isn't the FCC placing us :in a position where the cable stations have
access to pretty much everything that's available, and if we don't
have any compulsory license, there would be no compensation for
the programing. Will, the cable distributors and stations them-
selves.be1inder any requirement to pay anybody?

Mr. JAMES. Well, I don't know if we have time to get iiito my-
vieWs on that subject.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. We have time. But that was the only suestion
I was going to suggest which was logically about getting rid of
governmental interference and so forth. All we need to do is go
back to the Supreme Court ruling which was that there is no
liability for retransmission, and you Will have a much simpler
situation. They wouldn't need you and they wouldn't need us. We
just won't go into the Matter. We'll let the Fortnightly case and the
Sutton Teleprompter case stand on their own. And, you know,
there's no need for you. ,See, it was reversing those cases that made
your Tribunal necessary to create a limited liability. But, npw,, we
didn't have to create anybody. We could have let the Supreme
Court cases stand and nothing would be required of us in terms of
market price of anything else.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I Was just going to say why can't We
just niake it mandatory that they have a license to do it and then
let them bargain for the licenses.

Mr. KASTENMEIER.-Why should we interfere with requiring a
mandatory licenSe? If we're interested in deregulation and getting
government off the backs of people, the easiest way to do that is
not to have licensing.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, we protect the regular copyright holder. We
have given them the right to go in and enforce their rights if
somebody doesn't pay them for the copyright. Why not just, in
effect, give the same protection to a signal or a record and let them
go and get what they have to get to do it.

Mr. KATENMEJER. The Court hasaaid there was no liability and
we have voluntafily determined there was liability. We didn't have
to make that.

Mr. BUTLER. The premise when you did that was that the FCC
was going to continue with its modest regulation of syndicated
exclusivity. Now that -they have pulled back from that you want to
pull back from this. How is the marketplace going to arrive at any
value when all yoti can do is what you can appropriate?

Mr. DANIELSON. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. 13U.TLER. I yk ld back the balance ofmy time.

oJ
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MI-. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from California.
Mr. DANIELSON. I reiterlite the boil has been lanced and it's going

to be fun trying to clear up this infection. But, Mr. Chairman, very
respectfully I must remind you that it's true, in our law, we did in
effect counter the Fortnightly and Tekprompter cases. But, in
c..antering them, we also prescribed a new formula for setting the
price for compulsory license. Y presume that we could modify the
law if we decided to do so to counter the Fortnightly and Tele-
prompter cases, but without setting a compulsory license and leav-
ing that to the marketplace to determine, I know it would take
more legislation, and I don't even know if it's good. But really, this
has been the underlying agony of all the debate and discussion in
the last 4 years, and I think weave to look at it again.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DANJELSON. Sure.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Of course, an arrangement agreeable to the

cable people was a solution they, the proprietors, and we agreed to.
If we had not destroyed something like that, talking about market-
place, there would be no liability at all. I mean, the cable people,
their interests and their representatives, and, I think, in the Con-
gress, was about adequate at the time to defeat not only anything
in that field, but perhaps any revision of the copyright law, and
there was an accommodation among the parties. I would say
among several parties. So I don't know now that necessarily we
will go to market price, however attractive that may sound. It may
be as easy to go to no liability, go back to Fortnightly and Tele-
prompter. So that's part of what we're all caught in.

Mr. DANIELSON. If the gentleman will yield, I'll concede I don't
knOw the answer to that. I think I tried to make it clear, I don't
presume to know the answer, but I do know that the gentleman
has opened up the subject matter which has been causing the
problems that have come to the attention of most of us, and those
problems are not going to go away under the present formula. I
think we're going to have, to find another approach. Maybe just
repeal everything and leaVe us back to Fortnightly. I don't know
what the answer is going to be.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I don't mean to suggest as an answer, but Yip
saying it may be as plausible as another anwer. I don't say that I
endorse going back to Teleprompter or Fortnightly, but I am sug-
gesting a range of possibilities.

I do want to thank you, for your testimony. It has opened up a
dialogue which I think will continue for some time. I don't know
whether we., will find the answer. Hopefully, Mr. James, you and
your colleagues can contribute.

s[The complete statement of Mr. James follows:]
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COMMENTS OF CLARENCE L. JAMES, JR., CHMRFAN

COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL

HOUSE Or REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS,

aLi

CIVIL LIBERTIES AND THE ADMINISTRA ION OF JUSTICE

March 4, 1981

I would like the record to reflect and for the members of this Com-

mittee to understand that my comments are not as Chairman of the CRT. The

views and opinions I am about to express aro my own. However, some of my

comments will reflect action or at least agreement by a ma)ority of the nem-

bers of the Tribunal.

In my opinion, the Tribunal is not required or needed and is clearly

unnecessary to determ_ue reasonable terms and rates of royalty payments for non-

commercial broadcasting under Section 118 of the Act. Thomas C. Brennan,

Senior Commissioner of the Tribunal, prior to his current position, served as

Chief Counsel of the Sen'ate Subcommittee which processed the Copyright Revision

Act. He has been actively involved in cable regulatory matters and in my opin-

ion is an expert on all copyright issues. Commissioner Brennan was the archi-

tect of a repoit "Use of Certain Copyright Works in Connection with Non-Commercial

Broadcasting", which waS sUbmitted to this Committee by :Ale Tribunal on January

21, 1980. .

Mr. Chairman I would like to insert that report into the record at

this time and ask that It be made a part.of this proceeding.

The conclusions reached by Commissioner Brennan, writing for the

Tribunal, a vies; which I share and Strongly support, reads in part:

"Oni the basis of its review of the experience with Section

118, the Tribunal concludes that the compulsory license is

not necessary for the efficient operation of public broad-

casting and thus constitutes an inappropriate interference

,with the traditional functioning of the copyright system
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and the artistic and econalic freedom of those.creiLrs

whose works are euhject to its provisions. ,

The copyright system can advance the constitutional obAc-

tives only if the exclusive rights of authors and copyright

propriitors are'preserved. Reasonable exceptions to these

exclusive rights are justified when necessary to promote .

public-policy. The-Tribunal-believes that those engaged

in communications should be particularlfsensitive toward

the intervention of the Federal Government In the absence

of compelling need.

The Register of Copyrights advised the Congress in 1975

that the proposed public broadcasting compulsory license
1

was not "justified or necessary." The Tribunal believes

that the experience of the intervening years confirms the

correctness of the Register's position. It is therefore

the recommendation of the Tribunal that the Congress recon-

sider the public broadcasting ccmpulsory license at an

appropriate time."

In my opinion.I believe the appropriate time is now. In the

event Congress in its wisdom decides to maintain the compulsory license under

Section 118, I would recommend that it establish a procedure Whereby the

public broadcasters 'would pay to the pezforming rights societies-ii sum which

isbased on public broadcasters revenues and calculated as a percentage of

the royalty rate of fee which currently exist between commercial broadcasters

and the performing rights societies.
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The lamination of the compulsory license to permit owners and users

the riqlat to establish value in the marketplace or the adoptaun by Congress

of a rate tied to the commercial fee would effectively eliminate continuous

interference by the Federal Government and avoid the need for periodic review

v of.royalty rates by the Tribunal.

* In my opinion the CRT is not needed, or required to make determin-

ations concerning the adjustment of reasonable copyright royalty rates as

provided in Sections 115 and 116.

Under Section 115, history will support phat there is possibly an

overriding need for a compulsory license for making and distributing phonorecords.

However, the continuous and periodic intervention-of the Federal Government

in adjusting the rate, totally at the taxpayers expense, in my view is undesir-

able, unwarranted and unnecessary. In my opinicn, a system can be created

by Congress which would totally eliminate the interference by the Federal

Government, and,in'particular,the CRT.

The Committee is aware that the Tribunal recently concluded 42

daxs of hearings on the mechanical rate. It is my understanding that during

the revision of the copyright bill only 5 days of hearings were devoted to

that subject. At our hearing the copyright owners made a proposal and sub-

mitted evidence 4n support of the same, that the mechanical rate could and

should be based on a percentage of the suggested retail list price of

phonorecords.

Ht. ChairMan / would like to insert that proposal in the record

at this time and ask that it be made a part of this proceeding.

The proposal that the mechanical rate be based on a percentage of

the suggested retail list price of phonorecords may be unique to the United

States, however, sufficient evidence was submitted to the-Tribunal which
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clearly established that the percentage system is t;idely utilized throughout the

world as a basis for arriving at royalties. If Congress were to establish a

percentage system, It would effettively eliminate the necessity and need for

periodic review of royalty rates by any government agency or by Congress. If

the price of records goes up or down, tho-royalty due and payable will also

go up or down. Thus by appropriate action of the COhgress another function

of tke CRT can be eliminated.

Under Section 116 of the Act, Jukebox, the Tribunal held 8 days

of hearings and concluded an adju.stment was appropriate. It is my view .

that the present requirement under Section 116 for obtaining a compulsory

license should be maintained. It should, however, be called something else.

Congress under the Act set a rate ,f $8 a box. The TriNal adjusted that

rate to $25 a box effective January 1, 1982 with an increase to $50 a box

commencing on January 1, 1984. The Tribunal further established that the

rate would be further adjusted on January 1, 1987 based on the change in the

cost of 1ivirg as determined by the Consumer Price Index from Bebruary 1,

1981 to August 1 1986.

It is my opinion that Congress can and should adopt a fair ana

reasonable rate based on marketplace value with annual adjustment based on

tho.Consumer Price Index or some other index for the jukebox industry. If

Congress were to take such action it would eliminate tho need for future

interference by'a federal agency and another function of the CRT.

Because the Tribunal has not held its first jukebox royalty distri-

bution proceeding I believe it would be inappropriate for me to discussAY

personal View! on that issue at this time. Under the statute the parties

agreed to the distribution of the first fund. They have not for the second

fund. We therefore will be starting a jukebox distribution hearing in the

near future. My opinion, however, is that the fees collected can be annually
VF

distributed without the-necessity of distribution proceeding by the CRT. Such
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a system would permit copyright owners the opportunity to receive their pay-

ment the same year payment is made.

The Committee is also,aware, that the Tribunal just concluded a

rata adjustment proceeding for cable. My personal view is that Congress

should eliminate the compulsory license so that the marketplace can set the

true value of secondary transmission. The compulsory license requkres payment

tc copyright owners for use of the property by others, preventing free nego-

tiation in the marketplace as to value. The issue of true value in the

marketplace must be-established by Congress.

The legislative history is clear that there is absolutely no

economic justifiction for the statutory schedule initially adopted oy Congress

for the cable. industry. The rates for cable were not adopted on the basis

of any objective standards.

The review of that rate, by the Tribunal, under the stai'ute was

greatly limited by Congress. Congress did not authorize the Tribunal to ad-

just the rate based on marketplace valve. Nor should it:That must, in my

opinion, bo done by Congress. The Tribunal could only adjust cable rate to

reflect monetary inflation 02 deflation or reflect the average ratt charged

cable subscribers for basic services.

Mr. Chairman I would'like.to note here that in all other statutory

license under the Act, the-Tribunal has,full jurisdiction to review and

possibly adjust the rate based on the record developed during the Tribunal

hearings. This is not so in cable.

Because the copyright owners and cable operators are not free to

negotiate, the only fair, logical and equitable approach to establish a fee

if the compulsory licensI must be retained, is on the hanis of marketplace

value. Again that rate can and should only be established by Congress.

If Congress were to establish such a rate, in my opinion, it must be established

on a system-by-system basis instead of the current Industry-wide,practice.

1
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In my view an industry-wido basis is both unfair and inequitable to the

copyright owilers.

As pirt of their submission at the conclusion of the cable rate

proceeding, the copyright owners submitted A proposal as to how a system-by-

system rats could be implemented. Hr. Chairman I would like to insert part

of that proposal into the record at this time and ask that It be made' a part

of this proceeding.

I would like , state here also that the Proposed Findings of

Fact and Conclusions of Law filed by the parties in the various Tribunal

proceedings.might be of help and assistance to this Committee staff. If

requested they will be made available.

In the event Congress establishes a reasonable marketplace rate,

applied on a system-by-system basis, wiih annual or semi-annual adjustments,

tied to the Consumer Price Inde; or some other index, it could in all likelihood

eliminate the need for further interference by a fader*, agency and avoid periodic

review by tho Tribunal. In the event it became necessary to resolve any

issues related to the rate, it is my opinion, this can be effectively done At

a savings to taxpayers by a part-time administrative law judge, possibly in the

Department of Commerce.

The copyright owners have participated.in one cable distribution pro-

ceeding and are currentlypreparing for another. I would imagine that if the

copyright owners were put to th ultimate test, they could develop a syStmm,

or foriula which the Congress could enact that would eliminate the necessity

and need for distribution proceeding and continuous government Involvement.

I believe that a system can be developed and enacted by Congress that would

provide for the immediate distribution of the funds held in the Treasury to
--

,the copyright owners. Payments to the copyright owners should be made at

least within the year after they are paid, not 4 or 5 years.. In the etent
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distribution problems arise, they also can be effectively handled hy a part-

time administrative law judge.

At the present time because the Tribunals first distribution pro-
.

ceedicg is belL9 appealed, the second distribution proceeding has not started

and funds for the first half of last year were just paid in by cable opera.,

tors, there..are cable funds on deposit In the Treasury of the United States

,*

which respectively represent 1978, 1979 and part of 1980 in the amount of

more than $41,657,000. The appeal on the 1978 funds nay be concluded in

1983. But what if a higher court sends the matter bacii to the Tribunal and

subsequent appeals are taken? As a footnote Mx. Chairman, there are 1979 and-

1980 jukebox funds also on deposit totalling more than $2,10,000.

Because of the existing appeal and the probability of future appeals

on each and every distribution proceeding held by the Tribunal, this money

will be tied up and effectively kept from the copyright owners for years. The

total funds held by the government could be well over $100 million in the

t.

not-to-distant future.,

As I view the legislive history of the Act, this was clearly

not,the intention of Congress. 1Yet because of, in my opinion, this clearly

unworkable procedure of royaltyldistribution established by Congress copy-

right owners are eff.ectively d nied and will continue to be dahied their

just rewards -- the proceeds om the royalty funds, timely paid.

In conclusion Mr. aitman and members_of the Committee, in my

opinion. now Is the approp iate time for Con9ress to re-analyze and re-evaluate

this matter including t role and function of the CRT. If this evaluation

means the elimination py job and the present existing or even total

function of the err, len so be it.

I share and iupport the opinion of the Senior Commissioner, Thomas

Brennan. when he stated nn June 12. 1979 before the House of Representatives.

I.
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Subcommittee on Communications "my personal opinion has been that, other

than for cable, compulsory licensing is not necessary or desirable."

/ will go one step further than Commissioner 87nan, it is my

opinion, after I": years on the CRT, compulsory license is neither necessary

nor desirable for cable, either.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee thesis conclusions are

my os...n and have been drawn after considerable thought and honest reasoning.

The reconsideration of compulsory license, the need for and the function of

the CRT, does not 'rest In my hands nor in the hands,of my fellow Commissioners,

but is the responsibIlity a Congress. It is unwise and unnecessary to con-

tinue to spend taxpayers money on a program which is clearly unworkable and

Impractical. Further the unfairness and inequities to the copyright owners

must be corrected and the appropriate time is now.

Mr. JAMES. I stand ready, willing, and able, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you very much. The committee stands

adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]

Ast.



GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE PANEL ON THE
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL

THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES,

AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m. in room

2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert W. Kasten-
meier, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Kaseenmeier and Butler.
Staff present: Bruce A. Lehman, counsel; Timothy A. Boggs,

professional staff member; Thomas E. Mooney, associate counsel;
Audrey Marcus, clerk.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The Committee will come to order.
This morning we meet on another copyright matter, pursuant to

a letter sent by me to the Acting Comptroller General of the
United States, March 30, 1981, in which we asked that the General
Accounting Office look at the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to assess,
among other things, how well the Tribunal performs its assigned
functions, to assess the effect of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal's
'activities on parties related to its operations, and also to explore
what alternatives to its current role, oraanizational structure, may
improve the use of that Tribunal. Withbthat in mind, I, am pleased
to state that the General Accounting Office has indeed completed
its work and has released to us, a statement and attached materi-
als relating to its investigation. I am very pleased to greet today,
Mr. Wilbur D. Campbell, Deputy Director of the Accounting and
Financial Management Division; Mr. Usilaner, Associate Director
of the Divisidii; and also Mr. Lemonias, project manager.

If I have not accounted for all your colleagues, Mr. Campbell,
perhaps you can do that for me.

The committee is very pleased to have you in public forum make
a statement regarding your own conclusions with respect to the
request of this committee.

[The letter of Robert W. Kastenmeier follows:j
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March 30, 1951

A
Hr. Milton Socolar
Acting Comptroller General

of the United States ,

441 G Streot, N.W. C
Room 7510 I. ,

Washington, D.C. 20M8

Dear Hr. Socolar:

TheSubcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration
of Justico of the House Judiciary Committee has jurisdiction over
the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress. In recent months
numerous statements have been made regarding the-effectiveness and
efficiency of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (CRi). The CRT, which
consists of five presidentially appointed commissioners, sots royalty
fees for certain uses of copyrighted matorial in cable television,
phonograph recordings, and juke boxes. Of particular concern to my
subcommittee is the cable television aspect of the CRT's worl.. The
National Association of Broadcasters, for example, alleges that fees
set by.,the-CRT for cable television use of broadcaster's copyright
serves to Subsidize the cable telqvision industry. .
,

'.

Tontativel , in Hay 1981, the subcommittee will hold hearings on
copyrUht .issucs including the CRT and will consider strengthening
its authority or transferring its rate setting, royalty collection,
and royalty fep distribution activities elsewhere in the federal
government. .

It would be of great help to the subcommittee if the General Accounting
Office could examine:

t

--h4i well the Copyright Royalty Tribunal is performing its
assigned functions, .

--the effect of the CRT's activities on the parties related
to its operations, and

--whet alternatives to CRT's current role and/or organizational .

structure-may improve the uso of copyrighted material and the
effect such alternatives may /lave on interested parties.

Since the information L am requesting is needed very soon, a
briefing of the subcommittee staff prier to.our hearings would
bo tho most effective method of obtaining the results of your
review. I may then request GAO to testify it the hearings.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Robert H. Kastenmoier
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts,

Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice
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TESTIMONY OF WILBUR D. CAMPBELL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION, U.S.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY BRIAN L.
USILANER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTING AND FINAN-
CIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION; U.S. PETER J. LEMONIAS,
PROJECT MANAGER, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGE-
MENT, DIVISION; AND RONELL B. RAAUM, GROUP DIRECTOR,

' ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The only one of our team you omitted was Mr. Raaum on my far

right, who is a group director in Mr. Usilaner's organization.
My written statement is somewhat lengthy because it has a lot of

appendices which I will not read, but you may wish to include the
entire document in the record.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The record will, OT course, include your state-
ment and the appendixes attached to it in their entirety.

Mr. CAMPBELL. We are pleased to appear before you 'today to
discuss the results of our trier examination of the operation of the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal requested in your March 30, 1981
letter. ,

In order to comply with that request, we had a rather Short time
frame and, as a result, our review was somewhat narrow in scope
and was directed to the specific questions asked. ,

We are not addressing the broad policy questions of the merit of
copyright compulsory licenses or the reasonableness of the compul-
sory license rates set by the Tribunal.

1

In the course of our review, we examined the Tribunal's legisla-
tive history and its proceedings and procedures. We interviewed
the Tribunal Commissioners, met with representatives of" 18 organi-
zations affected by the Tribunal's operations, and met ;with other
key individuals in and out, of Government knowledgeable about the
Tribunal and the compulsory licenses it oversees.

,

We also examined the structure and authority of six other Fed-
eral rate setting and adjudicatory agencies to see how they com-
pared to the Tribunal. ;

As you know;prior to 1976, there was only one copyright compul-
sory license, the so-called mechanical license established by the
1909 Copyright Act relating to the use of copyrighted materials
used in coin-operated music machines.

The new licenses established in 1976 were for. Retr
1
nsmissions

by cable systems of distant broadcast signals by televis on stations,4
the use of musical records in jukeboxes for profit; an the use of
music and certain other creatiobs by noncommercial broadcasters.

The Tribunal is composed of five Commissioners appointed by
the President with the advice and consent of the Senate for 7-year
terms. Two of the original five Commissioners were appointed for
5-year terms so that Commissioner turnover would be staggered.

The Commissioners are compensated at the highest rate of the
general schedule pay rates. No, selection guidance is provided in
the act regarding the qualifications or backgrounds of the Commis-
sioners.

The Commissioners elected their first chairperson for a 1-year
term. Each year thereafter, a new chairperson is selected based on
seniority.

M-7,S6 0-81--6
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The Tribunal now consists a four Commissioners and four secre-
taries. One Commissioner resigned on May 1, 1981. The Tribunal is
authorized to appoint employees who may be needed to carry out
its responsibilities on a permanent or temporary basis.

No sugh staff, other than the Commissioners' sk.cretaries, has
ever been appointed, Funds for additional staff support were appro-
priated in fiscal years 1978, 1979, and 1981.

The Tribunal's budget has 'been smell since its inception. The
Tribunal was appropriated $471,000 in fiscal 37ear 1980, an
$447,000 in fiscal year 1981.

Two aspects of the TribunaPs work are carried out by the Li- 4_
brary of Congress. First, the Library of Congress provides adminis-
trative support to the Tribunal by handling its payroll, travel
vouchers, and other administrative matters. The Tribunal reim-
burses the Library for this service; the cost in fiscal year 1980 was
$15,595.

Second, cable and jukebox royalties are paid directly to the Copy-
right Office of the Library of Congress where a staff of 21 receives
and distributes the royalty payments. This staff reviews each pay-
ment calculation for accuracy, deposits the payments with thQ U.S.
Treasury where they accrue interest, and distributes the royalty
payments to copyright owners or their representatives in accord-
ance with Tribunal rulings.

As required by the Copyright Act, the cost for this operation,
along with the cost of the Tribunal's royalty distilbution proceed-
ings, is dedlicted from the royalty pool. A total of $562,850includ-
ing the $27,429 for the Tribunal's cable distribution proceeding
was deducted, from the combined 1978 cable and jukebox royalty
pool of $16,814,829.

Given this background, I would like now to turn to the oper-
ations of the Tribunal.

We concluded the Copyright Royalty Tribunal has generally fol-
lowed its legislative mandate. It has followed acceptable procedures
and has made determinations required to date. Moreover, with
certain exceptions, it is no* generally recognized by the affected
interests as a competent body, although some disagree with its
legislated missioniand some are appealing-its rulings.

The Tribunal is required to conduct its proceedings in accordance
with the provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act, the Gov-
ernment in the Sunshine Act, and the Freedom of Information Act.
Other Federal regulatory bodies are also required to follow these
Acts'. The rules of procedure adopted by the Tribunal appear from
our review to be in accordance with the Administrative Procedures
Act. In a limited review of Tribunal transcripts and decisions, we
did not find any clear violations of procedures

While most interest group representatives we spoke with could
point to problems they had with the Tribunal's interpretation of
procedures, some qualified this criticism by saying they regularly
have similar problems in courtrooms.

The 1976 Copyright Act prescribes for certain proceedings to be
held at specified times and for others to be held only when private
agreements cannot be reached. The ratesetting proceedings for
cable television, phonorecords, jukeboxes, and public broadcasting
must be held at specific intervals. The royalty distribution proceed-
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ings for cable television and jukeboxes must, after the initial deter-
minationbe hekl annually if prhate agreements for distribution
cannot be reached All proceedings have been held as required. Thefirst jukebox fee, distribution was made privately \vithout a
proceeding.

f.acking private agreements for distributing the 1979 fees, the
Tribunal began its first proceeding for distribution of jukebox fees
on May 22, 1981 Since the cable royalty fee claimants are again
unable to- reach a private agreement, the Tribunal plans to hold its
second cable diStribution proceeding this year. The first final cable
royalty distribution was announced September 23, 1980.

We found four of the Tiibunal's five key decisions have been
appealed. It is difficult to assess the results of the Tribunal's work
sirice these' decisions aTe being 'appealed in the courts.

Tlie Copyright, Royalty Tribunal has issued 19 final rules, deter-
minations and orders: Most of these were procedural rtilings on the
validity of claims to the toyalty pool. -

The Tribunal has made five key ratesetting and distribution
decisions One was the 1978 cable royalty distribution determina-
tion and the other four wereadjustments to the compulsory 'license
rates for cable television, jukeboxes, phonorecords, and public
broadcasting Only the public broadcasting rate determination was
not appealed.

The appeals of the Tribunal's decisions allege that the Tribunal
did not properly distribute royalty funds, made decisions not sup-
ported by the record, established fees not authorized by the Copy-
right Act, and was inconsistent in the admission of evidence to the

s hearings.
These appeals do not necessarily reflect poorly on the Tribunal

since it is in the interest or those affected by the Tribunal's deci-
sions' to challenge them, particutarly the early ones. Millions of
dollars already collected, as well as`the potential for millions more
in the future, depend on the precedents set now.

The fact that there is no agreed method of determining the value
of a creation outside of the marketplace Contributes to the likeli-
hood that Tribunal decisions will be appealed.

The Triburial's operational effectiveness could be improved by
insuring that future appOinted Commissioners possess experience
and expertise and by removing organization,1 limitations that
result from such things as the lack of legal counsel; access to
objective, expert opinion,, subpena power, and clear criteria on
which to base its decisions, Most of these organizational limitations
are not imposed on other Federal ratesetting or adjudicatory com-
missions.

Of the five Presidentially, appointed, Commissioners, only one had
any significant background in copyright issues. Also, only one had
any substantive financial or economic background. None had expe-
rience in ratesetting or.regulatory work.

Most of the interest groups we spoke with mentioned that it took
a year or two before the Commissionersexcluding the one with
copyright experiencegot up to speed with their work. This im-
pression was confirmed in our discussions with the Commissioners
themselves who said that the initial year or so involved tk difficult
learning process.
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The Tribunal performs many adjudicatory functions which re-
quire legal expertise. Yet it has not had a general counsel 'to
provide the Commissioners with technical legal adv ice during' hear-
ings and while writing opinions. It happened that two of the origi-
nal Commissioners were attorneys and were thus able to provide
legal advice to the Tribunal. Now only one of,the -remaining Com-
missioners is an attorney. Although it is not necessary that Com-
missioners have a. legal backgrouna, they should have access to
independent legal advice.

rn reviewing the Tribunal's decisions and heating transcripts, we
noted numerous instances where the Tribunal performed tasks
requiring a signUicant degree of legal interpretation. For example,
the Tribunal. reviewed court decisions cited by claimants in order
to interpret,the first amendment and its application to copyright
law? considered contracts entered into between television stations
and sports teams in order to determine the validity and extent of
royalty distribution agreements, rzviewed common law princiiiles
relating to competing claimants, and examined the legislative his-
tory of the Copyright Act to establish congressional intent.

A Panel of laypersons should not be expected to make interpreta-
tions.,of law that can be the subject of a court appeal without access
to a general counsel;

A gèneral counsel would provide the Commissioners with t.echni-
cal advice on the admi&sibility of evidence and other procedural
Inatters and thug insure greater consistency. A general cou,nsel
csAld also aid Commissioners in writing decisions, and represent
the Tribunal in initial judicial appeals. Since the Tribunal does not
have a general, counsel, the Department of Justice assigns attor-,
neys to handle all aspects of the appeals.

Most of the interest groups we interviewed felt ,the Tribunal
would be irnproved,by having a general counsel. Four of the origi-
nal five Commissioners also support this idea, although when the
Tribunal was initially organized they did not believe a general
counsel was needed.
sAn alternative to hiring a general counsel for the Tribunal may

be to allow an attorney\ from the Copyright Office to serve as
counsel to the Tribunal in\ addition to that individual's Copyright
Office responsibilities.

Many of the issues raised in the Tribunal's hearings on rate
adjustments and royalty distrilnttion are based on economic analy-
sis_For example, the Tribunal must determine reasonable royalty
rates for the mechanical license that.adequately compensate copy-
right owners and publishers, but do not impose excessive burdens
on the recordini.industry. The competing interest groups hire lead-
ing economists as well as attorneys to develop their arguments and
support their views on these subjects. In a number of cases, eco-
nomic studies and justifications have been submitted to the Tribu-
nal. The Tribunal should have access to objective, expert opinion to
review these economic analyses when it Considers such a review.,
necessary.

Although the Tribunal has authority to hire outside consultants,
it ha& riot had sufficient funding to do this during the past two
fiscal years.'



Another area of concern is the Tribunal's lack of subpena power.
Although the Copytight Royalty Tribunal's decisions have a signick
cant financial impact on the interest groups affected by compulsory
licenses, it is dependent on the information provided by those
groups in making its decisions.

The Tribunal can be denied access to data it considers necessary
and essential because it lacks subpena power. In recent testimony
befo.t. the Senate Judiciary Committee, one Tribunal commissioner
stated, and I quote:

The commissioners found it must unsatisfactory during 1980 royalty adjustment
proceedings to- be placed in the position or receiving only the evidence which the
parties chose to present.

Subpena power is also important since appeals of Tribunal deci-
sions are based "on the record." In other words, an appeals court
only reviews the material the Tribunal had before it and the
decision is based on this material. The court does not subpena new
evidence in such a review. Subpena power would ensure that both
the Tribunal and the appeals court have all the information
needed to make a decision. Because of the legal complexities sub-
pena power involves, it should be granted only if a gentiral counsel

tis appointed or available.
The Tribunal was not given clear legislative criteria for deter-

mining royalty distribution and rate setting for each relevant com-
pulsory license. Unlike the criteria commonly used by rate-setting
bodiessuch as cost plus a rate of return on investment or a
guaranteed profit marginthe Tribunal must adjust rates-and dis-
tribute-royalties on the basis of such criteria as:

Reflecting the relative* roles of the copyright owner and the
copyright user in the product made available to the public;

Maximizing the availhbility of creative works to the public;
Affording copyright owners a fair return for their creative work,

and .

Changes in the inflation rate.
It is obvious that these are not clear criteria to work with. Even

the seeiningly simple criterion of changes in the inflation rate
prompted two hearing days devoted to discussing what inflation is
and how to measure it.

The current appeals of key Tribunal decisions attest to the
vagueness of theiegislated criteria since each of the appeals chal-
lenges the very basis of the Tribunal's decisions. Since there is no
way to measure the value of a creation outside of the marketplace,
it is virtually impossible to develop clear criteria that would be
acceptable to copyright owners and users. If the Congress were to
try to specify new criteria, the result would likely be new problems
and controversies.

While the Copyright Royalty Tribunal is certainly an unusual
organization within the FederalGovernment, it is nevertheless a
presidentially appointed commission with the basic objective to
resolve disputes and deterniine ratesan objective that is common
among other commissions. Yet the Tribunal has organizational
limitiations not shared by others. We compared the Tribunal with
six other Federal rate setting and adjudicatory organizations to see
how their structure and authority compares with the Tribunal's.
We do not claim that these six are necessarily a representative

.5
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sample of Federal commissions, but they do include different types
of commissions, some with broad and fir-ranging responsibilities
and others with narrow and very 'limited responsibilities.

The number of commissioners varied from 3 to 11, with mem-
bers' terms ranging from 3 to 7 years. In all cases, the chairperson
of the commission was designated by the President and serves at
the President's pleasure for the full term of the appointment. I,n
-only one case does the legislation creating the commission specify
criteria for the President's selection of commissioners. Neverthe-
less, in most cases, the appointed commissioners are experts or are
experienced in issuep the commissioners deal with. Significantly,
each of the commissions has a general counsel, subpena power, and
ready access to expert opinon.

The royalty rates set for the four cotapulsory licenses were de-
signed to compensate copyright owners for certain uses of their
creative works and all are set by the Tribunal. Royalties paid
under the cable and jukebOx compulsory licenses are held by the
Government and are distributed according to Tribunal. decisions.
Except for distribution of 1978 jukebox fees, no distributions were
made from the royalty pools controlled by the Tribunal until May
of this year.. The delay was largely due to the copyright owners'
legal-challenges of the Tribunal's recommended distribution.

The distribution proceeding for 1978 cable royalty fees was insti-
tuted on Septeml-er 12, 1979. The Tribunal announced its final
determination on September 23, 1980, after a long series of hear-
ings. The recommended distribution was immediately appealed by
the claimants: Pending judicial review, the royalty fees were held
by the U.S. Treasury. In May 1981, the Tribunal's order to distrib-
ute one-half of the 197.$ cable royalty pool to copyright owners
according to its September 1980 determination was effected. The
balance of about $8 million will be held until the completion of
judicial appeal. The additional royalty payments collected for 1979
and 1980 amount to about $36 million, not including interest.

The Tribunal recently completed a private distribution of the
1978 jukebox royalty pool amounting to about $1.1 million. A distri-
bution hearing commenced on June 2, 1981, to determine distribu-
tion of the 1979 pool.

The delay in distributions is largely due to the requirement in
the Copyright Act that royalty funds be withheld pending appeals.
If, as expressed in section 809 of the act, the Congress intended
royalties to be distributed within 30 days of the Tribunal ruling, it
could change the law -to require partial or full distribution pay-
ments regardless of appeals. Naturally, copyright owners would
have to realize the possibility that the appeal process could result
in a change in their royalty payments. We believe the problems
posed by this possibility are outweighed by the desirability of
prompt royalty payments.

Alternatively, the Congress could revise the law to make Tribu-
nal decisions final, subject to reversal only by a Senate or House
resolution. This was considered before enactment of the 1976 Copy-
right Act. Appeals to the courts could then be limited to questions
of fraud, corruption, or impropriety in the decisionmaking process.

With regard to the utilization of commission officials, each of the
Tribunal commissioners is paid at the top of the Federal pay sched-

G
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ule This is the pay rate for directors and administrators or major
Federal agencies and programs. The Tribunal commissioners, how-
ever, have a staff limited to their secretaries, and a workload that,
by their own estimate, will consume only somewhat more than one-
half of their-work time.

While-the commissioners had a fairly busy and demanding year
in 1980, the Tribunal should have only about 21 proceedings in the
next 5 years. Unless the Tribunal's legislative charter is changed,
there should never bp another year tas busy as 1980, and most
should require much less time.

In conclusinn, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal is a relatively new
agency with a short track record, and most of its major decisions
are' now under appeal.

It is thus difficult to draw any final conclusions on its perform-
ance. It is clear the Tribunal was given a very diffiCult task with
no technical support and minimal authority with/which to work.

The Tribunal has done what it was mandated to do. With some
exceptions, it is now generally recognized by the affected, interests
as a competent body, although some disagree with the Tribunal's
legislated mission:.

Although most of its decisions a T being challenged in thecourts,
this almost always occurs when an independent body makes prece-
dent-setting rules.

The question of whether or not the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
is to be retained, and if so, in what organizational structure, is a
basic policy question that must be decided by the Congress. If it is
to be retained, we believe its organizational limitations should be
removed.

With that in mind, we recomMend that the Congress amend the
Copyright Act of 1976 [Public Law 94-5533 and appropriate addi-
tional funds to improve the operations of the Copyright ROyalty
Tribunal. Specifically, we recommend that the Congress: (1) ,Re-
quire full distribution of royalty payments as decided by the Tribu-
nal within 30 days of the decision unless a claimant can satisfy the
requirements for obtaining a court injunction, (2) Provide the Tri-
bunal with access to a general counsel; (3) Provide the Tribunal
with subpena power; (if) Provide the Tribunal with adequate fund-
ing to obtain objectiv , expert opinion, when needek and (5) Re-'
quire that future commissioners be knowledgeable in matters.
related to copyright.

In examining the last problem area we identifiedunderutiliza-
tion of high-level officialswe believe corrective action should be..,
taken, but find the evidence does not clearly support one particulaf
course of action.

Some of the available options include: (1) Reduce the size of the
Tribunal from five to three Commissioners. This would reduce the
annual costs of the Tribunal, but would not fully address/ the
ptoblem of Workload; (2) Restructure the Tribunal with a ,single,
full-time Chairperson and general counsel and a number/of part-
time Commissioners who would convene for hearings. The Commis-
sioners would be Presidential appointees who would be paid only
during hearings. The part-time Commissioners could be -distin-
guished copyright attorneys, law professors, retired experts in copy-
right-related areas, and other qualifieck individuals willing to serve

"
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several weeks a year for such important and prestigious service. If
the workload seems too great for part-time Commissioners, it could
be arranged that only some of them would serve with the Chairper-
son at any given time, thus halving the part-time service, (3) Trans-
fer the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to the Department of Com-
merce. This alternative has been discussed occasionally and gener-
ally calls for placing the Tribunal and the Copyright Office with
the Patent and Trademark Office under an Assistant Secretary for
Intellectual Property. While this approach could resolve many of
the problems we identified in our study, it raises a policy issue that
is beyond the scope of our review; namely, whether copyright regis-
tration and regulation belongs in the executive branch; (4) Elimi-
nate the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. This is by far the most con-
troversial alternative to the current operation of the Tribunal and
could involve either maintaining or eliminating the compulsory
licenses. If maintained, rates would then have to be periodically set
by the Congress or tied to a self-adjusting index. Government-
collected royalties could be distributed to claimants based on pri-
vate agreements or through court rulings. If compulsory licenses
are eliminated, all rates would be set privately and paid privately;
and (5) Restructure the Tribunal as a part-time, ad hoc body, with
presidentially appointed Commissioners convened by the Register
of Copyrights. Petitions to convene the Tribunal for rate adjust-
ments or due to distribution controversies would be made to the
Register. The Register's role would be limited to convening the
Tribunal when petitioned and providing staff support, including a
general counsel, on an as-needed basis. .

If the Tribunal is to be maintained, this alternative would have
the advantage of resolving many of the problems we identified,
while drawing on the existing expertise of the Copyright Office. We
do not believe this approach violates the doctrine of separation of
powers, or the Supreme Court's holding in Buckley v. Valeo, since
the Register will be limited =to convening presidentially appointed
Commissionersa nondiscretionary duty not involving appoint-
ments. As in a previous alternative, the Commissioners could be
dintinguished individuals knowledgeable in copyright-related
matters.

This concludes my formal statement, Mr. Chairman, and we will
be happy to respond to any questions you may have.

[The statement of Wilbur D. Campbell follows:]
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY
EXPECTED AT 10:00 A.M. EDT
THURSDAY, June'll, 1981

, STATEMENT OF
14/L3UR D. CAMPBELL

DEPUTY DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON THE JUD/CIARY
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, C/V/L LIBERTIES, AND

THE'ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ON

THE OPERATION OF THE COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee:

We are pleased to appear bAfore you today to discuss the re-

sults of'our brief examination of the operation of the Copyright

Royalty Tribunal. -%

In your Marchr301 1981, letter, you asked GAO to examine

--how-Vell the Copyright Royalty Tribunal is performing its

assigned functions,

--the effect of the Tribunal.s.actIvities on the parties

related to its operations, and
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.--what alternatives to the Tribunal's current role and/or

organizational structure may improve the use of copyrighted

material and the effect such alternatives may have on in-

terested parties.

In order to comply with your request, we had to complete our

examination in 9 weeks. As a result, our review was narrow in

scope and was directed to the specific questions asked. We are

nOt addressing the broad policy questions of the merit of copyright

compulsory licenses or the reasonableness of compulsory license

rates sat by the Tribunal.

In the course of our,review, we examined the Tribunal's legis-

lative history and its proceedings and procedures. We interviewed

the Tribunal commissioners, met with representatives of le organiza-

tions affected by the Tribunal's operations, and met with other

koy individuals in and out of Government knowledgeable about the

Tribunal and the compulsory licenses it oversees. We also examined

the structure and authority of six other Federal rats setting and

adfudicatory agencies to see how they compared to the.Tribunal. A

more detailed discussion of our objectives, scope, and methodology

is attached as appendix I.

Before discussing our findings regarding the operation of the

Tribunal, we will first briefly explain the development of compul-

sory licenses, and then the Tribunal's responsibilities and funding.

2
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The Copxright Royalty Tribunal Was Created
To Oversee The Compulsory Licenses
Provided By The 1976 Copyright Act

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal was established by the 1976

Copyright Act as an independent agency in the legislative branch

to administer and adjust the compulsory licenses set forth in the

act. A compulsory license permits the use of copyrighted material

under certain circumstances without the permission of the copyright

owner, provided a Government-set payment ls made to the copyright

owner.

Prior to 1976, there was only one copyright compulsory license;

the so-called "mechanical license" established by the 1909 Copyright

Act relating to the use of copyrighted materials used in coin-

operated music machines. The royalty rate was set at two cents per

song sold. This two-cent rate was also applied to the sale of

phonograph records.

From 1909 to 1976, there were numerous unsuccessful efforts

to expand the use of compulsory license to Other aras as well as

to eliminate the mechanical compulsory license. The 1976 Copyright

,Act expanded the use of compulsory licenses toothree new areas and

modified'the original compulsory license. The new licenses were

for
4.0

--retransmissions by cable systems of distant broadcast sig-

nals by television 'stations,

--the use of musical records in jukeboxes for profit, and

--the use of music and-certain other creati6ns by noncommercial

broadcasters.

3
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0 .

The act set fees for ach of the three new compulsory licenses and

modified the mechanical license by increasing thte royalty rate and

adding a length-of-song factor.

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal was given six responsibilities

with regard to these four compulsory licenses.

1. Adjust the compulsory licens; rate paid to the Register of

Copyrights for retransmission by cable systems Of distant,

non-network broadcasts by television stations (section 111).

2. Determine the distribution of fees deposited with the Govern-

ment by cable systems (section 111).

3. Determine the compulsory license rate paid to the.Register of

Copyrights for performance of nondramatic musical compositions

by jukeboxes (section 116).

4. Determine the distribution of fees deposited with the Government

by jukebox owners (section 116).

5. Adjust the mechidical compulsory license rate on the sale of

nondramatic musical works.embodied in phonorecords (section

115). These foes are paid to copyright owners without Govern-

'ment involvement.

6. 'Determine reasonable terms and rates for public broadcasting

entities use of musical, pictorial, graphic, and sculptural

works (sedtion 118). These fees are paid directly to copy-

right owners without Government involvement.

The Tribunal is composed of five commissioners appointed by

t,he Prsident with the advice and consent of the Senate for 7-year

terms. Two of the original five commissioner; were appointed for

5-year terms so that comMisskoner turnover would be staggered.

4
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The commissioners are compensated at the highest rate of the Gen-

eral Schedule pay rates. No selection guidance is provided in the

act regarding the qualifications or backgrounds of the commis-

sioners. The commissioners elected their first chairperson for a

1-year term. Each year thereafter a new chairperson is selected

based on seniority.

The Tribunal now consists of four commissioners and four

secretaries. One commissioner resigned on May 1, 1981. The Tri-

bunal is authorized to appoint employees who may be needed to carry

out its responsibilities On a permanent or temporary basis. No

;uch staff, other than the commissioners secretaries, has ever

been appointed. Funds for additional staff support were appropri-

ated in fiscal 1978, 1979, and 1981.

The Tribunal's budget has been small since its inception. The

Tribunal was appropriated $47l,000 in fiscal l980.,"*and $447,000 in

fiscal 1981. Funds appropriated and expended by the Tribunal since

fiscal 1977 sr: shown in Table 1 on p. 6.

Two aspects of the Tribunal's work are carried out by the Li-

brary of Congress. First, the Library of Congress provides adminis-

trative support to the Tribunal by handling its payroll, travel

voucheri, and other administrative matters. The Tribunal reim-

burses the Library for this service: the cost in fiscal 1980 was

$15,595.

5
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Table 1

Copyright Royalty Tribunal Annual Budget Appropriation

Year Amount Appropriated Amount Expended

FY 1977 $276,000 $ 32,351*

FY 1978 726,000 469,775

FY 1979 805,000 485,979

FY 1980 471,000 461,196

FY 1981 447,000

FY 1982 (est.) 500,000

* for 10 month period

'Second, cable and jukebox royalties are paid directly to the

Copyright Office of the Library of Congress where a staff of 21

receives and distributes the royalty payments. This staff reviews

each payment calculation for accuracy, deposits the payments with

the U.S. Treasury where they accrue interest, and distributes the

royalty payments to copyright owners or their represeniatives in

accordance with Tribunal rulings. As required by the Copyright

Act, the cost for this operation, along with the cost of the Tri-

bunal's Royalty distribution proceedings, is deducted from the

rOyalty pool. A total of $562,850 (including the $27,429 for the

Tribunai's cable distribution proceeding) was deducted from the

combined 1978 cable and jukebox royalty pool of $16,814,829.

Given this background, I would like now to turn to the opera-

tions of the Tribunal.

The Tribunal Has Operated According
To Its Legisiative.Mandate

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal has followed its legislative

mandate. It has followed acCeptable procedures and has made deter-

minations reepared to date. Moreover, with certain exceptions it

6
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is now generally recognized by the affected interests as a com-

petent body, 4though some disagree with its legislated mission

and some are appealing ite.zulings.

The Tribunal is required to conduct its proceedings in accord-

ance with the provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act, the

Government in the Sunshine Act, and the Freedom of Information Act.

Other Federal regulatory bodies are also required to follow these

acts. The rules Of procedure adopted by the Tribunal (37 C.F.R.

:01) appear from our review to b in accordance with the Adminis-

trative Procdures Act. In a limited review of Tribunal transcripts

and decisions, we did not find any clear violations of procedure.

While most' interest group representatives we spoke with could

point to problem* they had with the Tribunal's interpretation of

procedures, some qualified this criticism by saying they regularly,

have,similar problems in court rooms.

Although we did not specifically check for compliance with

the Sunshine and Freedom of Information Acts, we did not note any

non-complying actions in the proceedings we reviewed.

The Tribunal has held all proceedings
required by statute on schedule

The'1976 Copyright Act prescribes for certain proceedings to

be held at specified Lmes and for others to be held only when

private agreements cannot be reached. The rate setting proceedings

for cable television, phonorecords, jukeboxes, an'i public broad-

casting must be held at specific intervals. The royalty distribu-

tion proceeding; for cable televi.sion and jukeboxes must, after

the initial determination, be held annually if private agreements

for distribution cannot be reached. The frequency of the proceed-

7
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ings is shown in Table 2 on p. 9. All proceedings have been held

as required. The first jukebox fee distribution was made privately

without a proceeding. Lacking private agreements for distribuing

the 1979 fees, the Tribunal bugan its first proceeding for distri-
4

bution of jukebox fees on May 22, 1981. Since the cable'royalty

fee claimants are again unable to reach a private agreement, the

Tribunal plans to hold its second cable distribution proceeding

this year. The first final cable royalty distribution was announced

September 23, 1980.

Four Of The Tribunal's Five Key
Decisions Have Been Appealed

It is difficult to assess the results of the Tribunal's work

since four of its five key decisions are being appealed in the

courts.

The Coiyright Royalty Tribunal has issuecil9 final rules, de

terminations, and orders. Most of these were procedural rulings

on the validity of claims to the royalty pool. The Tribunal has

made five key rate and distribution decisions. One was the 1978

cable royalty distribution Eetermination and the other four were

adjustments to the compulsory license rates for cable television,

jukebokee, phonorecords, and.public broadcasting. A3 indicated

in Table 3 on p. 11, four of these decisions are being appealed

by the affected interests. Only the public broadcasting rate de

to;:mination was not appealed.

The appeals of the Tribunal's decisions allege that the Tri

bunal did not properly distribute royalty funds, made decisions

not supported by the record, stablished fees not authorized by

the Copyright Act, and was inconsistent in the admission of:evi

done, to the hparings. The five key decisions, thei issues

a
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Table*2

lypes and Fr oi Proceedings.of
The Cocy4r7g7elt rineloyalty Tribunal. d

)7
Date iaitia;
proceedings

1.

=mewed

Rate setting

tf Cable television (sec. 111) 1/2/80

MedhahidaI (sec. 115) .

4
1/2/80

Jukebox (sec. 116) 1/2/80

Public.iircadcastinii (sec. 118) 1278/77

2. Royalty distributico

. Cable television (sec. 111)' 9/12/79

Jukebox (sec. 116) ' 5/22/81 1/.

.

1960 by sta e, every,5th
year therea r by petition

1980 by statute, 1987 & every
10th year thereafter by petition

1980 by statute, every 10th Year
thereafter bgpetitica

1977 & 1982 by statutk4'every
5th year thereafter by statute

Annually if there is a contro-
versy

Annually if there is a contno-
. versy

1/Proceedin4 to distribute 1979 royalty pool. The 1978 jukebox distripution wets made priv-
ately without 'a controversy.

'
tf.
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involved, the criteria upon which the decisions werie based and the

resulting appieals (*Pear in api5endix tir.

'These appeals do not nece;sazily reflect.pporly on t e Tri-
A.

bunal since it is in the interest of those affected by the ribu-

nal's dociiions to challenge 'them, particultrly the early ones.

Millions of dollars already collected as well as the pdential for

millions more in the future depend on the precedents set now. .

The fact that there is no agreed method of determining the

value o a creation outside of the marketplace Tmtributes to the

likelihood that Tribunal decisions will be hppealed.

Removing Organizational Limitations Could
Improve The Tribunews'Operational Effectiveness

The Tribunal's operational effectivenesx..could be improved by 4

ensuring that future appointed commissioners possess experience and

expertise and by removing organizational limitations that result

from the lack of legal,counsel; access to objective, expert opinion;

subpoena power; and clear criteria on whic to base its decisions.
. -

Most of these organizational limitations are not'imposed on other

Federal rate setting or adjudicatory commissions.

.'Only one of this five commi'Skioners has
a backgroundin copyright related issues .

Of the,five presidentially appointed commiSsioners, only one
e.

had any significant backgroluldtin Copyright issues. Algol only

one hid any'substanive financial or e'conomic background. Rone

had experience in rate setting or regulatory work.

Most of the interest groups we spoke with mentioneNthat it

took kyear or two before the commissioners (excluding the one with

177 Y;
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Table 3

status of Key Final Rules of the Copyright Royaity,Tribunal

Royalty Rate Setting and Distribution

Final rule Date - , Status of Decision

1978 slotting of the 6/8/78 Final, was not appealed.
noncommercial broadcasting
royalty rat.

1975 cable royalty dis-
tribution determiliatio

/2

1980-adjustmont oflth.
royalty rate for cable
eysteme

1980 adjustment oi the
'royalty rate for juke-

) boxes

Adjustment of royalty
payment payable under
comfulSory license for
making and distributing
phonoracorde

9)123/80 Under appeal by National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters, Nationail
Public Radio, Major League Saes-
ball, National-Basketball Associa-
tion. National Hockey League, North
American Soccer League, Canadian
Broadcasting Corporatlon. and
American Society of Composer..
Authors. and Publishers. Cir-

' cult Court, Docket No. 80-2273.*

1/5/81 Under appeal by National Coble
Television Association, Amorican
Society Of Composers, Authors. and
Performers. Broadcast Music. Inc.,
Joint Sports Claimants. and Motion

, Picture Aepociation of America.
D.C.,Circult Court, Docket
No. 81-1005.

On

1/5/81 Under appeal dy the Amusement and
Music Operators Association, and
Amorican Society of Composer..
Authors. and Publishers, Seventh
Circuit Court, Docket No. 80-2837

1/5/81 Under appeal by the Recording
Industry Association of America,
National'Music Publishsrs Asso-
ciation, American Ouild,of Author.

.'and Composers, and Neehvilke
SongwritareAssociation Inter-
national, D.C. Cirhult Court,
Docket No. 804540

CD
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copyright experience) got up to speecNith their work. This impresA-

;

\6

sion was confirmed in our discussions with the commissioners them-
, 0'

selves who said that the initial year or so involved a difficult .

learning process. .

Focir of the five coreissionero were ippointed to the Tribu-

nal from work in national pOlitics, tax law, and public accounting.

One had been counser to the Senat\e Judiciary Subcommittee that

helped draft the 1976 Copyright Act. While the commissidners are

now generally regarded,as being knowledgeable and cripable in their

work, we believe the Tribunal could be more effective if future

appointed commissioners have some familiarity with copyright issues

without bbing intimately involved with any affected industry.
/

, The Tribunal lacks
a--,----'-.a general counsel

The Tribunal performs manY' adjudicatbry functions which re-.

quire lega 'expertise. Yet it has not had a general counsel to .

provide thcommissioners withdechnioal legal advice during hear-,

ings and wTe writing opinions., lt4h.ippened that two of the

original fo \issioners were attorneys and 4,ere thus able to pro-

vide,legal ad ice to the Tribunal: Now only one of four commis-
. ,

sioners is an Although it is not necessary.that commis-
,

1

sioners have a. 1 gal background, they should have access to legal
\

advice.

In reviawing t e Tribunal's decisions and hearing transcripts,

we noted numerous ances where the Tribunal performed titke

requiring a significanidegree of legal interpretation. For ex-

ample, the Tribunal:

12
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--reviewed piurt decisions cited by ciplaimants in order io in-
.

'terPritt the.Fi'rst LendmentAand its application to coPyright
A

1 a

--considered contracts entered into betweenAtelevision sta-
.

ttoni end/snits teams in order to determine the validity

and extent oi 'royalty distributiowagreements,

--reviewed common law principles relating to coMpeting claim-

ants, and,

--examined the legislative history of the CoAriibt Act to. -6
\

establish-congressional intent.

Additionally, it hus already been noted that the Tribunal was

expected,to develop its own administrative procedures consistent,

with the Adminietrative Procedurep Act.

Asanel 'of ldypersons should not be expected to make inter-
era'

etations of law that can be the subject of court appeals '*ithout

a cess to a general counsel:

A.general.courisel would provide the commissioners.with.tech-

cal advice op the admissibility of evidenCe and other procedural

matters and thus ensure greater consistency. A generai counsel

could altdaid commiesioners in writing decisions, and represent'

the Tribunal in initial judicial appeals. Since the.Tribunal does

not bave a generel counsel, 'the Department of Justice assigns at-

torneys to handle all aspects of the appeals.

Most of the interest groups we intermiewed felt the Ttibunal

would te improved.by having a general counsel. FOur of the origi-

nal five commissioners also support this,idea, although when the

Tribunal was initially organized, they did not believe a general

counsel was needed,

.
13
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We are not aware of any kher commission or regulatory,body;

ip the Federal Goxerndent that does not have access to exgert legal.

advice: The fact that one of Or Tribunal's commissióners happens

to be'famillar with copyright laW'is npt a sound argument 'against

Ste need for a general counsel toevise and assist all the cam-

. \\missioners.

An alternative_to hiripg a general counsel for the TriVbunal

May be to allow an attorney:frpm ths Copyright Office .to serve as

counsel to the Tribunal in addition to that individUal's Copyright

Office responsibilities.

The Tribunal lacks accer
to objectiv", expert opinion

Many of the issues raised in the-Tribunal's hearings on rate
-to

adjustments and royalty distribution are based on economic analysis.

For example, the Tribunal must determine reasonable royalty rates

for the mechanical license that adequately compensate copyright

owners and publishers, ut do not impose excessive burdens on the
.

. recording industry.. The competing interest groups hlre leading

economists as well as attorneys to develop their arguments and sup..%

port their viewson these subjects. In a number oNcases, economic

studies and justifications have been submitted to the Tribunal.

The Tribunal should have accss to objective, expert opinion to

review these edonomic analyses when it consit4ers such a review

necessary:.

Although the Tribunal has authority to hire outside consul-

tants, it has not had sufficient.funding to do.this dur'ing the

,pastt tWo fi5sca1 years.

.1-

()11,
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The TraUnal lacks,
subpoena power

. c

u Although the Copyright Royalty Tribunal's'decisions have a
I

A

significant financier iPact%on.the interesx groups affebted by
w

-k

compulsory-licenses, it it dependont on the information provided
-

'by those groups Alaking its Alegisions. .The Tribunal can be r

denieditccess to data it apnsiders necessary,and essential because

it la.cki subpoena power. In recent4Xestimony before the Senate

Judiciary CotT3ttee,4ne,Tribunal Commissioner stated:

'The commissioners.found ie.most unsatisfactory during
1980 royalty idjustment prdceedings io placedin the
position of receivirm_polytithe evidence which the par-

ties Chose to present: 1

*m..1
Subpoena power is ilso impOrtantusince appeals ok Tribunal

44
decisions are based "on the record." In "other words, an appeals

court only raviolis the matetial the T;Ibunal had before it an'd the

decision is based on this maieral. Tht court does not'subpoena

newAvidenbe in such a review. Subpoena power would ensure that

both the Tribunal and'the appeals court have.aIl.tlie information

needed to make a decision. .8ecause of the legal complexities sub-

poena power involves, it should be granted only if a general coun-
.

.sel.is appointed.

, A number of interest groups ye spoke with do not believe sub-.

poena ftower is reeded. They paintain thitt since Tribunal hearings

are adversarial and fnclude cross-examination, theIreaknesses in
"Iv

any grOup's-claims cto be exposed. Hot:tever, dross-examination is

not a sufficient substitute for subpoena powelr since it is limited

to evldence previously submitted, Wo have also found that it is

highly unusual for a regulatory or rate setting organization such

as the Tribunal-to laCk subpoena power.

15
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The Tribunal lacks clear criteria oh4Which
to bass its,deciiions

,

The Tribunal was not given clear legislative criteria for

determining rdyalty distribution 40 tate settdng for acli relevant

compulsory license. Unlike the criteria commonly uled'iay rete

settiny bodies--Aiuct ai costpus a rate of retuin on investment

or a guaranteedipofit margin--ethe TribUnal must adjust rates and

distribute royalties on the basis oi such criteria as 40'

--refleCting the relative roles of the copyright owner and the

copyright user in the'produce made available to the public;

--maximizing the evsilability of Creative Works to the public.

- -affordino copyright owners a.fair return 'for their creative

worit and t

- -changes in the inflation ratet.

,It is obvibus that these arewnot clear criteria to wolk with.
-

Even the seemingly simple criterion of changes in the inflation

rate prompted two.hearing days devqted to discussing what infla-

tion is and how to measure ii. Other proceedim presented com-

nOsioners with the difficult task of,reviewing various ecoaomic

and Aquity arggments anethen developing a fair ruling that is not 0
0 .

cliArupteve to the affected industries. Unfortunately; no hard data
0 -

exists to demonstrate the relative roles of copyright owners and

users in.making products available to the public or fordetermiri-

ing a fair rate of return lor the use of copyrighted material.

The current eppeals of key Tribunal decisions attest to the

vagueness of the legislated criteria since each oftthe appeals

1

e

challenges the very basis o£ the Tribunal's decisioniv/Since t)sere

16
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1
'

- ii no way to measure value of a creation oufside of the market-

.,..,- ..,, .

,'. pkace; it is ualTy denpossible to develop .itlear criteria that

woul acceptable to copyright owners and users. If ttle Congress
1

4

ere to try to specify new criteriWthe result would likely be
r

l

.4.

new.problems and controversies.

Most of'the Tribunal's orgetizational limitations.
are not shared by other Federal commissions

-

. 'While the Lpyright Royalty Tiibunal is certainly an unusual tzik.

organization within the Federal Gove Ent, it is nevertheless,a

presidentiialy appointed coi rss'Ion with tht basic obdective to'

resolve disputes and-determine rates--an objective that is commOn

among otii,er commissions. Yet the.Tribunal has organizations). Usti-
4.

tstions not shared by others. We compared the Tribunal with tix.

other Federal rate setting and adfddicatory organizations to see

how thtir structure and .a4thority compares with the Tribunalos.1
'

We do not'claim.that these six are nEcessarily a representative

sample oeFederal ccMmissions: but they do inclhde different types

if ommissions. some with broad and far ranging re4on;ibilities'

and others with narronand very limited respongibilities.
4

As shown in Table 4.on p. 18, the numberilof commissioners

o
varied from 3 to 11, with membeis terms ranang,froM 3 t2 7 years.

In all cases the chairperson of the commissiom was designated by the

President and serves it the Presilent's pleasure for the full

of the appointment. In only one c4te does'thE legislation crest;

ing the commissiL specify criteria for the President's selection

of commissioners. Nevertheless, in most cases the agpointed com-
,

missioners are eZperts or are experienced in issues the commissions'

'
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Aeal with. Significantly, each of the commissions has a samaral

coUnsel, cubpoena power, add ready access to expert opinion:

Royalty Funds Held Itv The Government
Are Not Dfstributed Promptly

The royalty rates set for the four compulsory,licenses were

designed to compensate copyright owners for certain uses of their

creative works and all are set by the Tribunal. Royalties paid

under the cable and jukebox compulsory licenses are held by the

Government and are distributed according to Tribunal decisiOns.

Except for distribution of 1978 jukebox fees, no distributions tit:it'

made from the royaltYyool's contiolled by the Tribunal until May 4

of this year. The delay was latfeely due to the copyright owners'

, legal chillengts ofithe Tribunal's recommended distribution.

The distribution predceeding for 1978 1/ cable royalty feesr

wasanstituted on September 12n 1979. The Tribunal announced its

finaladetermination on September 23, 1980, after a long seKies of

hearin4e. The recommended distribution was immediately appealed

by the,claimants. Pending judicial review, the royalty fees were

held by tbe U. S. Treasury. In May 1981, the Tribunal's order tO,.

distribut on:-harf of the 1978 cable royalty pool to copyright

owners acCording to its September 1880 determination was effected.
a

The bilante of about $8 million wifl be-held until the completion

Of judicial appeal. The addi4ional royalty payments collected for

1979 and 1.980 amount to about $36 million, not including interest.

1/3ecause relevant provisioni of the 1976. Act were dot effective
until January21, 1978, 1978 was the first year for yhich com-
pulsory licensi royalty payments were co'llected.

il
1a

C.
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The tribunal recently completed a private distt1bution of the
,/

; 1978 jukebox royalty pool amounting to about $14l mUiion. , A dis-

tributiori hearing com menced on.June 2, 19814tO determine distri-

bution of the 1979 pool.

The delay in distributions is la ely due to,the requirement,

in the Copyright Act that royal,ty funds be withheld pehding appeals.

If, as expressed in section 80t of the act, the Congress intended

royalties tO be distributed withih 30 days of a Tribunal ruling,

it could change the law to kequtre partial or full distribution

spayments regardless of appeals. Waturally, copyright owpers would

have to realize theopossibility that the appeal process could re-
.

suit in a change in their royalty payments. We believe theaprob-

lemt posed by this possibility areYoutweighed* by the d'esirabilitYt
,

Of prompt royalty payments.
/

AAerrTatively, the Cpniress could revise the law to make Tri-

bunal decisions 'final, subject to reversal only 'by a SgnIte or

Piz

House teso1uti6n. This was considered before dnactment of the 1976

,Copyrigpt Act. Appeals to the courts could then be limited to

questions of fraud, corruption, or impropriety in the decision-

making process.

The marit of this current appe als can be betteradetermined

after*the qourts have made their final rulings.

Tribunal Commissioners Are Under-
utilized High Level 'Officials.

,Each of the Tribunal commissioners is paid at the top of the

.

Federal payschadule. This is the pay rate for directors and ad-
:

ministkators of majoeFedera/ agenCiss and programs. The Tribunal

commissioners, however, ha,;.,e a staff limited to their secretarie0 -

. s

. '
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TABLE 5

'Copyright RoytiA Tribunal's ActUbl and
Estimated,Annual Proceeding Days, Fiscal 1978 - 1985

IV
I-,

.

Secbion 141, catAs
.Ratelsetting
Distribution I

,

, Section 115, mechanical
Rate setting

Section 116:Juke x
Rats setting ,

DistribUtion

Section 118; public .

broadcasting
Rate setting
Multiparpose,proceedings
0Eber .

Total days

aumber of proceedings

1978 1979 1980
1981

estimated
1982

estimated
1983

estimated
1984

estimated
1985

eseinmted

-

2

11

4

-
2

.r

. 1

' -

1

23

Al.'

a
-

2
,_

7

23

10

,

11

;

. -
1

-
17

25

.8

15 .

1

12

5

-
6

1

7

7)

-
4

-
1

.....7..._

12,

7

2

2

i

17

3

3

2

.11.

5

52

5

66

...

5

24

4

12

4
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and a workload that, by their own estimate, will consume only some-,,

what more than half of their work time.

while the Lmmissioners hadsa fairly busy and demanding year

in 1980, the, Tribunal should haveonly about 21 proceedings im the

,1
next 5,years. Unless the Tribunale's 1egislative,charter is

changed, there should neVer be another-year as busy as 1980, and-

.most should require much less.tiMe.

As shown in Table 5 on p. 21, the.commissioner; have had

1 year with only 3 days of,hearings and another with 75. Based on

experience, statutorily required proceedings, and discussions with

the commissioners, we project that between now and fiscal 1986
'4

there will be 1 year with 66 hearing days and 2 years with only 12.

While the tndividual proceedings require preparation'and decision

lwriting,, and there is.some additional adminiitrative work, the

workload is not full 'time.
1

Conclusions, Recommendaiions. And !Otters
For The Congress To Consider

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal is a relatively new agency with

a short track record, and most of its major deCisire now under

appeal. It is thus difficult to draw any final concigaions on its.

performance. It is clear the Tribunal was given a very difficult

task with no technical support and minimal authority with which

to work. The Tribunal has done what it was mandated ;,c) do. With

some xceptions, it is now generally recognized by the affected
A

interests es a competent body, although some disagree with the

Tribunal's legislated mission.

22
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Although mosi of its decisions are being challenged in the

courts, this almost.alWays occuri when an independent body makes

precedent-setting rules. -

The question of whether or not 'the Copyright Royalty Tribunal

is to be maintained, and if so, in what organizational structure,
, -

is a basic policy question that must-be aecided by the.Congress.

If it is to be xetained, we believe its organize 4onel limitations

//
should be removed.

Recommendations To The Congress

We.recommend that the Congress amend tlie Copyright Act of 1976

(P.L. 94-553) and appropriate additional funds to improve ehe_opera-

tions of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. Specifically, we recommend

that the Congress:,

-:-Reqüire full distribution of royalty paymentS as-decided

by the-Tribunal within 30 days of the decision unless a

claimant can satisfy the req0ftemerits for obtaining a court
ola

--,_Anjunction.

--Provide the Tribunal with access to a general counsel.
.-,

'71Provide the Tribunal sAith subpoena power.

--Povide the Tribunal with adequate funding, to obtain

objective, expert opinion when needed,

--Require that future' pommissioners.be knowledgeabff in mat-

ters related_to-copyrigh4

- Matters For The Congress To Consider

In examining the last'problem area we identified--underutili-

zation of high level officials--we.believe corrective action should

be taken but find the evidence does not clearly support one parti-,

cular course of action. The available options includes

23
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--Reduce the size of the Tribunal from fkve to three commis-

rs. This would reduce th. annual costs of '..he Tribunal ,

but would not fully address the problem of lIw workload.

-:-Restructure the Tribunal with a *single, full-time chairper-

son ind general counsel and a number of part-iime commis-

sioners who would convene for he inga. The commisS'ioners

..would be presidential apppintaes ho would be paid only

during hearings. The part-time k1Trnissioners could be dis-

tinguished copyriciht attorneys, law professofs, retired ex-

perts in Copyright-related areas, and oth4r qualified in-

dividuals willing to serve several weeks a year for such

important and prestigious service. If thesworkload
A

too greit for part-time commissioners, IA could be arranged

that only. some of them would serve with the chairperson at

any given time, thuehalving the part-time service.

--Transfer the Copiright Royalty Tribunal to the Department

of Colimerce. This alternative has been discussed occasion-

ally and gentirally. Calls for placing the Tribunal and the

Copyright Ofiice with the Patent and Trademark Office under

an Assistant Secretary for'Intellectual Property. While

-ihis approach could resolve many of 'the problems we iden-

' tified in our stildy, it raises a policy issue that is beyond

the scope,of our review; namely, whether copyright regis.*

tration and regulation belongs in the executive branch.

--Eliminate the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. This is by far

the most controversial alternative to the current operation

of the TribUnal,and could involve either maintaining or
.
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elimipating the compulsory licenses. If maintained, rates

would then have to be periodically set by the Congress or

tied to a self-adjusting index. Government collected royal-

ties could be distributed to claimants based-on private

agreements or, -if these fail, binding aTbitration among ale

claimants or through court rulings. If compulsory licenses

are eliminated, all,rates would be set privately and paid

privately. Since ,this approach would likely cause some

disruptioh in the affecte4 industries, a ransition period

should be provided. There are pros 'and cons for eliminating

each of the compulsory licenses; thelViews of variousAparties

regarding such actions are discussed in appendix IV.

--Restructure the Tribunal as a part-time, ad hoc body with

presidentially appointed commissioners convened by, the

Register of Copyrights. Petitions to convene the Tribunal
A

for rate adjustments or due to distribution controversies

would be made to the Register. The Register's role would

be limited to convening the Tribunal.when petitioned and

providing staff support, including a general counsel, on

ah as-needed basks.

If the Tribunal is to be maintained, this alternative

would have the advantage of resolving manY of the problems

' we identified, while dOwing ouNthe existing expertise of

,the Copyright Office. We do nbt believe this approach vio- .1

lates the doctrine of separation of powers, or the Supreme

Court's holding in Buckley v. Valeo, 4A U.S. (1976), since

the Register will be limited to convening presidentially

83-756 0-81--8
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appointed commissionrs7-a non-discretionary duty nOt

involving appointments. As in a previous alternative, the
:

commissioner* could be distinguished individuals knowledge-

able in copyright-related matters.

1

,

...
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, IND METHODOLOGY

4114

The objectives of this review were4 examine

--how well the Copyright Royalt4y bunal performs its

assigned functions, .

--the effect of the TriAnal's acivities On the parties '

related to its operations, and

--what alternatives to the Tribunal's current role and/or

organizational structure may improve the use of copy-
.

righted material, and the effect such alternatives may
.

have on interested parties.

In accOrdance with the subcommittee chairman's request, our

review was limited to 9 weeks. As a result, our review was narrow

in scope and wes directed to the questions asked 6y the chairman.

We did not address the broad policy questions of the merit of com-

pulsory licnses or the reasonableness of the compulsory licenses

rates set by ehe Tribunal.

This review was conducted in Washington, D.C. and New York,

New York. We examined the legislative history 2f the 1976 Copy-

right Act (P.L. 94-5535 and materials related to the establishment

and Operation of the Copyriiht Royalty Tribunal. We reviewed se-

lected transcripts of Tribunal hearings and the fiva key decisions

it has mad, to date. We interviewed the. five Tribunal commi*ssion-

ers as well as top ,officials knowledgeable of the Tribunal and its

operations at (1) the Copyright Office, Library of *Congress; .(21

National Telecommunications and Information Agencyl Department of

Commerce.; and (3) the Cable Television Bureau, Federal Communica-

tions Commission. The" purpose of these interviews was to obtain

27
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3

information on the Tribunal's effect on copyright law and the af-

fectod industries.

We also interviewed key private sector representatives that

are directly affected by the Tribunal's*iate setting ancr.distribt-

tion authority. These representatives were from 18 organizations'
0

and wore selected because they are affected by at least one of the

four compulsory licenses and have appeared at or been represedted

at Tribunal hearings. (See app. In) This sample includes all

the major parties affected by the Tribunal.

Officials at participating private organizations were assured,

when they so requested, that any of their comments that may affect

their future.dea1ings with the Tribunal would be kept confidential..
--

Such a pledge of configentiality was considered necessary since

these organizations appear before the Tsibuna1-1.17: rate selting and
0

adjudicatory proceedings.

In*order to better place the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in.,

perspective with other Federal rate setting and adjudicatory or-

ganizations, we'briefly.ezamined six other such organizations. Thi

six 'were selected to compare different types of 'collegial bodies

of varidus sizes and o'rganizational structures. These organize-
.:

tions ihcluded tho Federal Communications Commission, the Federal

tiaritime Commishon, the Federal Trade CommissiOn, the Foreign

'Claims Settlement Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission,

and the Occupational Safety 'andigsalth Review Commission. We in-

terviewed key officials at each of .thoso agencies and reviewed of-

ficial publications that discussed tho organizations purposes and

structurep.v
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f'''''

PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED BY GAO o
...- .

DURING\REVIEW OP COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL

American Guild of 'uthors and Composers

Amarican Society of\Composers, Authors, and Publishers

Amusement and MusicOperators Association

Association of Indepindent Television Owners

Broadcast Music, /nc: \

Christian Broadcasting \qetwork

Community Antenna Television Association

Joint Sports Claimarits \

Motion Picture Association \of America
,

National Association of Broadcasters

National Cable Television-Association

National Collagiate Athletic Association

National Music Publishers-Association

National Public Radio

Program Producers and Syndicators

Public Broadcasting Service

Recording Industiry lAssociation of America '

SESAC, /rm.

29
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KEY RATE SETT/NG AND DISTRIBUTION DECISIONs

BY .THE COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAI?

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal has made fivikey royalty rat.

setting.and'Aistribution dicisions. These include:

- -setting a royalty payment under the compulsory license far

public broadcastings

--the 197$ cable royalty distribution determination,
V ..

--the 1980 adjLstment of the royalty rate for cable systems,

- -the 1980 adjustment of the royalme ratlifor coin-opertted
. .

phonorecord players, and

--the adjustment of royalty payment payaalesunder the comOul-

sory license for phonorecords.

All except the public broadcasting decision are now under appeal.

The five key decisions, theissues involved, the criteria upon

which the decisions were based, and the resulting appeals are as

follows.

Setting TheRoyalty Payment Under The
Compulsory License For Public Broadcasting

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal issued its first final rule

setting thiayalty payment-payable under the public.broadcasting

compulsOry license on June 8, 1978 (43 Fed. Reg. 25068). The cri-

teria used in setting thia rate was obtained both from the statqe

and the legislation: history: The criteria included

--consideration of rates for comparable circumstances under

, voluntary license agreements,

- -ensuring that the'rat, reflects the fair value of the mate-

rials used and does not result in copyright owners subsidizI

ing public broadcasting, and

30
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--encouraging the growth of public broadcasting.

Other factors conxidered by the Tribunal in 'formulating the

schedule of rates ipcluied: . ,"

:.--the size and nature of public broadcasting audiences,

--tho source: of public.broadcasting funding., add

--public broadcasting progreri practices.

Tria Tribunel ruled that an 'annual payient of 'T,25o,poo

per year is a reasonable royalty fee for the performance o f-ASCAP

(American Society of Composers, Authors and Perforters) music by r

the Public Bxpadcaleing System, NatiOnal Public Rahio, and their

merAber stations. PUblic btoadcatetidg:had already reached voluntary

agre:Mentswitd the two other major PerformiAg rights societies.
.7

The Tribunal also deter&ined thael,local and regional program-.

int( of_ public brbadcasting entities should be subject to'copyright

lialtility in addition to national programing. The Tribunal rellicted

public broadcasting'sargument that only national public broadcast-

' ing Progiame be held liable.

'The TAbunal ordered that adk public broadcasting rates b;

adjusted annually according to changes in the Consumer Price fndex. '

*The'TriounalAs final ruling was not appealed.

A. ir1

iss.ued its final,deemanation

_1978 Cable Royalty Distribution
Determination
% .

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal

for a.cable ryalty distribution on

63026). In this determination, the

September 23, 1980 (45,Fed. Reg.

Tribudael4specified how much of

the cable royalty.payments collects n 1978 wodld go to which
_

claimants. T4e Tribunal allocated t. ro $15 million rorlty

pool as follewsa.

0-
gOik 31
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4.
44.

}. MOtion Picture As5miPtion of America, Christian Btoad-

casting Network,, and other program syndicators2-75 percent.

2. Joint SpActs Claimant; and the National 611egiate Ath-

1
letics Association--12 percerit.

3.. Public Broadcasang servXce--5.25 percent.

4: Mil&.Performing Rights Societaas-:4.5 percent.

5. U.S. and Canadian Television Broadcasters--3.25 percent.
l'

Th\e Tribun based its allocation on the.following key cri-

terla:

0

--The harm caused to copyright owners by secondary transmis-

sions of copyrighted works by cable systems.,

--The benefit derived by cable systems from.Secondary trans-
.

'
mission of certain copyrighted works.

--The marketplace value of the wOrks transmitted.

Secondary criteria included the quality of cópyrighted material

and the amount of time claimants works-well aired.

Actual distribution of these furrds was withheld by the Tribu-
, 1*.

nal pending outcome of an appeal made ly claimants in each category.

According to a later Tribunal order, distribution of 50 percent of

the 'royalty pool was made on May 8, 1981. The remaining funds will
I

: be withheld until after t), appeals.
.

. ,

The appeals of the distribution are basdlii on claimants asser-
v.:," '

tions that they are entitled to a greater percentage o.1 the royalty

pool thakthat ordered by the Tribunal. Some Of the Specific argu-

ments before the court include:

z
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--Th: Tribunal erroneously interpreted the Copyright Act

which requires distribution of royalty lees.to all copyrigh1

owners of works included in distant non-network secondary

transmissions.

--The Tribunal's award based on "marketplace value" factors

should be set aside since it is inConxistent with the. pur-

poses of compulsory licenses.
c

1980 AdJustment of the Royalty...Ball
,For Cable Systems

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal isstied its first final rule

on the idjustMect of the royalty rate for'Cable syst.ems on

January 5, 1981 (46 Fed.Reg. 892). In this rule, the Tribuqal .

revised the cable royalty rate using legislated criteria that these

rates be,adjusted to reflict (1) national monetary inflation or

deflation or (2) changes in average rates charged cable subscri-

bers for the basic service of providing secondary t'ransmissions.

The adjustments were to maintain the real constant dollar level of

the koyalty fee per subscriber which existed when the Copyright

A4t was enacted.

This proceeding required the Tribunal to rule on an appropri-

ate measure of inflation as well as determine constant dollar

changes in the level of the royalty fee per cable subscriber of

.basic service. The Tribunal ruled tlipt

--cable royalty rates for rebroadcast of independent distant

signals be'increased 21 percent and
Jile

--the gross recipients limitation for compulsory license li-

ability be increased 33.81 Percent rounded to the nearest

one.hundred dollars.

33
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This decision has been appealed by the,National Cable Tele-

vision Association; the American Society of pomposers, Authors, .

and Performers; Broadcast Music, Inc.,1%loint Sports Claimants; and

the Motion Pictur Asscciation of America.

- 'The key arguments in the appeal am:

--The Tribunal erred by refusing to follow the Copyright Act's

directive to simply "maintain the real constant dollar level

of the royalty fee per subscriber,"

-:The Tribunal erred by Cencluding it had no authority to

adopt a rule providing semiannual tlnflation adjustments in

cable rates as a means of effecting the legislative policy

to "maintain the real constant dollar level of royalty fee

per subscriber."

--The Tribunal failed to provide protection against royalty,

rate erosion bi cabli syst'im tiering practices:

1980 Adjustment Of The Royalty Rate
For Coln--perated Phonorocord Players,

Ate topyright Royalty Tribunal issued its first final rule

on royalty rate adjustment f9r can-operated phonorecord players

(ju)cpboxes).on January S, 1981 (46 Fed. Reg. 884).

The Tribunal adjusted thi,s compulsory license rate using the

criteria pro ded bY the Copyright Acts
o

--"Maxim ze the availability of creative work: .0 the public."

"Alford the copyright owner a fair return for his creativ,e

ork."

--"Reflect the relative roles of the copyright owner And the

copyrl.ght user in the preduct made available Co the public

with respect tO relative creative contribution, capital

34
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investment, 'cost, risk, and contribution tethe opening of

new markets for creative expression and media for their

,communication."

*Minimize any disruptive impact on the structure of the in-

dustries Anvolvod,and on generally prevailing-industry prac-

tices."

In this ruling, the Tribunal adjusted the legislated compul-

iory license fee of $8 per jukebox to $25, in 1982, $50 in 1984 and

to an emount adjusted by the Consumer Price Index in 1987. The

Tribunal rejected arguments that the copyright owners should heve

to demonstrate a need for a rate lincrease and that the recommended,

adjusted royalty rates would have
a%disruptive impact on the struc-

ture of the jukebox industry.

The Amusement and Music Operators Association, representing

jukebox operetots, and the American Society of Composers, Authors,

and Publishers have appealed this decision. Their key arguments, -.

are:,

--ThsTribunal's determination of iates for the jukebox

royalty fee was not supported by ihe record and does not

comply with the guidelines of the statute.

Tribunal erred in refusing to accept evidence of (1)'

need on the part of music composers and Publishers for en

increase in jukebox royalty'fees
and (2) the way music per-

.

01

se.
forming rights societies distribute

such royalty fees to

their members and affiliates.

--Periodic adjustments of
the,jukebox royalty fee as deter-

mined by the Tribunal are
noi justified by the evidence of

35
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record andore not authorized by the provisions of the
7

Copyri9ht Act.

--The Tribunal's $50 determination should be vacated because,

using the Tribunay marketplace approach, the fe shOuld

be no lower than 570.

Adjustments Of Royalty Payment Payable Under
The Compulsory License For Phonorecords

.

The Copyright Royalty Tribwiligssued its first final rule '

ihjusting the royalty payment Payable under the compulsory license

for making -and-distributing phonorecords onJancary 5, 1981 (46 Fed.

,Eeg. 891). The criteria used or adjusting the so-called "mechani-

cal license" rate are the same as those for the jukebox coMpulsory

--Maximize availability of creative srrks to the public.

--Afford the copyright owner a fair return for his creative

work.

--Reflect the relative roles of the copyright owners and users

in making a product available to the publiC.

--Minimize any disruptive impact on the industries involved.

The,Tribunal adjusted the legislated mechanical rate of 2 3/4

cents per song to 4 cents per song with annual adjustments based

on changes in the average suggested retail price of records. The

Tribunal rejected argumentz that the rate should be set as a per-

centage of a record's suggested retail price and that the flat

rate should be s4t high to serve as a ceiling leaving bargaining

roolebeneath the ceiling rate for copyright owners'and the record-

ing industry.

124
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This detision has been appealed by the Recording Industry

Association of America, the NatiOnal Music Publishers Association,

the American Guild of Authors and Composers, and the Nashville

Songwriters P.:ssociatimp International. The key arguments before

the court are:

--The Tribunal's determination of rate for the mechanical

royalty fee was arbitrary and capricious, is not supported

by tlie record, and does not comply with the guidelines of

the statute.

--The Tribunal violated the -Copyright ?4,ct by providing for

annual reconsideration of the mech-anical royalty rate.

--The Tribunal erred in a matter of law and in statutory in-

terpretation when it excluded any consideration of the range

Within which there would be marketplace bargaining over ac-

tual royalty rates.

a.
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PROS AND CONS OF'ELIMINATING EACH -

OF THE FOUR COmPULSORY LICENSES

The compulsory licenses included in the 1976 Copyright Act

revision have remained the most controversial aspect of that law.

Since nactment of the Copyright\Act, ach of the four licenses--
,

cable television, mechanical, 'jukebox, and public broadcasting--

have been debated extensively. A summary of the arguments for and

against each of these compulsory licenses follows.

The cable compulsory license (sec. 111)

There has been increasing discussion in recent months on elinti-

nating-the compulsory license for cable television. It was the

subject of two'recent hearings before this subcommittee as.well

as one recent hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Proponents for efiminating the comPulrry license for cable

argul that ciicumstances have changed since 1976, when.copyright

owners and the cable television industry agreed to the current

compulsory license arrangement. ,

Proponents of what is reierred to as the "marketplace ap-

proach" argue that:

..r-Cable negotiates for all its programing needs except re-

broadcast of local signals (which'are exempt from,copyright

liability) and imported independent signals whichware

covered bY the compulsory license. Continued access to the'

compulsory licensc represents an unnecSssary and unfair

-subsidy to the highly profitable cable industry'!"

--Compulsory license rate setting is extremely complicated

and cannot be reduced to ah acceptable formula. An issue as

comptex as this should be handled only in the marketplace.

38
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--Copyright owners should not be compelled to offer their

works to cable operators at a Government-set price.

--Copyright owners should not have to appear in hearings to

,justify payment for their products.

-vThe use oldistant signals by cable systems ii of decrees-

')

ing importance.

--If a reasonable transition period were set for movement to

the marketplace, numerOus "middlemen" would spring up to

provide cable systems will, television programing at a rea-

sonable cost.

Opponents of the "marketplace" alternative argue that changes

since the 1976 agreement do not merit a revision of the Copyrfght

Act, and compulsory licenses are needed to continue offering viewers

diverse programing. They also argue that:

° --Compulsory license is less of a subsidy to cable operators

than thelPederal license broadcasters have to distributd

their products over the airwaves.

--Cable operators could ndt practicably negotiate with very

copyright owner whose work was retransmitted by a cable

system.

'--Cable operators could not compete in the mtrketplacl with

major independent broadcasters for the exclusive use of

quality programing.

--Sinn, the impartation of independent distant signals is of :

,:lecreasing importance.and will be of little importance to

'large urban cable systems in a few years, the maketplace

should be allowed to work its course and largely eliminate

39
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the use of cable compulsory licenses without legislative

change.

--Restrictions on cable access to independent programing will

limit viewer access to diverse programing, particularly in

less densely populated areas.

The mechanical compulsory license (sec. 115)

Of the four compulsorS, licenses the Tribunal,oversees, only

the mechanical license predates the Tribunal: it was established

under the 1909 Copyright Act. The mechanical license has been

contested ever since it was established, but was not significantly

-modified until the 1976 Copyright Act. The original mechanical

royalty was established,due to the near monopoly one piano roll

firm had obtained over popyrighted material:

The continuing debate, which apparently was not affected by

the 1976 Copyright Act, revolves around

- --whether a need still exists for a mechanical license,

--music publishers' and authors'.alleged need for a royalty

rite increase,

--the economic impact of a royalty rate increase on the record

industry, and

--the impact of a rate increase on the consumer.

Copyright owners have long argued that changes in the music

industry, both recording And publishing, /lave made the mechanical

license unnecessary. They claim that the problem the mechanical

license was to resolve no lon4er exists and could not develop

again. AuthoTs and composers have ar4ued, as have owners ok other

copirights, that they shouAd be given the exclusive right to con-

trol the use of their work and should be able to lAt the market

40
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determine the value of their compoditions. While the recording

industry has expressed concern that this would make the cost of

4
compositions overly xpensive', copyright owners will earn very

little'money from their works if they price.theli above that rate__

which the recording companies are willing to pay and thus have a

clear incentive to negotiate with the recording indastry.

Recognizing that the mechanical license is not likely to be

liminated since,it has existed for so long, copyright owners have

stressed the need for a higher royalty rate under the compulsory

license, or a royalty rate based on a percent of suggested retail

4
price.

While the recording industry recognizes that the monopoly

threat of 1909 probably no longer exists, they argue that the com-

pul'sory license over the years has enabled the record industry to

grow larger.and more competitive.

It appears that the mechanical license is now largely accepted

by both sides of the music business; the question now centers on

the rate and-how it shquld be computed.

The copyrighrowneis argue that the two cents per song royalty

rats based on the 1909 act should be adjusted upward to current

value on the badis of inflation, or that the 2 3/4 cents per song

set by the Congress in 1976 ihould be adjusted annually on the basis

of inflation. Mel' argue that the 2 cents or 2 3/4 cents are the

key nUmbers that should be adjusted according to inflation.

The recobding industry maintains that the royaly rate is not

the key factor, but rather the percent of revenue from a single

record'going to copyright owners. /n 1909, they estimated that

83-756 0-81--9
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only about 5 percent revenue went to the copyright owner while

today the percent is much higher. The recording indusLy also

points to the increased revenue resulting from the greater sale's

snow made Of individual records.

Among the parties affected by the mechanical royalty, there

is no strong desire to eliminate the compulsory license. However,

there are alternatives to the Tribunal's responsibility for'rate
'1/44

adjustment. For example, the Congress could;

--Freeze the current royalty rate and reexamine it-again at.
1

some future date.

--Set a higher mechanical royalty rate (such as the 8 cents

per song recommended by the National Music Publishers Asso-

ciation) to allow negotiation below that ceiling. The cAil-
.

ing rate could be used if a lower rate cannot be agreed to.

--Determine a reasonable percent of suggfsted retail (or.

wholesale) price that should be paid to copyright owners.

Once set, this royalty rate would be self-adjusting since

part of any'increase in record prices would be passed on
1 .

to comight owners. This approach was recommended by the

fOrmer Chairman of the Tribunal earlier this year.

The Jukebox compulsory license (3ec. 116)

Prior to theN1976 Copyrlght Act, jukebox operators were not

liable for copyright royeaty payments from the revenue they obtain

by charging to hear copyrighted materials on their jukeboxes. The

act established the copyright liability of jukebox operators and

created the jukebox compulsory 'licenae. The rate for this license

in the k976 act is $8 per jukebOx. The Tribunal has adjusted this

42
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rate to $25 in 1982', $50 in 1984, and in 1987, to an amount to be

determined by the Tribunal in accordance with changes in the Con-

sumer Price Index.

Jukebox operators contend that the compulsory license for

which they ,are liable amounts to double liality since they pay

mechanical royalty fees thateare built into the price of every

record. The mechanical royi14, however, is the responskbility

of the record inddstry. The jukebox liability was established be-

cause in jukeboxes, purchased records are used to make a profit.

Having established the liability of jukebox owners, the Con-

''gresp could sliminate the ,compulsory license and allow proprietors

tenegotiate with the performing rights societies for their use

of rausic on jukeboxes as well as by performers and on stereo.sys:

tams. Restaurant, bar, and club owners must negotiate with per-

forming rights societies for the 4se.of copyrighted mpsic by per-
.

formers or over sound systems., Jukebox operators, however, fear

that this 'approach will result in increased costs and will make

what they consider,to be a 4targinal business enterprise unprofi-

table.

Another alternative would be for the'Congress to.aktablish

"a rate fo; jukebox compulsorY license and either index it or re-

examine it at aPpropriate times,in the future.

Public broadcasting compulsory license (sec. 118)

The,1976 Copyright Act estab shed undr section 118 a copy-

right compulsory license for cert in uses of published, nondramatic

musical works and published p ctorial. graphic, and sculptural

works by noncommercial broad sting. The main issue here is

43
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public broadcasting's use.of copy;righted music. This compulsory

license was recommended to the Congress by representatives of pub-

lic broadcasting who claimed they,required such a license because

of unique problems in public broadcasting related to,the_

--special nature of programing,

--repeated use of programs,

--varied type of producing organi-zations, and

.--limited extent of financial resources.

Without this license, public broadcasting would have to negotiate

with copyright owners and perfoiming rigbt% sobieties for the use

of all copyrighted works.

In a 1975 letter to Senator John L. McClellan, the Register

of Copyrights stated that the proposed public broadcasting com-

pulsory license was not "justified or necessary." The Copyright
4

Royalty Tribunal, in a January 22, 1980, report, fpund that'thous7
.

ands of other organizations negotiate without difficulty for priv-

ate copyright licenses, and even public broadcasting effectively

negotiates privately for nondramatic literary works used in its

television programing. The Tribunal concluded that the iublic

broaacaating compulsory license "is not necessary for the efficient

operation of public broadcasting and thus constitutes an inappro-

priate interference with the traditional functioning of the copy-

right system and the artistic and economic ireedom of those crea-

tors whose works are subject to its provisións."

Pubtic broadcasters claim that the compulsory /icense is still

needed and is necessary for their effective operation.

44
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Campbell. I would like to take
this opportunity to commend your office for the work it has done in
terms of the report you have submitted. fee

Mr. CAMPROLL. Thank you, sir.
'Mr. KASTENMEIER. It does raise a number of questions naturally.
Going beyond what you have looked at, should the legislative

mandate continue, and if so, should it be continued in the Copy-
right Office or should it be extinguished entirely?

there would still be problems, of course, or should we rnaintain
the copyright law Of the Tribunal? And if so, in its present form, or
shoidd it be changed?

Both you and the CopyriAt Royalty tribunal have recommended .
certain changes.

I thipk you are agreed that if it is to be continued, it ought to
have subpena power, and it ought to hiFve a general counsel.

Is ir your view that it cannot have a -general.,counsel unless
specifically authorized 1)3, act of Congress?

Mr.' CAMPBELL. No, it is our view that they presently have the
authelrity to hire ,counsel if they *so desire..Congress vuld simply
have to provide the necessary funding.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. On the other hand, we coidd be explicit about
it, too, and mandate general counsel.

Mr. LEMONIAS. A congressional requirement that a general coun-
sel be appointed may help to insure that the necessary funds are
provided.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I am glad you address the question of whether
this is a part-tim2 activity ora full-time activity. It is somewhat
seasonal, I gness, in terms of when the various present conipcdsou
licenses are reviewed.. ,

I'S your primary recommendation the same as that of tin Tribu-
nal, to go from five to three, or do you equally recommend going to
a single Commissioner with part-time Commissioners?

Have you-arrived at any preferred solution?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Well, if you really pinned us to the wall, probably

the ad hoc approach, the last recommendation, would solve more of
the problems than the others.

To, restruqkure the Tribunal as a part-time ad hoc body with
presidentially appointed Commissioners would solve many of the
problems that some of the other solutions would not solve.

4 Mr. USIEANER. Going from five ,to three would not adequately
address the underutilization problem.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Restructure the Tribunal with a single full-
time Chairperson, is that your recommendation?

Mr. CAMPBELL. No, I am referring to a completely ad hoc Tiibu-
nal.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Oil, yes, I see, restructure the Tribunal as a
part-time ad hoc body, presidentially appointed Commissioners con-
vened by the Register.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The Register's role would be limited to con-

vening the Tribunal when petitioned.
The Register would provide support staff and everything else

these Commissioners needed. They would have no adminikrative
responsibilities?
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Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correct. Keep it in mind, sir, that all of
these options we are presenting here are dependent upon the Con-
gress decision.to continue the Tribunal in some form or another.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. That iS what we are exploring.
Assume for the purpose of argument, that there will be compul-

sory licenses of one form or another, whether- it is the same four
with the present mandate or somewhat altered. How do we have
access to the economists or the others you have talked about? They
really have no staff support, except that provided by the Register?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Provisiong would have to be made for either the
Regist4.to acquire the expertise they need, or for the Commissio
ers to o in the experts themselves.

Mr. LE NIAS. That cOuld perhaps be handled at a special me
ing of th ommissioners at the suggestion of the Chairman to
decide whe her or not a consultant or outside expert will be
needed. The Tribunal itself could put into motion the request for
that person. -

Mr. CAMPBELL. The expertise could be acquired on an ad hoc
basis, as well, for each session. It could be acquired on a case-by-
case basis.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Do you believe that the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal presently has enough access to the Congress in terms of
making its needs known, through oversight or the appropriations
process or otherwise?

The reason I ask that is, if the Tribunal wants to make a cry for
help, do you think it has adequate recourse to Congress?

Mr. LEMONIAS. The Tribunal has had recourse to the Congress
and has made requests, but apparently, has not been funded at the
level requested, particularly in regard to having access to outside
expertise.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I think part of their problem has been that in
early years, they were given generous funding which they did not
require and did not use.

That was .subsequently reduced, when, of course, the Appropri-
ations Subcommittee saw it didn't use the money, then the year
when they needed the money, it was not available.

Mi. CAMPBELL. That is a common problem. One could say it was
an error in strategy from the beginning. Maybe the Commissioners
didn't really appreciate the full magnitude of their role in the
early years.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Even if the Tribunal is part-time, with presi-
dentially appointed Commissionerswe will assume it is eithef
that or a reduced numberyou would Call for clear criteria, profes-
sional criteria, in terms of qualification for appointment, would you
rpt?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Without some type of background or expertise in
this rather complex, complicated area, it is very difficult for the
Tribunal to function effectively. .

Mr. KASTENMEIER. It iS hard fonyou to speculate about this, but
is it possible that the court decisionsand I know that it is not your
responsibility to assess the substance of the decisions, but is -it
possible that decisions that come down may give us additional
information in terms of anything collaterall'y the courts could say
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which will give us insights into whether or not the Tribunal is
properly performing its decisionmaking function?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir, no question but.that the final assessment
of how well they are doing is going to depend on the results of the
court rulings.lf, let's say, the courts uphold the decisions made by
the Tilbunal, it would be a good indication that Z.hey have had a
pretty good handle on the way they shbuld be going. If, on the
other hand, everything they have done to date gets oyerturned, it
sends a very different type of.signal.

Mr. XASTENMEIER. I will yield to my colleague from Virginia.
Mr. BUTLER. Thank you. I-thanic the witness very much, and I do

appreciate the work you did in examining this institution.
Focus fox a moment on the elimination of the Tribunal. There

are four licenses that are affected by it. Let's turn to the public
broadcasting compblsory licenses. Is it your recommendation that
such license be eliminated?

Mr. CAMPBELL. No, sir, we are not recommending that the li-
censes be eliminated, nor are we recommending that the Tribunal
be eliminated.

We are simply saying, that if the Tribunal is to be retained, its
organizational limitations should be removed.

Mr. BUTLER. I understand all of that. Assuming for a moment it
is going to be retained, should it retaiethe compulsory license for
public broadcasting, or does that serve any useful purpose?

Mr. CAMPBELL. The question of whether or not the public broad-
casting compulsory licensing should be retained, was not part of
our review. However, you could retain the public broadcasting
compulsory license with or without a Tribunal.

Mr. BUTLER. But if you eliminate all the things it does, you won't
have any 'need for a Tribunal.

Mr. LEMONIAS. We specifically did not address the merits of the
compulsorY licenses as part of our review.

Mr. EASTENMEIEli. In fact, we did not, ask them to go into that.
We thought that was exclusively a congressional decision, so-they
did not go into that or the reasonableness of the rulings..

I might add, and did not add it in my questions, that we have
been thinking about the four areas, and that possibly that might be
reduced. Actually, it might be expanded.

We are considering a performer's rate, which, if adopted, might
make a fifth compulsory license, which this Tribunal would be
mandated from time to time to use.

Mr. BUTLER. It would resolve your under-utilization problem.
LEMONIAS. Yes, elimination of the Tribunal woulcrcertainly

resolve our cpncern with the under-utilization of the commissioners
time.

Mr. BUTLER. Well, let me rephrase the question.
What I am trying to figure out from your appendix IV where you

approach the four licenses is do yob find any useful purpose for the
continuation of the public broadcasting compulsory license?

Mr. CAMPBELL: As you can see from the appendix in which we
present the pros and cons of eliminating each.compulsory license,
it all depends upon which side you are talking to. If yod talk to the
users, you get one point of view, and if you talk to the owners, you

34"
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get another point of view. It would' take a special analysis to assess
the merit's of each of the positions expressed.

Mr. BUTLER. Yoii are really just not going to tell me what you.,
think about that?

All right, let's turn to something else.
I think I understand your recommendation on limiting appeals.
You mentioned the prOblem the Tribunal has in not being able to 1/4

distribute money because decisions have been appealed to the
court. Then you recanmend limiting appeals to questions of fraud,
corruption or impropriety in the decisionmaking process, which is
very narrow limitation of those.

Do the other or similar agencies that you have looked at have
the sanle restrictions, or is there a precedent for what you suggest
here?

, Mr. LEMONIAS. That apProach was under consideration in the
Senate's proposed-copyright bill in 1976.

Mr. BUTLER. This proposal was.under consideration in 1976.
Mr. LEMONIAS. Yes, but it was not adopted. I do not know wheth-

er there is any othor precedent for that. Another alternative con-
sidered in 1976 to require distribution in BO days unless either
House' of Congress overturns the decision. It currently works that
distribution is stopped, automatically if there is an appeal distribu-
tion.

Mr. USILANER. It would be more difficult to stop a royalty distri-
bution under our proposal.

Mr. BUTLER. It certainly would. "

WIcat I am really searching for is precedent for this suggestion.
Mr. LEMONIAS. I am not sure if there is.
Mr. USILANER. We will examine that questic,n and submit the

inforination for the record.
Mr. BUTLER. While you are at it I would like to ask the same

question about the subpena power, which you compared with the
subpena power that other agencies have. Are there limitations in
their subpena powers, or how broad is it?

Mr. LEMONIAS. I believe that generally rate-setting and adjudica-
tory agencies are simply granted subpena power. The limitations of
this authority is decided in the &nuts. We will also look into this
further and provide some additional information fo`r the record.

[The following information was provided for the record:]
Our suggestion to limit judicial review of "Tribunal decisions is intended to

promote more timely distribution of copyright royalty funds. Thb main precedent
for this was the original Senate-pasged version of thd 1976 Copyright Revision Act.
There.the senate provided for judicial review of Tribunal decisions only in instances
of fraud, corruption, or impropriety in the decisionmaking process. tate Senate
Report No. 94-473 37 (1975).) The Senate Committee on. the Judiciary report on the
bill explained:

"It is the review tsict of the committee that the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
affords the most practical and equitable forum for final determinations concerning
the distribution of rouyalty fees among the various claimants. Tfie Committee
believes that no useful purpose would be served by providing for a general review of
such determinations by the Federal courts, section 809 is modeled on the Federal
Arbitration Act " (p. In&

The reference to the federal Arbitration Act in the Senate Report reflects the
Committee's intention that the Tribunal's decisions would only be reviewable under
limited circumstances such as fraud, corruption or impropriety in the decisionmak-
ing process.

In addition to the Senate-approved language, we examined the laws governinkthe
SIX other federal agencies referred to in our testimony to see whether they provided
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a precedent for the limited scope of judicial review -were recommended As in the
case of the Tribunal,whose decisions are subject to the judicial review procedures
found in the Administrjitive ProLedures Act t5 U.S.0 701-7061, the administrative
findings of hve of Die six aieficies will he upheld if the reviewing
they are supported bY sukstantial evidence in light orthe whole record The Foreigrt
Claims Settlement Commission is an exception in that judicial review is expressly
precluded.

In ,at least. two, cases Interstate Commerce Commission and Federal Maritime
Commission), the agency's orders are effective despite appeals or applications for
rehearing. The,burden 15 on the appellant to obtain an injunction. This is similar to
our proposal for the Tribunal.

Regarding the second question on precedents for our recommended statutory
provisions of subpoena power, all of the six agencies examined in our evaluation
have' such authority. There are no significant restrictions or qualifications on that
power- found in the statutes, although the courts will examine the reasonableness
and relevance of, requested information.

Mr. BUTLER. Those are the questions I have about thp mechani-
cal.problems of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal.

Is there another underutilized ratemaking facility in the Federal
Government that just might take over this responsibility?

LEMONIAS. Well, it seems that the Tribunal performs
rather unique function. I don't know of any other organization that
would be.an appropriate setting for that type of function.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. If the gentleman will yield? Did you not sug7
gest the possibility of going to the Assistant Secretary for Intellec-
tual Property in the Department of Commerce?

Mr. LEMONIAg. Right, but as ,we point out in that alternative,
that alternative raises th- :ssue of whether or not the Copyright
Office should also be transferred to the Department of Commerce.
Currently, there is no place in the Department of Commerce that
would be an .appropriate setting for assigning the Tribunals func-
tions. Moving part of. the copyright function to Commerce raises
the broad policy issue of where the whole copyright function be-
longs. '

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Why would the whole Copyright Office have
to go over there? .

The Copyright Office is something' else. The Copyright Royalty
Tribunal could be moved?

LEMONIAS. The Tribunal could be moved tq commerce with-
out also transferring the Copyright Office.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The Copyright Office is something else.
Mr. BUTLER. What ahout the Court of Claims?
Mr. CAMPBELL. As a possibility of merging the two?
Mr. BUTLER. As a possibility of assuming these functions, wheth-

er we merge them or not or run them off, one at a time.
Mr. CAMPBELL. We hadn't teally considered the possibility of

another underutilized entity assuming this role. We are really pot
in a position to say whether that is possible or-not.

Mr. LEMONIAS. The alternatives we have ptesented are suggested
altern'atives. We do not feel that this exhausts all the possible
alternatives. Our main concerns are with eliminating the organiza
tional limitations and addressing the question of underutilization
at the Tribunal. If the Court of Claims is an acceptable alternative,
and if moving the Tribunal would resolve our concerns, then we
would reel comfortable with that.

Mr. ,BUTLER. I have real reservations in my own mind about this,
amount of money, part time.
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AAlso, I- want to know why we are using the copyright law as a
forum to referee in the marketplace at all. I thave reservations

labout-the-neeessity:fortho-Ttlidalidl-UT all; -but. if we are going tO
have it, I just don't think it ought to be part time. That is my most
immediate reaction.

Mr. US1LANER. Another alternative ehat is a little closer to what
yOu are saying is a full-time chairpersonwith the. remaining mem-
bers of the commission serving part time. At least you would then_
have a full-time chairperson.

Mr, BUTLER. I understand that, and here again, though, to put.a
erson In this responsibility who has other calls on his time and
hisloyalty, and his interests are in eloubt. As a policy matter, when
you are adjudicating hundreds of millilons of dollars, you ought to
be able to afford a full-time man.

Maybe he should just do pushups or something, but it ought not
to be part time.

Mr, USAANER. A related matter to that is the background and
the experience of the commissioners. If the 'commissioners have to
spend most of their time getting up on the learning curve,that is a
different matter than if you identify experienced people that would
be inore.able-lo serve pn a part-time basis.

Mr. BUTLER. I wonder about what the criteria that you, talk
about is: A copyright lawye-e with copyright experience? Maybe
what you need is an economist, and thee economic background, is in
my judgment, more significant thail the copyright background, and
yet,- where are you going to find an economist that knows the
difference- between the value of one page of music and another?

I am not impressed by the argument you need expertise, because
it is like shooting crap. It is 'guesswork any way'you do it.

I just think that if we are going to continue this operation, they
ought to IN full time. If they feel bad about being underutilized
then they can real 'some books on copyright and make them feel
better.

I don't want to go into the part-time business.
Mr. Ki:STENME1ER. Well, I synipathize with the gentleman from

Virginia's point of view.
- We- already had difficulty distinguishing, this for the purposes of
Buckley v. Valeo for tbe legislative branch by dividing it from

'Copyright Office.
If we made these people part-time, subject to the call of the

Register, with staff and facilities entirely supplied by the Register,
it, would seem to me we become uncomfortably close to making this
function or this office a subsidiary, practically speaking, of the
Register. I think the Presidential appointment is fictional in terms
of executiye authority to be exercised over the discharge of this
function. I say that because our experience with then President
Carter, was that he was very reluctant at all to appoint anyone
and felt very remote from the Tribunal and its function. To make
it even more remote from Presideetial interest would, in that
sense, I think, be degtructive of, not only Buckley v. Valeo, but
having any appreciable, independent review, for our purposes, the
matters assigned to it.

t.
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In any event, you have given us options, and your testimony and
the material yoLusubmitted to us has been very useful indeed. You
have indicated who you interviewed.

Let me ask you only one other question, and it goes to the
professional nature of peojile who, full time or part time, might
hereinafter serve as commissioners.

What, sort of giiidelines, statutory or otherwise, do you suggest?
What would another agency have which would suggest the limits

or the requirements of a professional person to be commissioner?
Just a sort of paraphrasing would be adequate.
Mr. LEmoNtAs. Something along the lines of broad experience or

experience in the areas related to the functions of the Tribunal. In
the one case that we found where there was legislated experience
criteria, the criteria was similarly broad and general. We have
recommended that future commissioners be knowledgeable in copy-
right-related matters. Our recommended language is consistent
with that endorsed in the Senate Committee on Government Oper-
ations Study 9f Regulations [95th Congress, 1st session, vol. 1, 34
(1977)].

.Mr. KASTENMEIER. As with so many areas, of course, it is very
common for a person with experience, familiar with matters, to
take one positi6n or another, proprietor or user. That is very
typical, and we might get into difficulty.

We have to select people who are either disposed to support the
proprietors or owners of copyright materials or virtually users, and
I don't know whether it would be easy for the President or anyone
else to avoid loading the commission, part-time or full-time, one or
three or five persons, when we require approval and approval b
perhaps.

Mr. CAMPBELL. One possible alternative could be a mix of back-
ground on the commission. It would also address the problems that
Mr Butler raised, someone with an economic background, someone
with' a background in copyright and someone with the legal back-
%round, so you avoid that bias that Yon were referring to and get a
good mig and some expertise in different areas. It is a possibility, a
suggestion.

Mr. BUTLER. Wouldn't it be a nice spot for an ex-Congressman?
0, Mr.- K4STENMEIER. In any event, we are deeply grateful to you
'Ifor exploring these possibilities with us. This is a problem, and the

committee will have to deal with it.
I -am sorry more of our colleagues aren't with us today, because

we will have to make a decision in the near future, notwithstand-
) ing changes that make a place in substantive law with respect to

their mandated functions.
Thank you very much for your statement, Mr. Campbell. We

appreciate you and your colleagues for being with us this morning.
The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the subcommittée was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX A

REPORT OF THE COPYRIGHT ROEAVEY TRIBUNAL ON "USE OF CERTAIN COPYRIGHTED
WORKS IN CONNECTION WITH NONCOMMERCIAL BROADCASTING" AS REQUIRED BY
37 CFR 304.14

INTRODUCTION

17 USC 118 establishes a copyright compulsory licence for certain uses of pub-
lished nondramatic musical work.s and published pictorial, graphic, and sculptural
works by noncommercial broadcasting. The section defines the activities which may
be engaged in by public broadcasting entities, and directs the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal (Tribunal) at specified periods to establish rates and terms for such uses.
The section also requires the Tribunal to establish requirements by which copyright
owners may receive, notice of the use of their works, and under Which records of
such use shall be kept by public broadcasting entities. Section 118 and other rele-
vantprovisions of Title 17 became effective October 19, 1976. In accOrdance with the
provisions of Section 118, the Tribunal 'published in the Federal Register of June 8,
1978 137 CFR Pert 304)-its schedule of rates and terms.

The inclusion in the legislation for the general revision of the copyright law of a
compulsory licenie for certain uses of copyrighted works by noncommercial broad-
casting was recommended to the, Congress by the representatives of public broad;
casting. The justification for such a compulsory license was'concisely stated in 1975
by a spokesman for the Public Broadcasting Service in testimony before the Sub-
comniittee of the House of Representatives considering the copyright revision legis-
lation.' This representMive stated that the license "is simply and explicitly de-
signed to establish in the new copyright law a workable method of determining and
paying fair compensation without prohibitive delays and with reasonable adminis-
tration, to the extent that satisfactory arrangements cannot otherwise be negotiated
between the various copyright agenciec- and public broadcasting organizations." It
was stated that a special need for copyright clearance assistance in public,broadcut-
ing is due to "several inherent characteristfts not encountered in cothmercial televi-
sion, relating to (i) special nature ef programming, (ii) repeated use of programs, (iii)
varied Vpe of prWucing organizations, and (iv) limited extent of% financial re-
bOUrCeS.

The House Committee on the Judiciary at page 117 of House Report 94-1476 in
discussing the public broadcasting compulsory license, said that the Committee is.
"aware that public broadcasting may encounter problems not confronted by com-
mercial broadcasting enterprises,.,due to such factor* as the special nature of the
programming, repeated use of programs, and, of-course, limited financial resources.
Thus, the Committee determined that the nature of public 'broadcasting does war-
rant special treatment in certain areas." The House report also stated that the

Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of
Justice of House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary, 94th Congress, on H.R. 2223,
pp. 865-66 (1975).
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"Committee does not intend that owners of copyrighted material be required to
subsidize public broadcasting." .

Section-118(eX2)directsthe Register of Copyrights in subnilt -a report- th the
Congress on January 3, 1980 concerning the execution and implementation of volun-
tary licensing arrangements with respect to the use of nondramatic literary works
by public broadcasting stations. The Register is directed to inform the Congress of
any problems that may have arisen concerning, the use of such works by public
broadcasting and to make such legislative or other recommendations as may be
warranted.

The Tribunal,in appearing before Committees of the Congress in connection with
legislative oversight and other legislative and appropriation matters, has been re-
quested to make recommendations to the Congress in the areas of its statutory
responsibilities. To discharge- this task in a more systematic manner the Tribunal,
in 'adopting its rules and regulations concerning the use oP copyrighted works by
public loroadcasting, provided in Section 304.14 that:

On January 3, 1980, the CRT, after conducting such proceedings as it may deem
appropriate, shall transmit a report to the United States Congress making such
recommendations concerning 17 iJSC 118 that it finds to be in the public interest.

The Tribunal, in its rule, provided for the transmission to*the Congress of its
public broadcasting report on January 3, 1980 rather than by including its views
and recommendations in the Annual Fteport required by 17 USC 808, to complement
the-repoit of-the-Register in a copyright-area-where the Tribunal has the principal
statutory responsibility.

On November 23, 1979, the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) and National Public
Radio (NPR) petitioned the Tribunal to postpone its public broadcasting report. A
major argument advanced in the petition was that the transmission of a report to
the Congress "is premature".

Although there Was some support among the members of the-Tribunal for certain
of the arguments advanced in the petition, the petition was denied. In rejecting the
request for delay the Tribunal observed,that "parties other than PBS and NPR have
asked, with respect to the report to Congress under section 304.14, to express
concerns on the basis of experience under the Statute." The Tribunal in this
connection notes the comments filed by. PBS on October 31, 1979 before the Copy-
right Office of the Library of Congress in the proceeding concerning the Report by
the Register of Copyrights on Voluntary Licenses for the Use of Nondramatic
Literary Works by Noncommercial Broadcasters. This proceeding of the Copyright
Office was principally occupied with consideration of a voluntary arrangement for,
the use of nondramatic literary works by noncommercial broadcasting that was
recorded in the CopYright Office on August 28, 1979. The reprOsentatives of PBS, in
their comments before the Copyright Office, stated that it would be appropriate to
review and evaluate the situation "after a year of such experience." 2

In order to permit a longer period for reply comments, the Tribunal agreed to
e: postpone its report Until January 22, 1980.

In preparing this report the Tribunal solicited written stateme of the views of
interested persons. Comments and/or reply comments were -mem ed from:. PBS,
NPR, the Italian -Book Corporation, Graphic Artists Gyild, Broadcast Music Inc.
(BMI), American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), Visual
Artists & Galleries Association, SESAC, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., and the
American Society of Magazine Photographers, Inc.

I PIRFORMANCR O NONDRAMATIC MUSICAL WORKS BY PUBLIC BROADCASTING

During the consideratjon in the Congress of the proposed public broadvisting
compulsory license, the Congress emphasized the value of voluntary agreements,in
lieti of recourse to the provisions of a statutory license.ln implementation of that
policy, Section 118(bX2) provides that voluntary license agreements negotiated at
any time between copyright owners and public broadcasting entitits shall supersede
the rates and terms established by the Tribunal.

Prior to the commencement of the Tribunal's proceedings, PBS and NPR reached
voluntary agreements with BMI and SESAC, performing rights societies. No agree-
ment was reached by ASCAP-and PBS/NPR. With regard to public broadcasting
entitits not-affiliated with PBS/NPR, the picture was mixed as between the exist-
ence and absence of voluntary agreements. There had been no systematic effort to
reach agreement with unaffiliated public broadcasting entities.

In the Matter of Report bytthe Register of Copyrights on Voluntary Licenses for the Use of
Nondramatic Literary Works by Noncommercial Broadcasters, Statement of Public Broadcast-
ing Service, Oct. 31, 1979, p. IL
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The performance of nondramatic musical works by public broadcasting presents
two general copyrig t issues=clearance_proceduresand-the-financial-and adminis-
trative resources of publiobroadcasting.

Licenses granted by the several musical performing rig societies cover perform-
ing- rights in all works licensed by the societies. The rec of the Tribunal reflects
that ASCAP and BMI are precluded, under the terms ntitrust consent decrees,
from refusing to license any user. The record of the Tn nal proceedings does not
reflect that SESAC or the Italian Book Corporation, a specialized performing rights
society whose works may be used by public broadcasting, has refused to license any
User.

The performing rights societies, in their submissions to the Tribunal, maintain
that there are no clearance prigolerns or special programming needs of public
broadcasting that require a comPtilsory license of musical works. Public broadcast-
ing responds by citing the legislative desire to assure their "unhindered acceSs" to
musical works, and the possible problems of "small noncommercial stations being
dragged into an arbitration at one point or the Federal Court in New York City at

. another point, all at-a tremendous waste of time, effort, and money."
On the basistof its experience with Section 118, the Tribunal cannot advise the

Congress that these concerns of public broadcasting are well founded. The official
* record, including both congressional and Tribunal proceedings, suggest that the

programming needs of public broadcasting for performing-rights in musical-works
can be fully---met' by-blanket licensing arrangements- with -the Perfoniiing rights
societies. The Tribune?, in its public' broadcasting proceeding, determined "that a
blanket license is the most suitable method for, licensing public broadcasting to
perform musical works." 3

The argument by' public broadcasting that their clearance needs cannot be met
within the limitations of their administrative and financial resources without a
Statutory license cannot be sustained on the evidence since the passage of Section
118. Thousands oil enterpHses, many of which tre not,represented by any national
assobiation in copyright licensing matters, have with little difficulty or burden;
reached blanket licensing agreements with musical performing rights societies.

It has been suggested that even if PBS and NPR may be able to reasonably meet
their musicaLprogramming needs through the traditional operation of the copyright

; system and, the safeguards provided by the consent decrees, independent noncom-
mercial broadcasting stations still require the protectibn deemed to be affoided by
Section 118. The proceedings before the Tribunal do not supply support for this
statement. No radio stations other than those affiliated with NPR, or licensed to
educational institutions, participated in the Tribunal's proceedings. Since the Tribu-
mil was bound by the rigid procedural requirements of Section 118 and the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act, it was unable to adopt a schedule that was fine tuned to the
varied dircumstances of public broadcasting stations not affiliated with NPR. Subse-
quent to the publication of the Tribunal% rates and terms, certain independent
noncommercial radio stations discussed their particular needs informally with the
Tribunal. The only recourse available to-these stations, whose needs were not fully
explored because of the expense and burden of participating in a Washingtonrbased
rule proceeding, was to explore the feasibility of individual voluntaiy licensing
agreements with the several performing rights societies:-

The Tribunal finds that there is-no necessity for a compulsory license for the
performance by public broadcasting of nondramatic musical works and that the
existing statutory structure involves expenses and other burdens that can be obvi-
ated by; reliance on the customary functioning of the copyright System without
interfering with the programming activities of public broadcasting stations. The
Tribunal has not discovered any "special programming," "repeated use," or "varied
type of 'Producing organizations" clearance problems that require special procedures
lbr the licensing of nondramatic'musical works. If the progratiiming needs of public
broadcasting for the use of nondramatic literary works are being reasonably met by
voluntary clearance arrangements, despite the large number of individual copyright
owners, the Tribunal finds it difficult td understand why a compuliory license is* necepary for performing iights irknusical works.

' maLio. BROADCASTING RECORDING RIGHTS

Section 118 and the public broadcasting rates and terms adopted by the Tribunal
apply to the recording of nondiamatic performances and displays of musical works
on and for the radio and television programs of public broalicasting entities.

At the commencement of the Tribunal's proceedings, the Tribunal was informed
of a voluntary, agreement reached by PBS/NPR with the Harry Fox Agency, a

Federal Regiater, Vol, 43, No. 111-a. 25069 (June 8, 1978).
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licensing agency for recording rights of a number of music publisher copyright
owners. However a numjgr_o_f_masic_publishens.._at_the_time. a-the. Tribunes
proceedings, had not entered into the Harry Fox/PBS/NPR agreement. In addition,
the voluntary agreement reached by PBS/NPR and SESAC covered recording as
well as performing rights. ,

The Tribunal proceedings reflect that the terms of the recording rights voluntary
agreenfents include certain provisions which the Tribunal has concluded could not
be incorporated in the Tribunal's schedule of rates and terms because of lack of
jurisdiction_ These provisions include arrangements whereby copyright payments
are made onfy on the basis of nationally distributed or produced programs and
authorize certain limited rights outside the United States. To the extent that these
provisions are beneficial to_public broadcasting entities, they will presumably seek
voluntary agreements which incOrporate them.

While the standard agreement reached between PBS/NPR and the Harry Fox
Agency does not apply to all music publishers, the Tribunal has no basis for finding
that necessary, and customary recording rights cannot be obtained from such Pub-
lishers without administrative or financial burdens. Through long established rela-
tionshjps, a mechanism exists whereby music publisher copyright owners can be
irdily located and recording licenses secured throught the Harry Fox Agency..

USE OF PUBLISHED PICTORiAL,, GRAPHIC, AND SCULPTURn WORKS BY
NONCOMMERCIAL BROADCASTING

The situation concerning the use of published pictorial, graphic, and sculptural
works by public .broadcasting must be clearly distinguished from performing and
recording rights for the-use of musical works. No central clearance mechanism for
the use Of such visual works existed at the time of the congressional deliberations
on Sectidn 118, nor has any such mechanism developed in the intervening period.
Moreover, for reasons discussed hereafter, it is reasonably clear that it cannot be
anticipated that any such mechanism, will be established in the foreseeable future.

PBS, in urging Congress to adopt a compulsory license, Said with regard to visual
works that "Photographs and pictures areof prime importance in public television
production, local perhaps even more than ational, and under H.R. 2223 may well
become virtually impossible to clear becaus4 of the tremendous difficulties in ascer-
taining, reaching and obtaining permission from the television rights holders in all
but a few exceptional cases." .

The frequency of use, under the compulso y license of visual works by PBS is an
important issue in the examination of SectioJi 118. This subject has been analyzed in
comments submitted to the Tribunal. Whily the comments of the representatives of
the creators or copyright owners of visual works and those of PBS differ widely as
to-the conclusions to be drawn, there i general agreement as to the underlying
data. According to the analysis of th visual artists, for the periods of June 8-
December 31, 1978 and January 1-June 30, 1979, under the l'ribunal's reporting
requirement (a subject separately discussed), only 19 of the 270 member Mations of
PBSmitted cue sheets or listings of visual uses. In addition to the 19 stations
(not identical for each period), 22 stations indicated ,that no use had been made of
the compulsory license for visual works. During this period of slightly over one year,
for PBS and non PBS Forograms, the total fees paid to copyright owners were
$1,575.75. In addition, the sum of $1,180 has been placed in trust for unknown
copyright owners. Thus, the total allocated payments were $2,755.75. It is stated by
SpokeSmen for the visual artists that the cue sheets account "for, only 1.7 percent of
original broadcast hours distributed by PBS." PBS, in its reply comments to the
Tribunal, did not challenge the accuracy of these figures, but reached different
conclusions from the data than those advanced by the visual artists spokesmen.

The visual artists representatives, on the basis of their examination of the cue
sheets, generally conclude either: (1) so little use is being made of the compulsory
license that it is unnecessary and should be repealed, cr (2) if the compulsory license
is of significant benefit to Pl3S, there has then been widespread noncompliance with
the payment and reporting relquirements, causing significant injury to visual artists,
and consequently 118 should be repealed.

They make reference, as was extensively explored during the Tribunal's public
broadcasting rate proceeding, to the interest of public broadcasting in securing
ancillary and other rights greater than those conferred by Section 118. '

PBS responds that the visual rights of 118 have been of. signifitant benefit to
public broadcasting. They assert that visual uses are not being significantly' reported

411earings Before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of
. Justice of the House of Representatiyes Committee on the Judiciary, 94th Congress, on H.R.

2223, p, 869 (1975).
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on cue sheets because "many uses are eit'her public domain uses, fair uses, exempt
uses, uses pursuant to voluntary licenses, etc." It is also maintained that "a great
many of the-works. now-used -were treated prior to Jane 8, 1978; and nitiri The
public domain. In the future, virtually all visual works used will be in copyright and
thus usabli only under Section 118."

On -the, basis of the experience to date, the Tribunal must conclude that the
limiteduse made of the compulsory license for visual works cannot justify interfei-
ence with the traditional operation of the copyright system, the freedom of the
market place, and the artistic freedom of the creators of visual works. The Tribunal
notes the significant statement of a special PBS cOunsel that "From what we
understand from many of our stations, such as WNET, they are at this point
obtaining direct licenses to utilize the works invcilved rather than availing them-
selves of Section 118. This would be particularly udderstandable where rights to use
the original photographic print; for eiample, are inyolved or where ancillary rights
which are not included in Section 118 are needed." 5

PBS states that in future ,years there may be greater use of Section 118 because,
in their view, a larger number of visual works will be subject to copyright protec-

-

tion. Everyone is entitled to speculate about the future, but the"Fribunal currently
had no basis foi concluding that the utilization of Section 118 will increase signifi-
cantly. As has been previously noted with regard to both performing and recording
rights in musical works, the trend is clearly toward-direct licensing.-

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Section 118(bX3) provides that "the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall also estab-
lish requirements by which copyright owners may receive reasonable notice of the
use pf their works under this section, and under which records of such uses shall be
kept by public broadcasting entities." The Tribunal is convinced that public broad-
casting, which sought and obtained the compulsory license, has a major responsibili-
ey to implement efficiently the payment and reporting requirementh.

During the public broadcasting proceedings, the representatives of public broad-
casting argued.that the Tribunal should only require the payment and reporting of
national program uses. It was argued that such a procedure -was followed in the
voluntary agreement reached between PBS/NPR and the Harry Fox Agency.

Specific payment and reporting requirements have been establi ished n the Tribu-
nal's regulation. hi adopting these rates and term, the Tribunal did ndt accept
public broadcasting's positions concerning 'the treatment of non.national program.

+7 ming, and required payment and reporting for local programming uses. Public
broadcasting continues to mairktain that "the maintenance of such records-is overly
burdensome in relation to the small fees generated and that the necessity of
keeping such records may indeed be an impediment to the use of the copyrighted
worlcs involved."

The Tribunal cannot accept these arguments. The statute and ihe legislative
history is clearCongress intended that copyright owners were to be paid and to be
informed for all uses of their works, not paid and informed for certain uses.
Voluntary arrangements may incorporate ,mutually beneficial alternatives, but the
Tribunal cannot waive rights granted by statute to copyright owners. This is par-
ticularly, significant with respect to visual works where both the congressional and
Tribunal proceedings emphasized the importance of local programming uses of
visual works.

eThe Tribunal has requeMed interested parties to comment on "the necessity for,
adequacy pf, and compliance with the reporting requirements of the Tribunal."
Certain comments by copyright owners suggest inadequate reporting compliance by "
public broadcasting:These allegations are disputed by /°BS/NPR.

The Tribunal will monitor compliance with the reporting requirements of the,Act
and its regulations. We have been requested in the comments to considerseveral
bhanges in the reporting regulations. However, it has also been noted that certain of
the proposedchanges may exceed the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. In connection
with ith ongoing review,-the Tribunal may subsequently consider those suggestiond
coming withinXeseclurisdiction. Any such adivity will be conducted as a Tribunal
rulemaking pr ing.

CONCLUSION

It is for the Congress, not the Tribunal, to determine public.policy. The public
broadcasting compulsory license may present policy considerations in areas beyond

sLetter of Carol F. §milun to Tad trawford, counsel for th#Graphic Artists Guild, Dec:14, 1979

83-756 0..41-10
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tha special competence of the Tribunal. However, tjae Tribunal has been given a
broad mandate by theCongress. In the words of thelliouse Report 94-1476. its task

ciiiiiider both the general publfeinterest in encouraging the growth and
development .ef public broadcasting, and the 'promotion of science and the useful
arts' through the encouragement of musical and artistic creation." On the basis of
its review of the experience with Section 118, the Tribunal concludes that the
compulsory license is not necessary for the efficient operation df public broadcasting
and thus constitutes an inappropriate interference with the traditional functioning
of the copyright system and the artistic and economic freedom of those, creators
whose works are subject/to its provisions. -

The copyright system can advance the constitutional objectives only if the exclu-
sive rights of authors and copyright proprietors are preserved. Reasonable excep.
tions to these exclusive rights are justified when necessary to promote public policy.
the Tribunal believes that those engaged in communications should be particularly
sensitive toward the intervention of the Federal Government in the absence of
compellingneed.

The Register of Copyrights advised the Congress in 1975 that the proposed public
broadcasting compulsory license was not "justified or necessary." The Tribunal
believes that the experience of the intervening.years confirms the correctness of the
Register's position. It is therefore the recommendation of the Tribunal that the
Congress reconsider the public broadcasting compulsory license at an appropriate

r -time,

APPENDIX B

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL FOR THE' FISCAL YEAR
ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1980

. THE COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL CREATION AND MEMBERSHIP

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal (Tribunal) was created by §801ta) of Public Law
94-553, the General Revision of the Copyright Law of 1976, and is composed of five,,
commissioners appointed by the President with the advice and cahsent of the
Senate. The commissioners are: Thomas-C. Brennan of New Jersey; Douglas E.
Coulter of New Hampshire; Mary Lou Burg of Wisconsin, Clarence L. James, Jr. of
Ohio; and Frances Garcia of Texas.

STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITIES

The Tribunal's statutory responsibilities are:
(a) To make determinations concerning copyright royalty rates in the areas of

cable television covered by 17 U.S.C. 111.
(b) To make determinations cohcerning copyr,ight royalty rates for phonorecords

(17 U.S.C. 115) and for coin-operated phonorecord playersOukeboxes) (17 U.S.C. 116).
(c),To establish and later make determinations concerning royalty rates and terms

for non-commercial broadcasting (17 U.S.Q. 118).

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

The only staff of the Tribunal is a personal assistant to each commissioner. The
legislative history of the Copyright A.ct -reflects the intention that the. Tribunal
remain a sniall independent agency in which the commi§sioners perform all proles-
plopal responsibilities themselves.

FISCAL YEAR 1980

Cable distriution proceeding
17 U.S.C. 111(dX5XB) requires the Tribunal after the first day of August to

determine whether% controversy exists concerning the distribution of cable royalty
fees deposited by cable systems with the Capyright Office. Upon determination that
a controversy exists, 17 U.S.C. 804(d) requires the Chairman of the Tribunal to
publish in the Federal Register a notice announcing the commencement of distribu-
tion proceedings.

In a public meeting on September 6, 1979, after giving claimants the opportunity
to appear and present arguments, the Tribunal determined that a controversy did
exist concerning the distribution of cable royalty fees. A distribution proceeding was
instituted by a public notice issued September 12, 1979 (44 FR 53099).

'Letter of Register of Copyrights-to Senator John L. McClellan, Jan. 31, 1975.
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Therefore as of September 12, 1979 the, Tribunal announced there controversyconcernipg th distribution of cable royalty fees did exist for the period Jattuary 1
throtigh--June 30;-1978-ami for tlie period July T IhreifghDeeember 31, -1p78, and
that Aistribution prdceedings had commenced.

Filing of claims
The 'Tribunal itran advance Notice of Proposed Rufenyiking, published February

14, 1978 (43 FR 6263), invited comments concerning the filing of claims to royalty
fees for seconder, transmissions by cable systems, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. 111(d)(5)(A).

In'the Federal Register of May 5, 1978 (43 FR 19423) the Tribunal announced that
conlideration was -being iven to a proposed rule which would prescribe require-
ments whereby pe claiming to be entitled to compulsory license copyright fees
for secondary t nsmissions by cable systems shall file claims with the Tribunal.
The proposed rule prescribed the content and time Of filing such claims.

The comments and reply comment& filed with the Tribunal reflected a difference
of opinion among representatives of copyright owners who were likely to be major
claimants as to whether the copyright stntute requires filings in July 1978 for
claims' to royalty fees for secondary transmissions during the period January 1through June 30, 1978. Certain comments filed maintained that the copyright stat-
ute requires filings every July, including July 1978. Other comments suggested the
claims be filed in° July of 1979 in view of the regulations adopted by the Copyright
Office as to.the filitt of statements of acc6unt by cable operators.

The proposed rule required all copyright owners who- wished' to share in the
distribution of royalty fees for secondary transmissions by cable systems during the
first six months of 1978 to file clainis with the Tribunal during the month of July
1978. The proposed rule required only a minimum filing Of a claim in July 1978
with a requirement tHat the filing be supplemented in July 1979, after copyright
owners had an opportunity ,to examine the statements of account filed by cable
operators in the C,opyright Office. The final rule was published in the FederalRegister June 6, 1978 (43 FR 24528). -
Fixation of copyrighted works

The Tribunal in an initial advisory letter of January 31, 1978 stated that,partici-
'pation in the royalty distribution proceedings did not require copyright owners to
preserve and submit simultaneous fixations of live transmissions.I4n a subsequent
advisory letter of November 271 1978 the Tribunal responded to an inquiry on behalf
of a television station questioning whether the use'of an audio-video logger for
recording a work simultaneously with its transmi ion complied with the require-
ments of the Copyright Act and the regulations cf the Tribunal. The television
station was informed that the use of such a device di meet the requirements of the
Copyright Act and'the regulations of the Tribunal.

In the Federal Register of July 28, 1978 (43 FR 2825) the Tritunal issued a
proposed rule with respect to Proof of Fixation,of Cop righted Works. The pro
rule established the policy.and vprocedures,of the Tri unal concerning the su mis-
sion to the Tribunal during proceedings for the distrihution of cable royalty fees of
evidence of the fixation of works in a tangible mediumras required by Section 102(a)
of the Copyright Act Under thispreposed'rule, the filing of tangible fixatiOns would
not be -required, and controversies concerning the fixation of works would be re-solved on the basis of other appropriate evidence.

In the Federal Register of September 11, 1978 (43 FR 40225) the final rule with
respect to proof of fixation of copyright works was published.

Amendment of claim rules
A notice of Proposed'rulemaking appeared in the Federal Register of,April 4, 1979

(44,FR 20220). This notice was to Inform the public that the Tribunal was proposing
to supplement the rule issued June 6, 1978 (43 FR 24528) pursuant to 17 U.S.C.
Ifl(d)(oXA) which s,tated the filing requirements for those claiming to be entitled to
compulsory license copyright fees for secondary transmissions by cable systems. In
that rule for a claim to be valid it was required to contain the name of the claimant,
the address, a general description of the copyrighted works transmitted, and an
identification of at least one transmission. The proposed rule, in addition, would
require the percentage or dollar figure of the license fees the claimant feels entitled
to, and a justification for that amount. This rule would apply to both the 1979 filing
and, as a supplement, to the July 1978 filing. The proposed rule also provided that
the Tribunal prior to the distribution of royalty fees, shall deduct all costs which
would not have been incurred by the Tribunal but for the distribution proceeding.An amended version of the proposed rule was adopted and published in the
Federal Register of May 23, 1979 (44 FR 29892).
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Structure of proceeding
The Tribunal in its order of September 12, 1979 144 FR 530991 else directed

0(1in-tants, or their duly authorized relareseiiiiitiYeS, to subMit firoPeials eh the
structure and procedures of the distribution pr,oceedings to the Tribunal no later
than October 1, 1979. A prellearing conference of claimants was held on Ociober 11,4
1979 to discuss the structure and protedures of the proceetng. -

After receipt of the proposals and consideration of e claimants' statements
during, the pre-hearing conference, the Tribunal requested further memoranda or
bnefs 'on the following issues. (a) Concerning the issut of the Broadcast day as a
cupyright,cumpilation, (b) concerning the issue of programming of which a broadcast
station is an exclusive licensee, (cl concerning the objections raised as to the stand-
ing of certain or all sports claimants, (d) concerning any other question of copyright
ownership as it affects a claim or right to any of the cable television royalties
Federal Register of October 17, 1979 (44 FR ;;9930). The Tribunal deemed these to be
"threshold issues" which necessarily had to be resolved before the hearings com-
menced. These subniissions were to be received by the Tribunal no later than
November 15, 1979, replY comments no later than Noyember 28, 1979. Oral argu-
ments on the above,issues commenced on December a, 1979 and continued pn
December 6.

Scope of claims
In the Federal Register of Qctober 22, 1979 (44 FR 6072(L the Tribunal published a

final rule with respect to filing of claims to cable royalty fees. This rule amended 37
CFR, Chapter III, Part 302, §§ 302.2 anll.302.6 by providing that the Tribunal shall
accept as a valid claim all claims filed prior to July 31, 1979 and further that said
claims will cover the full calendar year of:1978.

Pre.hearing memoranda
A In the Federal Register of December 19, 197Q (44 FR 7201) the Tribunal issued an

urder calling for pre-hearing memoranda on the submission of evidence and other
hearing procedures regarding the conduct of this, proceeding. The Tribunal indicated
that these memoranda should be filed in accordance with the following.

(a) The Copyright Act does not provide for the payment of cable royarey fees tt;
broadcaster claimants for the secondary transmission of the broadcast day tn. a
compilation.

if); The Copyright Act does not provide foil the payment of cable royalfy fees tq
broadcaster claimants who have acquired rights to syndicated programming in a ,
market, which rights are exclusive wainst other broadcasts in that market, when

' the syndicated programming is incicided in distant broadcasts which are retransmit-
ted into the broadcaster's market.

(c( The Copynght Act provides for the distribution of cable royalty fees to per
forming rights organizations.

(cli The Copyright, Act provides that cable royalty fees awarded for secondary
transmission of certain sporting events shall be distributed to the sports claimants
except when contractual arrangements specifically provide that such royalty shall
be distributed to broadcaster claimants. .4

This order was the subject, of a Petition for Review, No. 80-1076, filed by the
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) on January 17, 1980 in the United
States Cgurt of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. The Petition for Review
was challenged by motions to dismiss, filed on behalf of the Tribunal, Program
Syndicators, Joint Sports Claimants, and ASCAP. The Court by, per curiam order
dated April 21, 1980 dismissed the petition on the_basis that the matter is not ripe
for judicial review."

This order was the subject also of an "Application for Stay and Continuance" filed
by NAB with the Tribural odJanuary 18, 1980.

The Tribunal issued an order on January 29, 1980 in which it denied NAB's
application for a stay and a continuance.

Evidentiary proceeding
The Tribunal's December 19, 1979 order (44 FR 752011 requesting memoranda On

presentation of evidence and conduct of the hearing brought responses From all
categories of claimants. These matters were coasidered at a pre-hearing conference
held on February 14, 1980.

On February 14, 1980 afttr hearing the cle..spf claimants, the Tribunal ruled
that the current cable distribution proceeding Auld be-conducted in two phases.
Phase I would determine the allocation pf cable royalties to specific oups of
claimants. Phase 11 .would allocate royaltlbs to individual claimants within each
group. Cat
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Phase I of the evidentiary hearing began on March 31, 1980 and continued over a
period of 13 days, concluding May 6, 1980.

On May 7, -1980-the Tribunal issued an order governing the schedule for further. .
proceedings which provided that:

(a) Claimants who were precluded from submitting evidence on claims excluded
by the Tribunal's order of December 19, 1979 were required to submit a written
threat case hn such matters by May 19, 1980 and hearjngs on such claims were'
scheduled for May 22 and 23, 1980.

(6) Oil May 23 interepted parties were to submit briefs on legal issues arising from
t4 situation of those categories of claimants not fully represented by its total
number of eligible claimants runclaimed funds"),

(c).Rebuttal testimony Consisting of a list of witnesses and a concise statement of
their testimony were to be:filed on May 23, 1980 and hearings on rebuttal testimciny
were to commence on May.27, 1980.

(d) All joint claimants were required to file on June 6, 1980 information concern-
ing the allocation of total shares to individual claimants and/or the matters that
will riquire consideration by the Tribunal in Phase II of the proceeding.

Pursuant to the Tribunal's order, PIAB presented its direct case with respect to its
claims based on compilation, exclusrvity and sports programs. Hearings .on these
claims were held on

'May
22 and 23, 1980 at which time the record was closed with

respect to such claims.
riefs were filed on May 23, 1980 by several parties setting forth their respective

positions concerning unclaimed funds.
On May 23, 1980 Program Syndicators, Joini Sports Claimpnts and NAB filed

their rebuttal cases. Hearings were held on these presentations on May 27, 28"and
29; 1980 after whieh the record in Phase I of these proceedings was closed..The
Tribunal directed the parties to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions on
July 7, 1980.

In order to permit the Tribunal to proceed to Phase II of this proceeding, the
Tribunal published a summary statement of its Phase I determinations in the
Federal Register of,July 30, 1980 (45 FR 50621).

The Tribunal also announced in this statement that Phase II of the proceeding
would commence on August 18, 1980 and would continue on such subsequent days
as were necessary. This date was subsequently delayed to August 19, 1980.

In preparation for Phase II the Tribunal in its order of May 7, 1980 directed joint
claimants to advise the Tribunal of the status of arrangements for voluntary agree-
ments for distribution of toyalty fees among the members of a joint claim. On the
basis of the replies of this order, it was the understanding of the 'Tribunal that there
were no- Phase II issues involving the distribution of royalty fees among the Joint
Sports Claimants, the National emllegiate Athletic Assodation, the Public Broad-,
casting Service, National_ Public Radio,and among the commercial television sta-
tions represented by the NationabAssociation of Broadcasters.

There were pending before the Tribunal a number of claims filed by copyright
owners who were not associated with a joint claim or joint representation before the
Tribunal. These cLlimants were ordered to submit not later than August 15, 1980,
any entitlement 4ustification which they wished to have considered by the Tribunal
in the deterfnihtion of their share of the royalty fees. Phase II hearings concluded
on August 21, 1980. The final determination in the 1978 Cable Royalty Distribution
Determination was published on September ,ga, 1980 (44 FR 63026).

-Coin-operated phonorecord players: Royalty adjustment proceeding
17 U.S.C. 4 804(a)1 provides that the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall publish a

notice in the Federal Register on Jarluary 1, 1980 of the commencement of' proceed-
ings concerning the adjustment of royalty rates for coin-operated phonorecord play-
ers as provided in section 116. In is further provided that the Tribunal shall render
its final decisions in this proceeding within one )Tar from tbe date of such publica-
tion. Pursuant to statute the notice wu issued (45FR 62).

The Amusement and Music Operators (AMOA) and the three 'principal music
performin rights societiesAmericap Society of Authors, Composers, and Publish-
ers (ASCAt'); Broadcast Music, Inc. (EMI); and SESAC, Inc. responded to the Tribu-
nal's notice of January 2, 1980.

On February 13 in the offices of the Tribunal a meeting was held with all
interested parties for the purpose to discuss the economic survey to be conducted by
the AMOA and to make recommendations on thrnature of the information solicit-
ed. The Tribunal and the performing rights societies offered suggestions to be
included in the survey but were informed by the AMOA that the questionnaires for
the survey had already been mailed. Therefore the meeting did not serve the
purpose for which it was originally intended. '

1,4
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The Tribunal cond cted public hearings to receive testimony on the adjustments
of royalty rates as pr vided in section 116 on April 2, 3, 4, 21, and 22. Rebuttal was
heard-on May 16 -and 19, 1980: in additiom to the material presetited at theSe
hearings, the Tribunal received additional written statements and ticurnentary
evidence submitted in accordance with the rules of the Tribunal. The parties were
directed by the Tribunal to file proposed findings of fact and.conclusions of law on
September 16, 1980. At the end of fiscal 1980, no final detamination had been
rendered by the Tribunal.

Compulsory license for secondary transmission by cable sySitems. Royalty adjustment
proceeding

The Tribunal instituted these proceedings by a public notice issued January 1,
1980 (45 FR 63). This notice was given ,pursuant tol47 804(aX1) which
requires that the Tribunal conduct a proceeding in 1980 in accordance with 17
U.S.C. §801(bX2XA) and (D) concerning the adjustment of royalty rates and gross
receipts limitations established in 17 U.S.C. 111 pertaining to secondbrz transmis-
sion by cable systems.

Section 801(bX2XA) and (D) authorizes the Tribunal to make determinations solely
in accordante with the following provisions:

The rates established_by section 111(dX2XB) may...beadjusted to reflect (i) national
monetary inflation or deflation or (ii) changes-in the average rates charged cable
subscribers for the basic service of provrdiitg secondary transmissiong to maintain
the real constant' dollar leVel of flie_royalty fee per subscriber which existed as of
the date ofzenactment of this Act;

The gross receipts limitations established by section 111(dX2XC) and (D) shall be
Austed to reflect national monetary inflation or deflation or changes in the aver-
age rates charged.dable system subscribers for the,.basic service of providing second-
ary transmissions to maintain the real constant dollar value of the exemption
provided by such settion.

In order to establish the necessary factual information with respect to this pro-
ceeding, the Tribunal developed a cable system questionnaire which requested cable
operators to list their monthly first-set subscriber rates as of October 19, 1976 and
April 1,1980. In addition, -the qtiestionnaire requested information on whether the
responding cable system was subject to rate regulation and, if so, the extent to
which rate iriereases had been denied by regulatory authorities. The Tirbunal
accorded Motion Picture Association of American, National Cable Television Associ-
ation and Community Antenna Television Associatioq the opportunity to review the
questionnaire and to suggest additional questions. The questionnaire was then sent
to all cable systems that had filed a statement of account with the Copyright Office
and the Tribunal received, 2,251 replies.

Pursuant to the Tirbunal's Notice, a statement on jurisdiction and legal questions
was filed on May 1, 1980, by National Cable Television Association (NCTA). Econom-
ic and other studies were filed with the Tribunal on May 19, 1980, by NCTA and
Copyright Owners, and each of these parties filed replies on June 2, 1980:No other
parties responded to the Tribunal's Notice. -

Hearings were cdnducted 'by the Tribunal on September 29 through October 6,
1980, at which time Copyright Owders and NCTA presented their cases through
their respetiye witnesses. The proceeding was in process at the end of the fiscal
year.

Compulsory license for making and distributing phonorecords. Royalty adjustment
proceedings -

The Tribunal's Notice of January 1, 1980 (45 FR 63) announced that the current
proceeding would be conducted in accordance with the Tribunal's Rules of Proce-
dure The Tribunal directed parties to submit motions concerning jurisdictional or
legal questions by March 3, 1980, and reply comments by March 20, 1980. The
Tribunal further directed that economic or other studies be prepared in accordance
with the Tribunal's Rules of Procedure, and scheduled submission of such studies by
April 1, 1980, Finally, the Tribunal scheduled an evidentiary hearing to commence
on April 28, 1980.

In accordance with the.Tribunal's Notice, NMPA and GAC independently filed
papers on March 3, 1980 dessribing the Tribunal's autfrority to eipress the statutory
rate as a percentage of the price of phonorecords, or, alternatively, to index a flat
cent royalty, determined de novo, to changes in the cost of living.

On March 25, 1980 the Tribunal convened to hear oral argument on the jurisdic-
tional issue: NMPA. AGAC and RIAA appeared. At the conference's close, the
Chairman announced postponenment of submission of economic and other studies to
April 7, and of commencement of the evidentiary hearing to May O.

1 4 t)
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On March 27, 1980, the 'Tribunal denied RIAA's motion to decla4 "that any
adjustment ot the royaltY rate established in 17 U.S.C. § 115 (mechanical royalty) to
provide for the fixing:of the -royal(y rate as a percentage of the price of -the
phonorecord is beyond the jurisdiction of the Tribunal." The Tribunal further ruled
to take and consider evidence on proposed percentage formulas for the mechanical
royalty rate.

In accordance with the Tribunal's directives, NMPA,NAGAC, and RIAA sIbmitted
economic and other studies on April 7, 1980. The evidentiary hearings commenced
and at the end ofjiscal 1980 the hearings were still,in proeess.

Cost.of.libing adjpstment for noncommercial broooxisting
In its final rule of June 8, 1979 (43 FR 25068) announcing the terms and rates of

royalty payments to be paid by non-commercial broadcasting for the use of certain
copyrighted works, the Tribunal included a provision that on the first of August of-.
each year, the Tribunal shall publish in the Federal Register a notice of the annual .
change in the cost of living, as determined by the Consumer Price Index. Such a
notice was published on August 1, 1980 and the schedule of noncommercial broad-
casting royalty.rates was accordingly revised (44 FR 51197-8).

Distribution of jukebox myalties
Pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 116(C) the Tribunal was advised by the performing rights

societies that a controversy did net exist as to the distribution of the 1978 royalty
fund. Pursuant to said section distribution was made in pro rata shares as the
performing right societies stipulated among themselves.

Study in audio home taping
The Tribunal in November, 1979 published the results of the first United States

official survey of coasumer practices and attitudes concerning the home taping of
audio-works. This survey was conducted as part of the Tribunal's examination of the
copyright implications of the use of taping machines utilizing copyright materialS.

The release of the survey ,was accompanied by a report of the Tribunal's Home
Tapig Committee which stated:

"In ealdition to further refinement and development of the subjects explored-in
the survey (including appropriate projections from the data), a number of other
areas must be examirkel before any valid conclusions may be reached or policy
recommendalions formulated. AmOng these subjects would be examination of the
trends in the i{le of blank tape, consideration of the sales volume, prices and
revenues, of the prerecorded music industry, the impact of home taping on the
creation and production of new product, the status of technological developments,
which could alter the'ability to wine in home taping, and economic and popula-
tion trends which could influence the-extent of personal taping."

,keport of the Tribunal on the use of certain copyrighted workd by noncommercial
broadcasting

The Tribunal in January, 1980 transmitted to the Judiciary Committees of the
United States Senate and House of Representatives its report and recommendations
on the "Use of-Certain Copyrighted Works in Connection With Noncommercial
Broadcasting." This report was presented in accordance with 37 CFR 304.14, the
'f:{hunal's regulation adopted at the conclusion of its 1978 public broadcasting
proceeaing.

The Tribunal's report reviewed the necessity for a public broadcasting opyright
compulsory license for the performance of nondramatic t usical works, the record-
ing of nondramatic performances and displays of music works, and thee use of
published- pictorial, graphic and seulptural works. The e oort also considered the
Tribunal's regulations concerning the record keeping and eporting by public broad-
casting of the Ilse of copyrighted materials subject to the statutory compulsory
license found in 17 U.S.C. 118.

The Tribunal concluded that "on the basis of its review of the experience with
Section 118, the Tribunal concludes that the compulsory license is not necessary-for
the efficient operation of public bromIcasting and thus constitutes an inappropriate
interference with the traditional functioning of the copyright system and th: artis-
tic and economic freedom of those creators whose works are subject to its provi-
sions.' The Tribunal recommended that "the Congress reconsider the public broad-
casting compulsory license at an appropriate time.'
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EXPENDITURES AND.FISCAt STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT

Financial highlights of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal's third fiscal year of
operations

Amount allotted $471,000
Obligated ' 461,196
Unobligated allotment 9,804

ihe major expenditures were for admMistration, with the largest being fur sala-
ries and personnel benefits 4$378,991), and rental space l$23,606). The three major
hearing's held by the Tribunal this fiscal year resulted in an mrease in cost of
hearings l$29,230).

Following is.the &piled fiscal statement otaccount:

COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT, FOR Tht. YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30,

. 1980

Hire
ArrnuaD

AktIed ONtated

Sear/s and compensation .

Fume! tieneMs%
' Travel and transpoctation of persons

Postage.. .. .

Local telepho* .

tont distance telephone
Rental of tifuipment

Rental of space .

Printing. forms ...
Other services. misceganeous, -
.Serras of other agences
Rom of equipment .

Grievance anratxtration services
Office suplies .

Books and ern mattriits

Total. . . .

S353,000 S350.993

28.300 27.997
2,800 1.796

1.200 1.199
2,400 2,398

X800 800

2.000 1.920
23 700 23.606

4.900 1.926
1,000 480

16.000 15,595
500 432

32,000 29,231 '
1.400 1.875
1,000 998

471,000 461,196

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GOVERNMENT AND THE sUNSHINE ACT

The Government n the Sunshine Act requires each agency subject to the Act to
report annually to the Congress regarding its compliance with the provisions_otthe
Act. In assembling end organizing the required information, the Tribunal has
followed the format and procedure-requested by Senator Lawton Chiles, Chairman
uf the Senate Subcommittee on Fedetal Spending Practices and Open Government.

3-5. During -fiscal year 1980, the Tribunal held 79 meetings. During fise:
1980, no meetings in whole or in part were,closed to the public. On & or more
occasions, drafts of correspondenee prepared by the Chairman or other Commission-
ers have been circulated te Commissioners for review. However, shch correspond
ence does not constitute Official action of the agency. Giveh the smallness of the
agency, we have held no wholly or partially closed meetings.

6. Since its establishment, the Tribunal has never utilized notational voting in the
consideration or iidoption of agency rules, other final actions, or in reaching the
final determinations dwcribed n the Coyyright Act iP.L. 94-553). As stated above,
on one or more occasions, drafts of cerrespondence,prepared by the Chairman,or
other Commission rs have been circulated to COmmrssioners for review. However,
such correspondence does not constitute official action of the agency-

7. The Tribunal has na permanent professional staff and consequently there are
no staff papers to be made available to the public. Section 301.12(c) of the Tribunal's
Rules of l'roledurei prOvides, ''Reasonable access for news media will be I, -ivided at
all public sessions provided that it does not interfere with the comfort of-Commis-
sioners, staff, or witnesses. Cameras will be admitted Only on the authorization of
the Chairman, and nu witness may be photographed or have his testimony recorded
for broadcast if he objects." Since its establishment, tlis Tribunal has not in practice
precluded the use otcameras or recording devices.

15i
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8. Three methods of notifying the public of agency meetings have been utthzed
A. Publication of hearing notice in the Federal Register,
B. Informal per,sonal notification .of persons known to have an interest in a

particular subject matter.
C. Use of the trade press to bring the proceedings of the Tribunal to the attention

of persons hot likely to read the Federal Regiater.
The policy of the Tribunal has been to provide at least thirty days notice of tht

commencement. of any proceedings, other than proceedings hmited tu the internal
operations of the agency.

9. As stated earlier, the agency is small and all meetings have been open. This
question, is therefore, not applicable.

10-11. The Tribunal's procedure for releasing transcripts, recordings, or minutes
of closed ingetings, is established in Section 301.15 of the Rules of Procedure which
proliides "to/ All meetings closed to the public shall'be subject to either a complete
transcript or, in the case of § 301.13 0/ and at the Tribunal's discretion, detailed
minutes. Detailed minutes shall describe all matters discussed, identify all docu-
ments considered, summarize action taken as well as the reasons for it, and record
all .rollcall votes as well as any views expressed" arid "(3/ Such transcripts or
minutes shall be kept by the T. lbunal for 2 years or 1 year after the conclusion of
ther proceedings, whichever is later. Any portion of transcripts of meetings which
the Chairman does not feel is exempt from disclosure under § 301.13 will ordinarily
be available to the public within 20 working days of the meeting. Transcripts or
minutes of closed meetings will be reviewed by the Chairman at the end of each
calendar year and if he feels they mayl at that time be disclosed, he will resubmit
the question to the Tribunal to gain authorization for their disclosure?' Since the
Tribunal has never, closed a meeting to the public, the Tribunal has not had any
occasion to implement this language ur further adopt procedures pertaining to the
closing of meetings.

12. As we have held no closed meetings, there have been no complaints, formal or
informal, of our Sunshine procedures.

13. Section 301.17 of the 'tribunal's Rules of Procedure on ex parte communication
reads as follows. "(ri) No person-not employed by the Tribunal and no employee of
the Tribunal who performs any investigative function in connection with a Tribunal
proceeding shall communicate, directly or indirectly, with any member Of the Tribu
nal or with any employee involved in the decisions of the proceeding, with respect
to the merits of any- proceeding before the Tribunal or of a factually related
proceeding and "tb),No member of the Tribunal and no employee involved in the
dedision of a proceeding shall communicatt, datttly or indirectly, with any person
not employed by the Tribunal or with any employee of the Tribunal who-performs
an investigative function in connection with the proceeding, with respect to the
merit of any proceeding before the Trit.nal or of a factually related proceeding."

SUNSHINE ACT MEETINGS

Meetings and date(s)
Jukebox, CRT budget, rules, etc., November 9, 1978,
Cable Royalty Fees, May 18, 1979.
claims to Cable Royalty Fees, September 6, 1979.
Cable Royalty Proceedingst October 11, 1979.
Cable & Jukebok Distribution, December 5 and 6, 1979.

Cable royalty.distribution proceeding
7February 15.

March 31.
April 8, 9, 10, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30.
May 1, 2, 5, 6, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29.
August 19, 20, 21.

C'oin-tiperated phunorecord plagrs. royaky adjustment proceeding (jukebox)
March 28.
April 2, 3, 4, 21, 22.
May 16, 19.

Compulsor, license fur making und diaributing phunurecurds. :wall) adjustment
proceedinemechanican

March 10, 25.
April 23.
May 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21,
Juhe 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26.

4 5
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July 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16', 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30, 317
August 1, 5, 6.

Compulsor, license for secundar, tmnsnussums 1).> cable sysiems. rujult) adjustment
proceeding

September 29, 30.

. APPENDIX 'C

COPYRIGHT OWNERS PR/) POSAL FOR A SYSTEM-BY-SYStEM RATE FOR CABLE

77. A semiannual cost of lving revision, in Connection with the s stem-by-system
adjustment procedure diacu ed below, would place only a minimal administrative
bqrden upon the Tribunal. Section 304.10 of the Tribunal's rules requires it to
publish each year in the Fed ral Register a notice of the change in the cost of living
as measured by the CPI for nse by non-commercial broadcasters in computing their
royalty payments. The information needed to compute this change is easily obtained
from the Bureau of Labor,Btatistics of the Department ,pf Labor. The same proce-
dure could be used by the Tribunal to advise cable systems of changes in the CPI to
be applied to their royalty payments. This notice could also be provided to cable
systems by the C,pyright Office along with its routine listribution of statement of
account forms.

78. In order to insure that the royalty rate adjustmdnt is fair to individual cable
systems as well as to copyright owners, a system-by-system rate adjustment should
be required rather than an across-the-board industry adjustnient. An industry-wide
adjustment would unfairly penalize those cable systems that have maintained, their
subscriber rates at a real constant dollar level. On the other hand, systems that
have not increased their subscriber rates along with inflation, for whatever reason,
would pay less than their fair share. The record indicates that larger, newer cable
systems might be able to significantly reduce the level of their royalty payments
under the current payment procedure by offering multiple tiered packages at low
rates. This reduction would,have to be made up for, at least in part, by smaller,

iolder systems that employ more traditional marketing techniques. Such nequities
would be eliminated under,a system-by-system adjustment.

79. A system-by-system approach would also minimize the administrative burdens
placed upon the Tribunal. An industry-wide adjustment would require the Tribunal
to publish, in addition to the CPI increase, a factor establishing the average sub-
sulber rate increase since the preceding adjustment. This determination would
require periodic surveys such as the one conducted this year by the Tribunal. Also,
a,substantial lag time between when cable systems reported this data and when it
could be used in a royalty rate adjustment would be Inherent in any industry-wide
procedure. These problems would not be encountered under a system-by-system
approach, because each individual system would use its own particular subscriber
rate increases or decreases in computing its royalty rate adjustment. Newer systeps
that did not have a 1976 subscriber rate would use the average 1976 subscriber rate
for DSE systems of $6.60 as their base rate. Each cable system would simply
determine the change in its average subscriber rate since October, 1976, and com-
pare that change with the inflation change reported by the Tribunal. Thu. both
fairness and efficiency favor an adjustment of each cable system's royalty rate,
based upon the particular subscriber rate history of that system, to maintain the
real constant dollar value of each system's royalty payment.

80. A system-by:system royalty rate adjustment is fully consistent with the statute
and within the Tribunal's rate adjustment authority. Such.an adjustment would
reflect tii national monetary inflation or deflation and (ii) changes in the average
rates charged cable subscribers. Moreover, it would maintain pr .ely the real
constant dollar level of the royalty fee per subscriber which existed f the date of
enactment of the Act. Whereas the wording of the statute might al support an
industry-wide royalty rate adjustment, it certainly does not preclude a system-by-
system adjustment if such an adjustment would be more fair, more efficient and
would more appropriately accomplish the statutory purpose.

_.
B. Gross receipts adjustment .

.
81. The Tribunal is required to adjust th e. gross receipts limitations established by

section 111(dX2X0 and (D) to reflect national monetary inflation or deflation or
changes in the average rates charged cable system subscribers for the basic service
of providing secondary transmissions to maintain the real constant dollar valne to
the exemption provided by the Act. (17 U.S.C. §801(bX2)(D).) The purpose of thiv
adjustment is to insure that systems of the size entitled to the exemptions in 47.6
continue to be so entitled..---

.1 5 3
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82 Neither party in this proceeding argues that the adjustment to by made here
should reflect both the inflation factor and the subscriber rate factor. Copyright
Owners propose that the adjustment reflect only subscriber rate changes. NCTA
contends that only the inflation factor should be considered. Both parties agree that
the purpose of this adjustment is to maintain the value of the sinall system exemp-
tions. .

83 The record clearly supports the view of Copyright Owners that the small
system adjustment should reflect only changes in subsctiber rates. As illustrated in
Copyright Owners Exhibit R 6, application of the injlatiun faxtur would increase the
value of the gross receipts limitations for those systems that have nut increased
their subscriber rates up to the rate of inflation. Thus, systems of the same size that
were not entitled to the exemptions in 1976 might be so entitled in 1981 if the
limitations were increased by the inflation factor. If the subscriber rate factor is
applied, such windfalls will not occur. Small cable system which have increased
their subscriber rates will benefit to the extent that the exemption brackets will
increase to the same degree in order to maintain the valife of the exemption.
Systems which have previously qualified for the exemptions wilkehange their status
only by virtue of increasing their number of subscribers, regardless of the rate of
inflation Thus, consistent with the purposes of the statute, theygross receircts
limitations should be adjusted according to changes in subscnber rptes as recom-
mended by Copyright Owners.

84 Fairness and administrative ease also require semiannual.adjustment.to the
gross receipts limitations on a system by-system basitp Small wide systems ought
not be denied their exemption becausc they have increased their subscriber rates
due to inflation during the period until the next adjustment proceeding. Thus, an
adjustmeht should be made for each semiannual accounting period to assure.that
systems of the same size continue tu be entitled to the exemptions. Such semiannual
adjustments can be made simply and efTiciently by using a system-by-system ap-
proach whereby each cable system can compute new gross receipts limitations based
upon the change in that system's subscriber rates since October, 1976. For new
systems, the base rate of $6.60 used to compute the royalty rate adjustment should
be used to calculate new gross receipts limitations. This procedure is fully consistent
with the statute and makes use of the same calculations to be made in adjusting
each system's royalty rate.

APPENDIX D

THE UNITED STATES TRADEMARK ASSOCIATION,
New York, NY, February 4..1981.

Hon, ROBERT %V, kASTENMEIER,"
C'hairnzan, Subconznzztlec,on C'ourts, House thidzezary C'oninuttee,
Rayburn House Office litulding, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN. The United States Trademark Assodation is pleased to
learn of your deciSian to Fro ld oversight hearings on the operations of the Patent
and Trademark Office On March 4.

In large measure, the Association past support for an mdependent PTO has been
the disarray of affairs within the entire PTO and particularly the lack of Commerce
Department support for an effective trademark system. The effects of your commit-
tee s interest and focus on improving this situation has and we are certain will
continue to have a dramatk effect upon the overall economy from both a consumer
and producer perspective.

As we understand it, this hearing. on the PTO will consist solely of testimony from
Acting Commissioner Rene Tegtmeyer and although we hope you would schedule
subgequent hearings at which time those from the private sector would be inyited to
participate, we would like to raise a few areas of concern relative to trademark

°operations we would hope your committee would address on March 4.
1 The essential proulem confronting trademark owners is the time required to

obtain a federal registration Reasonably, the period of time from filing an applica-
tion to the issuance of a registration shbuld be from nine months to one year. Yet, it
has been estimated that in fiscal year 1981, it will take up to twice that long to
receive a "first action Such delays have a particularly adverse effect upon the
ability of small businesses to market new products effectively. What is being dune to
speed the registration prdcess?

2 While attributing this problem ti) a lack of fund.> may sound simphstic, it is in
large measure the root cause. Fri:6 1975 to 1980, the number of applications
received in the offke has indeased a percent. Yet, during those same years, the
funds allocated for the registration of trademarks increased only 11 percent. When

154
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18 It anticipated that formulun of the PTO's budget will reflect this dramatic
increase in activity?

3. One easily recognizable area where a lack of funds has bpen particularly
damaging is the printing of the Official Gazette. By law, the OG is to be printed
weekly, yet a lack of funds for-this purpose has created sizable backlogs. To illus-
trate this point, during fiscal year 1980, over 16,000 new marks could not be issued
for this very reason. Thus, while ,52,000 new .applications were received in the
Office, only 14,009 were ackually Issued. What steps have and are being taken to
assure that the OG will be published on tune and that backlogs Row being cleared
will not tecur? / I

I. USTA is also concerned that the real,needs of the PTO have never been made
Llear because those must famdiar with the issues and problems have not had the

. opportunity to candidly and directly dei I with the Hill. Consequently, we wonder
whether the reestabhshrneqt a direct Vie s between the appropriate Congressional
committees, and the. Commissioner and Assistant Commissioners would result in

' greater office efficiency. /
5. Computerization of the public seardi room is essential. There are over one half

Million-marks on file and searches are becoming increasingly difficult. When is it
antidpated that this long overdue project. will be completed?

6. Thereas a 75 percent turnover in the legal staff of the trademark office and the
time needed to- train new perSonnel contributes dramatically to low levels of produc-
tivity. What can be done to change this pattern?

7. It can take months for new employees to receive telephones and most employ-
ees are forced to work with antiquated equipment and furniture. How can- this
problem best be addressed? What is the status of the trademark office's.effort to
acquire its first word.pracessing equipment? :

8. The third floor of Building III in Crystal City, which previously housed the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (MEL has been laying idle for nine months

,while many staff menibers have hardly enough space to-sit down. When will the
required renovation of this space, which we understand will house trademark em-
Ployees, be completed? .

9. The "warehouse" where trademark files are stored demands attention. It can
take as much as six months to recewe copies of files and on niany occasions they
4. annot be found at all due to loss and misplacement. What is being done to improve
this situation?

10. 4 clerical staff of adequate size and with adequate skills is a must in the
trademark office considering the quantity and technical nature of the work. Al-
though we are exceptionally .pleased that the office has received the additional
examiners It needed, the shortage of clerks prohibits the communication ol the
results of their work to the private sector. When the hiring freeze is liftedt are there
plans to increase the number of clerks to handle trademak matters? Has any
consideration been given to upgrading these positions so that those who are hired
will possess the minimal skills nebessary to an efficiently run operation?

Again, Mr. Chairman, The United States Trademark Association commends-you
for your efforts to improve the effectiveness of the PTO and we extend our willing-
ness to be of assistance in your efforts.

Sincerely yours,
Rosimr D. O'BRIEN, President.


